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Abstract
Background: One of the strategies for protein function annotation is to search particular structural motifs that are
known to be shared by proteins with a given function.
Results: Here, we present a systematic extraction of structural motifs of seven residues from protein loops and we
explore their correspondence with functional sites. Our approach is based on the structural alphabet HMM-SA
(Hidden Markov Model - Structural Alphabet), which allows simplification of protein structures into uni-dimensional
sequences, and advanced pattern statistics adapted to short sequences. Structural motifs of interest are selected by
looking for structural motifs significantly over-represented in SCOP superfamilies in protein loops. We discovered
two types of structural motifs significantly over-represented in SCOP superfamilies: (i) ubiquitous motifs, shared by
several superfamilies and (ii) superfamily-specific motifs, over-represented in few superfamilies. A comparison of
ubiquitous words with known small structural motifs shows that they contain well-described motifs as turn, niche
or nest motifs. A comparison between superfamily-specific motifs and biological annotations of Swiss-Prot reveals
that some of them actually correspond to functional sites involved in the binding sites of small ligands, such as
ATP/GTP, NAD(P) and SAH/SAM.
Conclusions: Our findings show that statistical over-representation in SCOP superfamilies is linked to functional
features. The detection of over-represented motifs within structures simplified by HMM-SA is therefore a promising
approach for prediction of functional sites and annotation of uncharacterized proteins.
Background
Protein structures can usually be broken down into their
component secondary structures: a-helices, b-strands and
loops. a-helices and b-strands are regular secondary struc-
tures recurrent in many proteins. Protein loops corre-
spond to all residues not assigned to regular secondary
structures. Unlike a-helices and b-strands, protein loops
were initially seen as random coils because their sequences
and structures are highly variable. But the ever-increasing
availability of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) allowed extensive analyzes of protein loops, which
suggested a more complex view. For example, Panchenko
et al. [1] analyzed the evolution of protein loops and iden-
tified a linear correlation between sequence similarity and
mean levels of structural similarity between loops in
protein families. They suggested that loops evolve through
a process of insertion/deletion and concluded that even
longer loop regions cannot be defined as irregular confor-
mations or random coils. Several classifications of short
and medium loops have been developed [2-7], according
to the type and structure of flanking secondary structures,
and the length and geometry of loops. These classifications
have revealed the existence of recurrent amino-acid
dependent loop conformations.
Loop regions play a role in protein function [8]. They
may be involved in the active sites of enzymes [9] or in
binding sites [10-13]. The classification of protein loops
has then been used to investigate the link between pro-
tein loops and function. From the loop classification sys-
tem ArchDB [3], Espadaler et al. [14], developed an
approach to identify loop clusters associated with the
protein functional sites provided by the PROSITE data-
base [15] or Gene Ontology (GO) [16]. They showed that * Correspondence: anne-claude.camproux@univ-paris-diderot.fr
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sites of proteins. Using a similar approach, Tendulkar et
al. [17] and Manikandan et al. [18] extracted octapeptide
clusters involved in protein function. They first classified
octapeptides using geometric invariants [17] or dihedral
angles [18]. They then identified octapeptide clusters
associated with protein functions provided by SCOP
superfamilies [19] or GO terms. Tendulkar et al.f o u n d
that functional clusters consisted mostly of octapeptides
extracted from loop regions [17]. In a similar vein,
Polacco et al. [20] developed the GASPS approach
(Genetic Algorithm Search for Pattern in Structure) to
extract the structural motifs most useful for identifying
SCOP superfamilies. Ausiello et al. [21] developed an
approach called FunClust to identify conserved residues
of three-dimensional (3D) structural motifs through local
structural comparisons between non homologous pro-
teins. The common point between all these studies is
that no prior information about the location of the func-
tional sites is required, making it possible to discover
new functional sites.
Contrary to the methods cited above, other approaches
start from known functional sites and look for structural
motifs associated with them [22-26]. In all these
approaches, structural motifs are learned through struc-
tural alignment [27], conservation of environment
[26,28], or calculation of geometrical parameters [22-24].
The goal, here, is different than the one pursued by clas-
sification studies: since the focus is set on known func-
tional sites, these approaches are dedicated to the
prediction of these known functional sites, not to the dis-
covery of new sites with functional implication.
There is a third family of studies that we need to intro-
duce before presenting our work: the identification of
functional sequential motifs in DNA sequences using
pattern statistics. The strategy consists in searching for
nucleotide motifs with unusually high or low frequencies,
i.e. over- or under-represented, with respect to a refer-
ence model (generally a homogeneous Markov model)
[29,30]. The underlying idea is that the unusual fre-
quency of a sequence motif in a genome reflects a selec-
tive pressure on this motif, suggesting a functional role.
Such studies have led to the successful identification of
functional motifs, such as restriction sites [31], cross-
over hotspot instigator sites [32] and polyadenylation
signals [33].
In this paper, we propose an approach inspired by this
last category of studies to identify structural motifs in
loops involved in protein function. Our approach is based
on two components. The first one is the structural alpha-
bet HMM-SA described in [34-37]. It is a collection of 27
structural prototypes of four residues, called structural
letters, connected by transition rules. HMM-SA allows
simplifying protein 3D structures into one-dimensional
(1D) sequences of structural letters. After this simplifica-
tion step, the search for 3D structural motifs is reduced to
the search for structural words in the 1D structural-letter
sequences. We can then apply the second component of
our approach: the SPatt software that allows computing
exact statistics in short sequences [38], which we use to
detect over-represented structural words. We specifically
focus on structural motifs of seven residues in loops, fol-
lowing the protocol developed in [39]. In this previous
publication, we have shown that this protocol allowed
grouping together seven-residue fragments with very simi-
lar structures, extracted from both short and long loops
[39]. An advantage of this method is that it does not
require pairwise comparison of all seven-residue frag-
ments. In this study, we further investigate the functional
implication of over-represented structural motifs. We con-
sider the SCOP classification at the superfamily level,
which groups protein with similar functions. For every
structural word, we compute the over-representation sepa-
rately in each SCOP superfamily. Based on the statistical
over-representation in SCOP superfamilies, we make the
distinction between two types of over-represented struc-
tural words within loops: structural words over-repre-
sented in multiple superfamilies, called ubiquitous words,
and structural words over-represented in one or few
superfamilies, called superfamily-specific words. To assess
the role of these words, we (i) investigate the correspon-
dence between a subset of ubiquitous words and known
recurrent motifs, such as turns and niches and (ii) check
the link between a subset of superfamily-specific words
and functional sites of proteins, provided by Swiss-Prot
functional annotations. This validation step confirms that
superfamily-specific words are involved in some functional
sites of proteins, such as the binding sites of small ligands.
Our method thus allowed the identification of structural
motifs important for protein function. Some were pre-
viously known as involved in protein functions, others are
new structural motifs with a putative functional role. Our
results indicate that our statistical approach is a promising
approach for the detection of new structural motifs of




A list of 8 119 protein structures was extracted from the
PDB of May 2008 with PISCES software [40], using the
following criteria: data obtained by X-ray diffraction, with
a resolution better than 2.5 Å, longer than 30 residues,
less than 50% sequence identity between any pair. We
restricted this list to the 5 429 structures classified in
SCOP [19]. As it is assumed that proteins grouped in the
same SCOP superfamily have similar structure and func-
tion, this level was chosen for our analysis. For statistical
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fied into superfamilies with at least two members in the
data set, corresponding to 4 911 proteins from 1 493
superfamilies. On average, a superfamily contains 7.90
proteins (±13.78).
Annotation data set
To validate the functional role of over-represented struc-
tural words, we analyzed their correspondence with func-
tional annotations extracted from the Swiss-Prot database.
Swiss-Prot is a curated sequence database providing a high
level of annotation (description of protein function,
domain structure, post-translational modifications, var-
iants, etc.), a minimal level of redundancy and a high level
of integration with other databases [41]. To extract func-
tional annotations from our initial data set, we used the
PDB/UniProt Mapping database[ 4 2 ] ,w h i c hc o n s i s t so f
several files mapping the PDB and UniProt codes, and
PDB and UniProt sequence numbering. Only 1 487 of the
4 911 protein structures of our initial data set are present
in the PDB/UniProt Mapping database. From this set of 1
487 proteins, called annotation data set, we extracted the
Swiss-Prot annotations. We focused on the feature table
listing post-translational modifications, binding sites,
enzyme active sites, local secondary structure or other fea-
tures. We extracted only the following annotations:
“Repeat” (Positions of repeated sequence motifs or
r e p e a t e dd o m a i n s ) ,c a l c i u m ,D N A ,n u c l e o t i d e - b i n d i n g
sites, metal-binding sites (cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium,
manganese, molybdenum, nickel, sodium), zinc finger,
active sites, and binding sites for any chemical group (co-
enzyme, prosthetic group, etc).
Validation data set
This data set was used to double-check the correspon-
dence between structural motifs and Swiss-Prot annota-
tions. From PDB/UniProt Mapping database, we
extracted a set of 2 640 proteins classified in SCOP.
From this protein set, we retained the 2 636 proteins
obtained by X-ray diffraction, with a resolution better
than 3 Å, longer than 40 residues and presenting less
than 95% sequence identity between any pair.
Extraction of over-represented structural motifs from
protein loops
Our approach, summarized on Figure 1 is based on two
components: (i) the structural alphabet HMM-SA that
allows the simplification of protein structures into struc-
tural-letter sequences, (ii) the SPatt software that allows
the computation of exact pattern statistics in simplified
structural-letter sequences. We describe below these
two components.
Simplification of protein structures by HMM-SA and
extraction of structural motifs
HMM-SA is a structural alphabet of 27 structural proto-
types of four residues, called structural letters, established
with hidden Markov models. The main steps of HMM-
SA construction are the following (see [34,36] for details):
1. the backbone of protein structures of a large data
set are split in overlapping fragments of four
residues,
2. each four-residue fragment is described by the
three distances between the non-successive a-car-
bons and the projection of the fourth a-carbon on
the plan formed by the first three ones,
3. four-residue fragments are classified according to
their geometry and their succession in protein struc-
tures, using a hidden Markov model where the
inputs are the vectors of distance descriptors of each
fragment.
4. the optimal structural alphabet model is selected
using the parsimony principle to choose the model
that better fits the data with the smallest possible com-
plexity. In this goal, structural alphabets of different
lengths are compared using the Bayesian Information
Criterion, which balances the log-likelihood of the
model and a penalty term related to the number of
parameters of the model and the sample size.
The optimal HMM-SA resulted in 27 classes of four-
residue fragments and the transition matrix between
these classes. For each class, labelled by letters (a, A-Z)
and named structural letters, a representative four-resi-
due fragment, presented in Figure 2A, is computed. It
has been shown that four structural letters (A, a, W,
V)a r es p e c i f i ct oa-helices, five (L, M, N, T, X)a r e
specific to b-strands and the remaining 18 describe
loops [36].
HMM-SA can be used to simplify a protein structure
of n residues into a sequence of (n - 3) structural letters.
This simplification takes into account the structural
similarity of four-residue fragments with the 27 struc-
tural letters. It is achieved by a dynamic programming
algorithm based on Markovian process to obtain maxi-
mum a posteriori encoding using the Viterbi algorithm.
The input is the sequence of distance descriptors of the
four-residue fragments of the input structure. The out-
put is a sequence of structural letters, where each struc-
tural letter describes the geometry of a four-residue
fragment.
We used HMM-SA to extract structural motifs from
protein loops using the protocol established in a previous
s t u d y[ 3 9 ]a n ds u m m a r i z e di nF i g u r e2 .W ef i r s ts i m p l i -
fied all the 4 911 structures of our initial data set in
sequences of structural letters. Since we focused our ana-
lysis on protein loops, regular secondary structures were
removed, based on the fact that some structural letters
are specific to regular secondary structures [36,37]. From
the initial data set, we obtain 90 811 protein loops
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Page 3 of 23Figure 1 Protocol used in this study. Non redundant protein structures were simplified using the structural alphabet HMM-SA and structural
motifs extracted using the protocol presented in Figure 2. Over-represented structural motifs in SCOP superfamilies in protein loops were
detected using the SPatt software. Based on SPatt statistics, two types of words were distinguished: ubiquitous words, over-represented in
several superfamilies, and superfamily-specific words, over-represented in few superfamilies. Some ubiquitous words were compared with known
structural motifs: b-turns identified by the ExtractTurn software and structural motifs presented in the Motivated Proteins database. Some
superfamily-specific words were compared with functional sites, using Swiss-Prot annotations and external softwares.
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protein loops, we chose to study the structural motifs
formed by four consecutive structural letters (i.e., seven
residues). The choice of the length of four structural let-
ters is motivated by our previous work [39], where we
showed that it allows a compromise between considering
long fragments on the one hand, and avoiding data spar-
sity on the other hand. The 90 811 protein loops are split
into 238 158 seven-residue fragments, described by
25 304 different words of four structural letters. As we
have previously shown that structural words with low fre-
quencies are linked to structural flexibility and regions
with uncertain coordinates [39], we did not consider
structural words seen less than five times in our initial
data set. This results in a set of 11 294 different structural
words, grouping 224 148 seven-residue fragments. Each
word is seen on average 20 times (±32), meaning that it
groups on average 20 seven-residue fragments.
Computation of pattern statistics using SPatt
We used the SPatt software [38,43], available from
http://stat.genopole.cnrs.fr/spatt/index.html to identify
structural motifs over-represented in SCOP
superfamilies.
Here, we computed the over-representation of four-
structural-letter motifs in sets of protein loops grouped
by SCOP superfamilies. The considered sequences are
typically short. The SPatt approach allows the calculation
of exact statistics in sets of short sequences [44,45]. The
over-representation of a word w in a set of sequences is
assessed by comparing its observed occurrence (Nobs)
with the theoretical occurrence (Ntheo) expected under a
background model. The over-representation score Lp of
w is given by





















































Figure 2 Protocol used for extraction of structural motifs.A :t h e2 7s t r u c t u r a ll e t t e r so fH M M - S A .B :i n p u t3 Ds t r u c t u r e .C :s e q u e n c eo f
structural letters resulting from the simplification. D: extraction of loops based on regular expressions of structural letters; the geometry of a
loop encoded by SPBDRPI is shown on the right side. E: systematic splitting of loops into overlapping words of four consecutive structural
letters. The geometry of two structural words, KGDR and DRPI, are shown with superimposition of their fragments. Fragments are
superimposed with ProFit software http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/profit and represented with Pymol http://www.pymol.org.
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p−value = P(Ntheo ≥ Nobs) = P[Ntheo = Nobs ] + P[Ntheo = (Nobs+1 )] + P[Ntheo = (Nobs+2 )]+ ... (2)
where P denotes the probability of the events. For
instance, a Lp score of 3 means that a word is over-repre-
sented with a p - value of 10
-3. SPatt allows the exact com-
putation of the distribution of the word occurrence Ntheo
and thus the corresponding p - value. The approach imple-
mented in SPatt is based on the notion of automata. We
briefly present it below, see [44,45] for details. Let us con-
sider, for example, the word PZCD. The first step in SPatt
consists in building an optimal Markov chain embedding
through a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) shown in
Figure 3A. The second step in SPatt consists in passing the
structural-letter sequences in the DFA, resulting in the cor-
responding state sequence as illustrated in Figure 3B. By
definition these state sequences are a heterogeneous first
order Markov chain embedding over the alphabet
Q  =

states of the DFA

, with a starting distribution md
(d Î [1, r]) and a transition matrix T. The computation of
md and T are explained in [44]. Then, these corresponding
Markov chain embedding parameters allow the
computation of the generating function of Nw in each
structural-letter sequence. From the generating functions,
GNtheo,o fNtheo, all terms of equation 1 are deduced, see
[44]:




P(Ntheo = Nobs)yNobs (4)
A simple example of the computation of p-v a l u eof
word using DFA is presented in details [44]. Note that,
contrary to approaches based on the hypergeometric
distribution approximation, the exact approach does not
require any correction to take into account the size of
the data set in which the patterns are searched. This is
explicitly taken into account during the exact p-v a l u e
computation.
In this work, we computed the over-representation
scores for four structural-letter words, in the loop regions

























Structural-letter sequence: DFSKPZCDSKGIKH 
State sequence            : 00001234000000
   
Figure 3 Example of Markov chain embedding for the PZCDpattern. A: Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) associated to PZCD.I n i t i a l
state is highlighted in green, transiting states in blue and final state in red. One proceeds in this DFA according to the labels associated to the
rows between states. Each occurrence of PZCD will reach the final state. B: state sequences obtained after passing of a structural-letter sequence
to the DFA.
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those words, among the 11 294 that meet the condition
of being observed at least five times in the superfamily.
In order to take into account multiple testing, we used
t h eB o n f e r r o n ic o r r e c t i o nt os e tt h es i g n i f i c a n c et h r e s h -
old, resulting in a final threshold equal to 5.97.
We further considered two criteria:
￿ Lpmax: the maximal Lp score of a word among all
superfamilies,
￿ nbsf*: the number of superfamilies in which a word
is significantly over-represented.
These two criteria enabled us to differentiate two
types of over-represented structural words, as defined in
Table 1: words over-represented in a large number of
SCOP superfamily, with Lpmax >5 : 9 7a n dnbsf* >= 5,
which we refer to as ubiquitous words and highly over-
represented in one superfamily, with Lpmax >5 . 9 7a n d
nbsf* < 5, which we refer to as superfamily-specific words.
For comparison, we also calculated these criteria over
randomized data sets obtained by randomly reassigning
loops to SCOP superfamilies.
Extent of coverage of structural words
Let us consider a data set of protein structures encoded
in structural-letter sequences and a subset of structural
words. The coverage of the data set by the subset of
structural words can be calculated at various aspects,
illustrated in Figure 4:
￿ word coverage: the fraction of structural words
included in the word subset,
￿ fragment coverage: the fraction of fragments
encoded by words from the subset,
￿ loop length coverage: the fraction of residues in
loops covered by words from the subset,
￿ protein coverage: the fraction of proteins contain-
ing at least one of the words from the word subset.
Validation of structural or functional role of structural
words
Our protocol enabled us to extract over-represented
structural motifs in from loops. Then, we tried to assess
the implication of these words in a structural or a func-
tional point of view. Specifically, we investigated (i) the
link between ubiquitous words and known structural
motifs and (ii) the link between superfamily-specific
words and known functional sites. This step of valida-
tion was performed on the annotation and validation
data sets, only for a subset of the most significantly
over-represented structural words, called extreme words,
as defined in Table 1.
Validation of the structural role of extreme ubiquitous
words
Ubiquitous words were compared with well-character-
ized 3D motifs: b-turns, niche and nest motifs. b-turns
are detected in protein structures with ExtractTurn soft-
ware [46]. Turns are defined as tetrapeptides with an
Cα
i − Cα
i+3 distance lower than 7 Å, with the two central
residues i + 1 and i + 2 in a non helical state [47]. Nest
and niche motifs are identified using the Motivated Pro-
teins database [48]. Nest motifs are fragments of three
consecutive residues, in which the main-chain NH of
residue i and the main-chain NH of residue i +2h a v e
the potential to interact weakly with an anionic group
[49]. Niche motifs are formed by three or four consecu-
tive residues in which the main-chain CO of residue i
and the main-chain CO of the last residue i +2o ri +3
have the potential to interact weakly with a cationic
group [50]. The Motivated Protein database stores the
nest and niche motifs detected in a data set of 400
representative proteins. Only 249 of these 400 proteins
are also included in our initial data set. The comparison
of structural words with nesta n dn i c h em o t i f si st h u s
restricted to these 249 proteins. The Motivated Protein
database was also used to detect ends of b-turns. For a
pair formed by a structural word and a known structural
motif, we computed a precision measure given by the
Table 1 Definition of word types
Name Definition
Structural word Sequence of four successive structural letters
Over-represented word Structural word with Lpmax ≥ 5.97
Ubiquitous word Structural word with Lpmax ≥= 5.97 and nbsf* ≥=5
Extreme ubiquitous word Structural word with Lpmax ≥= 10 and nbsf* ≥=5
Superfamily-specific word Structural word with Lpmax ≥ 5.97 and nbsf* <5
Moderately superfamily-specific Structural word with Lpmax ≥= 10 and nbsf* <5
Extreme superfamily-specific word Structural word with Lpmax ≥= 50 and nbsf* <5
Functional word Extreme superfamily-specific word with a precision≥ 40% for a Swiss-Prot annotation
*: extreme structural words are subject to further examination to validate their structural or functional role.
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that contain the known structural motif.
Validation of the functional role of extreme superfamily-
specific words
The functional implication of superfamily-specific struc-
tural words was explored using the biological annota-
tions from the Swiss-Prot database extracted from the
annotation data set. The comparison of structural words
with Swiss-Prot annotations extracted from annotation
data set is limited to the 1 487 proteins. In an effort to
limit this gap, we built a second data set, named valida-
tion data set composed of 2 636 proteins and favoring
the selection of annotated proteins.
In order to quantify the correspondence between
structural word and biological annotations, we com-
puted precision and sensitivity measures of the detection
of annotations using words. We considered two levels of
annotation: the first level, named annotation, corre-
sponds to the “Feature key” and the second level, named
second-level annotation, corresponds to the “Descrip-
tion” that provides a description of the annotation. For
example, when the annotation is “binding”, the second-
level annotation indicates the ligand type.
The precision is defined as the proportion of frag-
ments encoded by a structural word that are annotated
by a given annotation considering the two levels of
annotation. A structural word with high precision is said
to be functional. In order to take into account the spar-
sity of Swiss-Prot annotations, we set a permissive
threshold of 40% precision. The sensitivity (also called
recall) is defined by the proportion of a given annotation
that is covered by a structural word. To compute the
sensitivity, we retained only annotations extracted from
protein loops, annotations seen in regular secondary
structures regions are discarded.
In complement to Swiss-Prot annotations, which are
of high quality but far from complete, we used various
external tools to identify putative functional motifs.
￿ The Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) database [51] docu-
ments enzyme active sites and catalytic residues in
enzymes of known 3D structure. It identifies the
residues directly involved in the enzymatic reaction.
￿ The Ligplot software [52] allows the identification
of interactions between proteins and ligands, by pro-
viding schematic diagrams of protein-ligand interac-
tions from a given PDB file.
￿ The REP software [53] is used to predict repeat
regions from protein sequences. This software uses
an iterative homology-based repeat finding method.
￿ The SitePredict software [24] http://sitepredict.
org/ is used to predict nucleotide and calcium-
binding sites. SitePredict is a machine learning
method based on diverse residue properties, includ-
ing the spatial clustering of residue types and con-
servation during evolution. Only residues with a
s c o r ea b o v e0 . 5a r ec o n s i d e r e dt ob ei n v o l v e di n
the binding site.
Results
Extraction of structural motifs over-represented in SCOP
superfamilies
The goal of our study is to systematically identify struc-
tural motifs of interest, i.e. motifs with structural or
functional implication, in protein loops. We made the
hypothesis that structural motifs of interest are subject
to selective pressure during evolution, which should
result in structural words with unexpectedly high fre-
quency in protein structures simplified into structural-
letter sequences. In order to make the connection with
protein function, we surveyed the over-representation of
structural words in SCOP superfamilies, by computing
over-representation scores for all structural words seen




































































Figure 4 Definitions and illustration of coverage rates.W e
considered a set of seven words of four structural letters (SPBD,
UQRS, RBTU, DOCI, ZPCD, PCDU, DUGO), grouping 14 seven-
residue fragments. Let us consider that these words and their
occurrence are examples and not the real occurrences in the data
set. From this set of words, we focused on three words, named
restricted set and presented in red in A, grouping seven seven-
residue fragments. Various coverage rates were calculated for these
words. A: word coverage, the fraction of structural words included
in the restricted set. B: fragment coverage, the fraction of fragments
encoded by words from the restricted set. C: loop-length coverage,
the fraction of residues in loops covered by words from the
restricted set. D: protein coverage, the fraction of proteins
containing at least one of the words from the restricted set.
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represented in at least one SCOP superfamily in the
initial data set, corresponding to a coverage rate of 15%
of the words and 30% of the fragments, as reported in
Table 2. Based on the over-representation in SCOP
superfamilies, we built two statistical criteria to classify
the structural words: Lpmax, which is the maximum
over-representation score Lp observed among SCOP
superfamilies, and nbsf* indicating the number of super-
families in which a structural word is over-represented.
For example, structural word GSUS has a Lpmax value
equal to 140 and a nbsf* value equal to 3, meaning that
this word is over-represented in three SCOP superfami-
lies and very strongly in one of them with a Lp score
e q u a lt o1 4 0 ,i . e .ap-v a l u eequal to 10
-140.A v e r a g e
values observed for Lpmax and nbsf* are reported in
Table 3. Globally, structural words display an average
Lpmax equal to 4.3 ± 5.6, with extreme values observed
for the words PCDS (Lpmax = 0.39) and UODO (Lpmax=
210). The mean value of nbsf* is equal to 0.2 ± 0.7, ran-
ging from 0 to 25, indicating that many of these words
are not exceptional in any superfamily. We assessed the
relevance of these numbers by comparing them with
those obtained with randomized SCOP classifications.
The number of over-represented words using random
SCOP classifications is significantly smaller than that for
SCOP: only 47 words are over-represented for the ran-
dom SCOP classification, see Table 3. We can therefore
conclude that over-represented words significantly
depart from random regarding their repartition in SCOP
superfamilies.
Figure 5 presents the values of Lpmax versus nbsf* for
all structural words seen at least five times in a SCOP
superfamily. Interestingly, this representation reveals
that some structural words are over-represented with
very high scores in a small number of superfamilies,
whereas others are over-represented with more moder-
ate scores but in several superfamilies. Accordingly, we
define two classes of words: ubiquitous and superfamily-
specific words, as detailed in Table 1. Ubiquitous words
are over-represented in several superfamilies, suggesting
that they may be involved in protein structures. By con-
trast, superfamily-specific words are over-represented in
few superfamilies, suggesting a possible association with
functional sites. We then carried out an analysis of (i)
the link between ubiquitous words and known recurrent
structural motifs, and (ii) the link between superfamily-
specific words and functional sites in proteins. This ana-
lysis was carried out only for a subset of the ubiquitous
and superfamily-specific words, the extreme ubiquitous
words and extreme superfamily-specific words as
detailed in Table 1.
Link between extreme ubiquitous words and known
structural motifs
We focused on extreme ubiquitous words, defined by
Lpmax ≥=1 0nbsf* ≥= 5. As reported in Table 2 these 24
words account for only 0.2% of words but cover more
5% of loop-length and are seen in 63% of proteins (see
Figure 4 for the definition of coverages). These words
are highly recurrent, with a mean occurrence equal to
326 (± 216). They are seen in 32 to 285 superfamilies
and over-represented in 5 to 25 superfamilies.
Some recurrent structural motifs in loops are well
characterized and described in the literature. These
motifs include b-turns [54,55], a-turns [56] and g-turns
[57,58], nests [49] and niches [50]. They may play a role
in protein folding and stability [59,60] or in the biologi-
cal function of proteins, within the enzyme active sites
or binding sites [49,61]. We thus investigated whether
extreme ubiquitous words correspond to some of these
small structural motifs. The results of this analysis are
reported in Table 4.
b-turn motifs
We compared extreme ubiquitous words and standard
b-turns [54,55]. As b-turns are four-residue long and we
consider seven-residue motifs, the question is to know
whether b-turns are included in, or overlap with
extreme ubiquitous words. As shown in Table 4, eleven
structural words (PZCD, HBDS, ZCDS, UFQK, GYUQ,
YBDS, FQLG, YZDS, GUDO, FFFI, FQKG) are clearly
associated with b-turns, and two words (SLGI, QLGI)
contain the three last residues of a turn motif. To evalu-
ate the structural diversity of this set of eleven extreme
ubiquitous words, we computed the a-carbon Root-
Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) between all word-pairs.
The RMSD between two words is measured by the aver-
age RMSD between 30 fragment pairs randomly selected
within pairs of seven-residue fragments encoded by the
two words. The set of eleven words clearly associated
Table 2 Coverage rate (%) of different word subsets in the initial data set
Word subset Number of words Word coverage Fragment coverage Loop-length coverage Protein coverage
Over-represented 1705 15 30 44 61
Extreme ubiquitous 24 0.2 3.4 5 63
Extreme superfamily-specific 23 0.2 0.7 1 17
Relaxed ubiquitous 40 0.4 4.5 6.5 72
Moderately superfamily-specific 114 1 3 5 77
Regad et al. BMC Bioinformatics 2011, 12:247
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/12/247
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ferent conformations, with a mean RMSD of 2.12 Å (±
1.05). This reflects the diversity of b-turns motifs. For
example, word PZCD contains two type I turns, whereas
word UFQK contains one type II turn.
An example of an extreme ubiquitous structural word
corresponding to b-turn motifs, word PZCD, is illu-
strated in Figure 6 (upper panel). The superimposition
of PZCD-fragments and the amino-acid logo [62] asso-
ciated to the PZCD-fragments, presented in Figure 6A
and 6B, shows that PZCD-fragments are very similar in
terms of structure and present some amino-acid specifi-
cities at positions 2, 5 and 6. As shown in Figure 6C,
this word is very frequent (seen 560 times in the initial
data set), and over-represented in 25 superfamilies with
an Lpmax equal to 34.82. The representation of two pro-
teins containing PZCD-fragments shows that this ubiqui-
tous word is present in superfamilies with different
folds. As reported in Table 4, 99.8% of PZCD-fragments
contain b-turns. Specifically, they contain two b-turns,
at positions 2:5 and 3:6.
However, some of the fragments encoded by the eleven
words strongly associated with b-turns, given in Table 4,
do not contain turns as assigned by the ExtractTurn soft-
ware. This represents a small fraction of the fragments:
only 342 fragments out of 8 369, i.e. 4%. Out of these 342
fragments, 79 fail the turn assignment because they have a
Cα
i − Cα
i+3 distance greater than 7 Å and 263 because they
have an internal residue in the helical state. For example,
only one of YZDS-fragments is not identified as a turn
because the distance is equal to 7.08 Å (2ahu_A: 259-262).
Our structural words therefore group together fragments
including fragments identified as turns and some that nar-
rowly fail the turn assignment. This suggests that struc-
tural motifs could be used to assign “relaxed” turns and
supports the notion of turn-like conformations, introduced
by Fuchs et al, corresponding to four-residue fragments
with a Cα
i − Cα
4 distance around 7 Å [63].
Nest or niche motifs
We also compare extreme ubiquitous words with the 12
small hydrogen-bonded 3D motifs extracted from the
Motivated Protein database [48]. Results of this analysis
are reported in Table 4. As stated in the Methods section,
there is very little overlap between our initial data set and
the proteins stored in the Motivated Protein database.
Even on such a small number of fragments, the compari-
son reveals that seven extreme ubiquitous words (DRPI,
DSPI, DSGI, DSKG, DSKH, DOIP and OIPI)c o r r e -
s p o n dt on e s tm o t i f s ,w i t hprecision greater than 93%
and two words (BQGI and HBBQ) correspond to niche
motifs with precision greater than 95% precision. The set
of words corresponding to nest motifs includes structural
words with similar conformations, such as DRPI, DSPI
and DSGI or DSKG and DSKH.W ea l s on o t et h a ts o m e
structural words overlap: in 81% of cases, structural word
DOIP is immediately followed by letter I, forming the
five-structural letter word DOIPI.
Table 3 Statistics for the various word subsets
Data set Word subset Word number Lpmax nbsf*
Initial data set All words 11 294 4.3 (5.6) 0.2 (0.7)
Over-represented words 1 705 11.3 (12.1) 1.3 (1.4)
Extreme ubiquitous words 23 26 (14) 10.33 (5.5)
Extreme superfamily-specific words 24 89 (47) 1.4 (0.4)
Initial data set+random SCOP
a All words 11 294 2.5 (0.9) 0.006 (0.4)
Over-represented words 45 (7) 10.7 (11.9) 1.9 (2.2)
We report average values with standard deviation between brackets.
a: twelve random SCOP classifications were generated by permuting the loops in the real
SCOP classification.

















BaaD BAAD BaaE BaaF BaaQ BaaS BaaZ BAAZ BaBB BABB BABC BABD BaBE BABE BABF BABI BaBQ BABQ BABR BABS BaBZ BABZ BaDF BADF BADG BaDO BADO BaDQ BADQ BADR BaDS BADS BaEB BaEI BaFF BaFR BaOP BaOS BaOZ BaQJ BaQK BaQU BaRF BaRP BaSK BAVB
BAVC
BAVD BAVE BAVI BAVO BAVQ BAVR BAVS BaVZ BAVZ BaZC BAZC BAZD BaZE BAZE BaZF BAZF BAZG BaZI BAZI BAZO BaZQ BAZQ BAZS BaZZ BAZZ BBaB BBAB BBaD BBAD BBaF BBaO BBaZ BBAZ BBBB BBBC BBBD BBBE BBBF BBBI BBBO BBBP
BBBQ










BBDF BBDG BBDO BBDQ BBDR BBDS BBEB BBEC BBED BBEE BBEF BBEG
BBEI
BBEO BBEP BBEQ BBER BBES BBEZ BBFE
BBFF
BBFI BBFO BBFQ BBFR BBFS BBIF BBIG BBIH BBIJ BBIK BBIP BBIU BBIY BBOB BBOC BBOD BBOE BBOG BBOI BBOP
BBOQ





BBQS BBQU BBQY BBRF BBRG BBRH
BBRJ
BBRK BBRP BBRS BBRU BBRY BBSF BBSG BBSH BBSJ BBSK
BBSP
BBSQ BBSU BBSY BBVB BBVC BBVD BBVE BBVI BBVO BBVQ BBVR BBVS BBVZ BBZC BBZD BBZE BBZF BBZG
BBZI
BBZO
BBZP BBZQ BBZR BBZS BBZZ BCBB BCBC BCCC BCCD
BCCE
BCCG BCCI BCCO BCCP BCCQ
BCCR
BCCS BCCU BCCZ BCDF BCDG BCDI BCDO BCDQ BCDR
BCDS
BCEB BCEC BCED BCEE BCEF BCEG BCEI BCEO BCEP BCEQ BCER BCES
BCEZ








BCQY BCRF BCRG BCRH BCRJ BCRK BCRP BCRS BCRU BCRY BCSF BCSG BCSH BCSJ BCSK BCSP
BCSU


















BDRF BDRG BDRH BDRJ BDRK BDRP BDRU BDRY BDSF BDSG BDSH BDSJ
BDSK
BDSO BDSP BDSQ BDSU BDSY BDZE BDZI
BDZQ
BEaB BEaO BEaQ BEaR BEaS BEBB BEBC
BEBD
BEBE BEBI BEBO BEBQ BEBR BEBS BEBZ BECB BECC BECD
BECE




BEDE BEDF BEDG BEDO BEDQ BEDR BEDS
BEEB
BEEC BEED BEEE BEEF BEEG BEEI BEEO BEEP BEEQ BEER BEES BEEZ BEFE BEFF BEFG BEFO BEFQ BEFR BEFS BEGB BEGD
BEGE
BEGF BEGG BEGI BEGO BEGQ BEGR
BEGS BEGZ
BEIF BEIH BEIJ BEIK BEIP
BEIU




BEOR BEOS BEOU BEOZ BEPB BEPE BEPF BEPR BEPS BEPZ BEQF BEQG BEQH BEQJ BEQK BEQP BEQU BEQY BERF
BERG BERH




BESP BESQ BESS BESU BESY BEVC BEVE BEVQ BEVS BEVZ BEWB BEWD BEWQ BEWZ BEXH BEXY BEZC BEZD BEZE BEZF BEZG BEZI
BEZO
BEZP BEZQ BEZR BEZS BEZZ BFBZ BFCC BFDQ BFDS BFEB BFEG BFEZ BFFE
BFFF
BFFG BFFI BFFO BFFQ
BFFR
BFFS BFFZ BFIF BFIK BFIY BFOB BFOE BFOG BFOI BFOP BFOQ BFOR BFQJ BFQP BFQU
BFRF
BFRH BFRJ BFRK BFRP BFRU BFRY BFSF BFSG BFSK BFSO BFSP BFSY BIFC BIFD BIFE BIFF BIFG BIFI BIFO BIFQ BIFS BIGE BIGI
BIGS
BIHB BIHE BIHI BIHQ BIHR BIHS BIHZ BIJF BIJG BIJH BIJJ BIJK
BIJP
BIJU BIJY BIKG BIKH BIKK BIKP BIKU BIKY BILG BILH BILJ BILK BILU BILY BIMG BIMH BIMJ
BIMK
BIMP BIMU BIMY BIPB BIPC BIPE BIPF BIPG BIPI BIPO BIPP BIPQ BIPR BIPS BITF BITH BITJ BITK BITP BITY BIUB
BIUD
BIUE BIUF BIUQ BIUR
BIUZ
BIXH BIXJ BIXK BIXP BIYG BIYH BIYI BIYK BIYP BIYQ BIYR BIYU BOBB BOBC BOBE BOBQ BOBS BOBZ BOCE BOCG BOCQ BOCS BOCZ BODD BODE BODO BODQ BODR BODZ BOEE BOEG BOEQ BOES BOEZ BOGB BOGD BOGE BOGF BOGG BOGI BOGO BOGQ BOGS BOGZ BOIH BOIK BOIP BOIY BOPB BOPC BOPE BOPI BOPQ BOPR BOPS BOPZ BOQH BOQJ BOQP
BOQY
BORE BORG BORH BORJ BORK BORP BORQ BORU BORY BOSH BOSK BOSO BOSP BOSU BOSY BOUE BOUO BOUQ BOUS BOUZ BOVC BOVD BOVI BOVQ BOWB BOWQ BOWZ BOXF BOXK BOXY BOZC BOZD BOZE BOZI BOZO BOZQ BOZR BOZS BOZZ BPBB BPBQ BPEI BPEO BPEQ BPES BPFF BPFO BPFQ BPGB BPGZ BPIH
BPOI










BQKP BQKQ BQKR BQKU
BQKY












BQPS BQPZ BQSG BQSH BQSK BQSU BQTF BQTG BQTH BQTJ BQTK BQTP BQTU BQTY BQUB BQUE BQUF BQUG BQUI BQUO BQUQ BQUR BQUS BQUZ BQXF BQXH BQXJ BQXK BQXP
BQXU
BQXY BQYC BQYE BQYF BQYG
BQYH
BQYJ BQYK BQYO BQYP BQYR BQYU BQYZ BREE BRFB BRFC
BRFE
BRFF BRFI BRFO BRFQ BRFR
BRFS
BRGF BRGI BRGQ BRGR BRGZ BRHB BRHD BRHI BRHO BRHQ BRHS BRJF BRJG BRJH BRJJ BRJK
BRJP




BRTY BRUB BRUE BRUF BRUG BRUI BRUO BRUQ BRUR BRUS BRUZ BRXJ BRXK BRXP BRXY BRYB BRYC BRYE BRYG BRYH BRYI BRYQ BRYR BRYU BRYZ BRZE BRZZ BSFE BSFF BSFO BSFS BSGB BSGD BSGE BSGF BSGG
BSGI
BSGO BSGP BSGQ BSGR BSGS BSGU BSGZ BSHB BSHE BSHI BSHQ BSHR BSHS BSHZ BSJF BSJJ BSJP BSJU BSJY BSKG BSKH BSKK BSKP BSKQ
BSKU
BSKY BSKZ BSLF BSLG
BSLH
BSLJ BSLK BSLP BSLU BSMF BSMG BSMP BSNF BSNG
BSNH
BSNJ BSNK BSNP BSNU BSNY BSOI BSOS BSPB BSPC BSPE BSPF BSPG BSPI BSPO BSPP
BSPQ
BSPR BSPS BSPZ BSQH BSTK BSUB BSUD BSUE BSUF BSUG BSUI BSUO BSUQ BSUR
BSUS
BSUZ BSXF BSXG BSXH BSXJ BSXK BSXP BSXU BSXY BSYB BSYH
BSYP
BSYU BSYZ BSZI BVBB BVBI BVBZ BVCC BVCD BVCE BVCG BVCI BVCP BVCQ BVCU BVDE BVDF BVDG BVDI BVDO BVDQ BVDR
BVDS










BZCS BZCU BZCZ BZDD BZDE
BZDF
BZDG BZDI BZDO BZDQ
BZDR
BZDS BZEB BZEC BZED BZEE BZEF BZEG BZEI BZEO BZEP BZEQ BZER BZES
BZEZ
BZFB BZFC BZFD BZFE
BZFF
BZFG BZFI BZFO BZFQ BZFR BZFS BZGB BZGD BZGE BZGF BZGG BZGI BZGK BZGO BZGP BZGQ BZGR BZGS BZGU BZGY BZGZ
BZIF
BZIG BZIH BZIJ BZIK BZIP BZIU BZIY BZNH BZNJ BZNK BZNP BZNU BZNY BZOB BZOC BZOD BZOE BZOG BZOI BZOP BZOQ BZOR BZOS BZOU BZOZ BZPB BZPE BZPI BZPQ BZPR BZPS BZQF
BZQG
BZQH BZQJ BZQK BZQP BZQS BZQU BZQY BZRF BZRG BZRH
BZRJ




BZSY BZTK BZTP BZVQ BZVZ BZWB BZWD BZWE BZWQ BZWZ
BZZC
BZZD BZZE BZZF BZZG BZZI BZZO BZZP BZZQ BZZR BZZS
BZZZ
CaaD CaDR CaDS CBBB CBBC CBBE CBBI CBBQ CBCC CBCZ CBEQ CBQP CBVQ CBZD CBZS CCBC CCCB CCCC
CCCD
CCCE CCCF CCCG CCCI
CCCO CCCP
CCCQ CCCR CCCS CCCU
CCCZ




CCEB CCEC CCED CCEE CCEF CCEG CCEI CCEO
CCEQ
CCER CCES CCEZ CCFF CCGB CCGE CCGF CCGG CCGI CCGO CCGP CCGQ CCGR CCGS
CCGU
CCGY CCGZ CCIF CCIG CCIH CCIJ CCIK CCIP CCIU CCIY CCLH CCLJ CCLK CCLP CCLU CCLY CCNG CCNH CCNJ CCNK CCNP CCNU CCNY
CCOB
CCOC CCOE CCOG CCOI CCOP
CCOQ
CCOR CCOS CCOU CCOZ CCPB CCPF CCPG CCPI CCPO CCPQ
CCPR








CDDO CDDS CDEC CDEI CDEO CDEQ CDES CDEZ CDFE CDFF CDFG CDFO CDFQ CDFR CDFS CDGB CDGD CDGE CDGG CDGI CDGO CDGP CDGQ CDGR CDGS CDGZ CDIH CDIJ CDIK CDIP CDIY CDOB CDOC CDOD CDOE CDOG CDOI CDOP CDOQ CDOR CDOS CDOZ CDQF CDQG CDQH
CDQJ









CDZQ CDZS CDZZ CEBB
CEBC
CEBE CEBI CEBO CEBQ CEBR CEBS CEBZ CECC CECE CECG CECI CECO CECQ
CECS
CECZ CEDF CEDG CEDI CEDO CEDQ CEDR CEDS CEDZ CEEB CEEC CEEE CEEG CEEI CEEQ CEES CEEZ CEFE CEFF CEFG CEFO CEFQ CEFR CEFS CEGB CEGE CEGF CEGG CEGI CEGO CEGQ CEGR CEGZ CEIF CEIG CEIH CEIK CEIP CEIU CEIY CEOB CEOC CEOD CEOE CEOG CEOI CEOP CEOQ CEOS CEOU CEOZ CEPE CEPF CEPI CEPO CEPR CEPS CEQF CEQG CEQH CEQJ CEQK CEQP CEQU CEQY CERG CERH CERJ CERK CERP CERU
CERY
CESF CESG CESH CESK CESP CESU CESY CEVQ CEVS CEVZ CEWB CEWD CEWZ CEXK
CEZC
CEZD CEZE CEZF CEZI CEZO CEZP CEZQ CEZR CEZS CEZZ CFBB CFEZ CFFE CFFF CFFI CFFQ CFFR CFFS CFGQ CFOB CFOE CFOQ CFOR CFOS CFQP CFRU CFSG CFSY
CGBB
CGBC CGBD CGBE CGBF CGBI CGBO CGBP
CGBQ




CGER CGES CGEZ CGFD CGFE CGFF CGFI CGFO CGFQ CGFR CGFS CGGB CGGE CGGG CGGI CGGQ CGGR CGGS CGGU CGGY CGGZ CGIF CGIG CGIH CGIJ CGIK CGIP CGIU CGIY CGKP CGLH CGLP CGNG CGNH CGNP CGNU CGNY CGOB CGOC CGOD CGOE CGOG CGOI CGOP CGOQ CGOR CGOS CGOU CGOZ CGPB CGPC
CGPG
CGPI CGPO CGPQ CGPZ CGQF CGQG CGQH CGQJ CGQK CGQP CGQS CGQU CGQY CGRF CGRG CGRH CGRJ CGRK CGRP CGRU CGRY CGSG CGSH CGSK CGSP CGSU CGSY CGUB CGUD
CGUE
CGUF CGUI CGUO CGUQ CGUS CGUZ CGVE CGVQ CGVS CGVZ CGWB CGWD CGWR CGWZ CGXH CGXJ CGXK CGXP CGXY CGYP CGYQ CGYU CGZC
CGZD
CGZE CGZF CGZG CGZI CGZO CGZQ CGZR
CGZS
CGZZ CIFC CIFF CIFI CIFO CIFQ CIFR CIFS CIFZ CIGB CIGE CIGG CIGI CIGO CIGQ CIGZ CIHB
CIHD
CIHG CIHI CIHO CIHP CIHQ CIHR CIHS CIJF CIJG CIJH CIJJ CIJK CIJP CIJU CIJY CIKF CIKG CIKH
CIKK CIKP
CIKQ CIKR CIKU CIKY CILF CILG CILH CILJ
CILK
CILP CILU CILY CIMF CIMG CIMH CIMJ CIMK CIMP CIMU CIMY CIPB
CIPC




CIPZ CITG CITH CITJ CITK CITP CITU CITY CIUB CIUG CIUI CIUO CIUQ CIUR CIUS CIUZ CIXH CIXJ CIXK CIXP CIXY CIYB CIYE CIYF CIYG CIYH
CIYK




CLJH CLJJ CLJP CLKF CLKG CLKH CLKK CLKP CLKU CLPB CLPE CLPG CLPO CLPQ CLPZ CLUB CLUD CLUE CLUG
CLUO CLUQ
CLUR CLUS CLUZ CLYC CLYE CLYH CLYU CLYZ CNFD
CNFE
CNFF CNFG CNFQ CNFR CNFS CNFZ CNGD CNGG CNGI CNGQ CNGY CNHB CNHD CNHE CNHF CNHG CNHI CNHQ CNHR CNHZ CNJF CNJG CNJH CNJJ CNJK CNJP CNJU CNJY CNKF
CNKG
CNKH CNKK CNKP CNKR CNKU CNKY CNPB
CNPC
CNPE CNPF CNPG CNPI CNPO CNPQ CNPR CNPS CNPZ CNUB CNUC CNUD
CNUE
CNUF CNUG CNUI CNUO CNUQ
CNUR
CNUS CNUZ CNYB CNYE CNYG CNYH CNYI CNYK CNYP CNYQ CNYU CNYZ
COBB
COBC COBD COBE COBO COBQ COBS COBZ COCE COCG COCI COCO COCQ COCR COCS COCZ CODO CODQ CODS CODZ COEB COEC COEE COEI COEO COEQ COER COEZ COGB COGE COGI COGQ COGS COGZ COIH COIK COIP COIU COIY COPB COPG COPI COPQ COPS COPZ COQH COQJ COQK COQP COQU COQY CORF CORG CORH CORJ CORP CORU COSF COSK COSU COSY COUE COUO COUQ
COUR




COZP COZQ COZR COZS COZZ CPBB
CPBD
CPBE CPBI CPBQ CPBS CPBZ CPCC CPCD CPCQ CPCS CPEC
CPED




CPGB CPGF CPGG CPGI CPGP CPGR CPGS CPGZ
CPIH
CPIJ CPIK CPIP CPIY CPOB
CPOD
CPOE CPOG CPOI CPOP
CPOQ




CPSG CPSH CPSK CPSO CPSP CPSQ CPSS CPSY CPVO CPVQ CPZC CPZD CPZE CPZI CPZO CPZQ CPZS CPZZ CQFB CQFD
CQFE
CQFF CQFI CQFO CQFQ CQFR CQFS CQGB CQGD CQGE CQGF CQGG CQGI CQGO CQGQ CQGR CQGS CQGZ CQHB
CQHD












CRKH CRKK CRKP CRLH CRLJ CRLK CRLP CRMJ CRMP CRNF CRNG CRNH CRNK CRNY CRPB CRPC CRPE CRPF CRPG CRPI CRPP CRPQ CRPR CRQJ CRSJ CRTH CRTJ CRUB CRUD CRUE CRUF CRUG CRUO CRUQ
CRUR
CRUS CRUZ CRXF CRXJ CRXP CRYB CRYE CRYF CRYG CRYH CRYI CRYK CRYP CRYQ CRYR CRYU
CRYZ
CRZQ CSFF CSGE CSGI CSGP CSGQ CSGS CSGU CSGZ CSHB CSHD CSHG CSHI CSHO CSHZ
CSJF
CSJJ CSJU CSJY CSKF CSKG CSKH CSKK CSKP CSKU CSKY CSLG CSLH CSLK CSLP CSLS CSLY CSMY CSNF CSNH CSNJ CSNK CSNP CSNU CSPB CSPC CSPE CSPG CSPI CSPO CSPQ CSPR CSPS CSPZ CSQU CSTF CSTJ CSTK CSTY CSUB CSUD CSUE CSUF CSUG CSUO CSUQ CSUR CSUS CSUZ CSXF CSXJ CSXP CSXY CSYE CSYH CSYK CSYP CSYQ CSYU CTKH CTKK CTUF CTYP CUBB CUBC CUBD CUBE
CUBI






CXPR CXPZ CXUE CXUF CXUQ CXUR CXUS CXYB CXYF CXYG CXYH CXYK CXYO CXYP CXYU CXYZ CZaD CZaQ CZaZ CZCC
CZCD
CZCE CZCG CZCI CZCO CZCP CZCQ CZCR CZCS CZCU CZCZ CZDF CZDG CZDI CZDO CZDQ CZDR CZDS CZEB CZEC CZED CZEE CZEF CZEG CZEI CZEO CZEQ CZER CZEZ
CZFE
CZFF CZFI CZFO CZFQ CZFR CZFS
CZGB
CZGE CZGF CZGG CZGI CZGQ CZGZ CZIF CZIG CZIH CZIJ CZIK CZIP CZIU CZIY CZNK CZNP CZNU CZOB CZOD CZOE CZOI CZOP CZOQ CZOR CZOS CZOU CZOZ CZPG CZPI CZPQ CZPR CZPS CZPZ CZQF CZQG CZQH CZQJ CZQK CZQP CZQU CZQY CZRF CZRH CZRJ CZRK CZRP CZRU
CZRY
CZSG CZSH CZSJ CZSK CZSP CZSU CZSY CZVD CZVQ
CZVS
CZWB CZWD CZWE CZWQ CZWZ CZZC CZZD CZZE CZZG CZZI CZZO CZZP CZZQ CZZS CZZZ DaaB DaZC DDFS DDGB
DDGG




DEQJ DEQK DEQP DEQU DEQY DERF DERJ DERK DERU DERY DESG DESH DESK DESP DESY DEZC DEZD DEZE DEZG DEZI DEZO DEZP DEZQ DEZS
DFCD
DFCG DFCZ DFDF DFDO DFDR DFDS DFEE DFEF
DFEI
DFEO DFEQ DFER DFES DFEZ DFFD DFFE DFFF DFFG DFFI
DFFO
















DFSU DFSY DFUF DGaD DGBB DGBC DGBD DGBE DGBI DGBO DGBQ DGBS
DGBZ
DGDE DGDG DGDI DGDO DGDQ DGDR DGDS
DGDZ
DGEB DGEC DGEE DGEI DGEQ DGEZ DGFD DGFF
DGFO





DGIF DGIG DGIH DGIJ DGIK DGIP DGIY DGKP DGLG DGLH DGLP DGNH DGNP DGOB DGOC DGOE DGOQ DGOS DGOZ DGPB DGPC DGPE
DGPI
DGPO DGPQ DGPR DGPS DGPZ DGQG DGQH DGQJ DGQK DGQP DGQU DGQY DGRF DGRG DGRH DGRJ DGRK DGRP DGRU DGRY DGSF DGSG DGSH
DGSJ




DGZZ DIFE DIFF DIFG DIFI DIFR DIFU DIHB DIHE DIHG DIHI DIHO DIHQ DIHS DIHZ DIJF DIJG DIJJ DIJK DIJP DIJU DIJY DIKG DIKH DIKK DIKP DIKQ DIKU DIKY
DILG
DILH DILJ DILK DILP DILY DIMF
DIMG
DIMH DIMK DIMU DIMY DIPB DIPE DIPF DIPG DIPI DIPO DIPP DIPQ DIPS DITH DITK DIUG DIUI DIUQ DIUZ DIXJ DIXP DIXY DIYE DIYF DIYG DIYH
DIYI
DIYJ DIYK DIYP DIYQ DIYR DOaR DOaS DOBB DOBC
DOBD
DOBE DOBP DOBQ DOBR DOBS DOBZ DOCE DOCG
DOCI






DOEC DOED DOEE DOEF DOEG DOEI DOEO DOEP DOEQ DOER DOES DOEZ
DOGB
DOGE











DOQY DORF DORG DORH DORJ DORK DORP DORS DORU DORY
DOSF
DOSG DOSH DOSJ DOSK DOSO
DOSP DOSQ






















DQMF DQMG DQMH DQMJ
DQMK
DQMP DQMU DQMY DQNF DQNH DQNJ DQNK DQNP DQNU DQNY DQPB DQPC DQPE DQPF DQPG DQPI DQPO DQPQ
DQPR
DQPS DQPZ DQSG DQSH DQSJ DQSP DQSU DQTF DQTG DQTH DQTJ
DQTK
DQTP DQTU DQTY DQUC DQUD DQUF DQUG DQUI DQUO DQUQ DQUR DQUS DQUZ DQXG DQXJ DQXK DQXP DQXY DQYB DQYF DQYG DQYH DQYJ
DQYK
DQYO DQYP DQYQ DQYR DQYU DQYZ DRFB DRFC DRFE DRFF DRFI DRFQ DRFR DRFS DRGB DRGE DRGF DRGG
DRGI
DRGO DRGP DRGQ DRGR DRGS DRGZ DRHB DRHD DRHF DRHG DRHI DRHO DRHP DRHQ DRHR
DRHS




DRLS DRLU DRLY DRMF DRMG DRMP DRMU DRMY DRNF
DRNH
DRNJ DRNK DRNP DRNU
DRNY
DRPB DRPC DRPE DRPF DRPG
DRPI
DRPO DRPP DRPQ DRPR DRPS DRPZ DRSH
DRSK
DRTG DRTH DRTJ DRTK DRTP DRTU DRTY DRUB DRUE DRUF DRUG DRUI DRUO
DRUQ
DRUS DRXF DRXH DRXJ DRXK DRXP DRXU
DRXY






































DSPZ DSQH DSQK DSQU DSQY DSSG DSSY DSTF DSTG DSTH DSTJ
DSTK




DSUS DSUZ DSXF DSXG
DSXH
DSXJ DSXK DSXP DSXU DSXY DSYB DSYF DSYG DSYH DSYI DSYK DSYP DSYQ DSYR DSYU DSYZ DWBE DWVE DWVO DWVQ DZCC DZCD DZCE
DZCI
DZCP DZDF DZDS DZDZ DZEB DZEQ
DZER
DZGF DZGI DZIK DZIU DZIY DZOI DZOP DZOZ DZPB DZPZ DZQH DZQJ DZQK DZQP
DZQY
DZRJ DZRK DZSH DZSK DZSP DZWB DZWD DZZD DZZE DZZO EaaB EAAB EaaD EAAD EaaE EaaI EaaO EaaQ EaaS EaaZ EaBC EaBE EABQ EaBZ EaDF EADS EaEI EaOR EaOU EaQP EaRF EaRJ EaRU
EaRY
EaSK EaSP EAVC EaVE EAVE EaVO EAVO EAVQ EaVS EaVZ EAVZ EAZO EaZQ EaZZ EBaB EBAB EBaD EBAD EBaO EBaQ EBaZ EBAZ
EBBB




EBCD EBCE EBCG EBCI EBCO EBCP EBCQ EBCR EBCS EBCU
EBCZ
EBDF EBDG EBDI EBDO EBDQ
EBDR




EBEI EBEO EBEP EBEQ EBER EBES EBEZ EBFC EBFD EBFE EBFF EBFG EBFQ EBFR EBFS EBIF EBIG EBIH EBIJ EBIK EBIP EBIY EBOB EBOC EBOE EBOG EBOI EBOP EBOQ EBOR EBOS EBOU EBOZ EBPG EBPI EBPQ EBPR EBQF EBQG
EBQH
EBQJ EBQK EBQP EBQS EBQU EBQY EBRF EBRG EBRH EBRJ EBRP EBRU EBRY EBSF EBSG EBSH EBSK EBSP EBSU EBVC
EBVD
EBVE EBVI EBVO EBVQ EBVR EBVS EBVZ EBZC EBZD EBZE
EBZF
EBZG EBZI EBZO EBZP EBZQ EBZR
EBZS EBZZ
ECaD ECBB ECBZ ECCC ECCD ECCG ECCI ECCO ECCP ECCQ ECCR ECCU ECCZ ECDF ECDG ECDI ECDO ECDQ ECDR ECDS ECEB ECEC ECED ECEE ECEF ECEG ECEI ECEO ECEQ ECER ECES ECEZ ECFF ECFR ECFS ECGB ECGE ECGF ECGG ECGI ECGO ECGQ ECGR ECGS ECGU ECGZ ECIF ECIG ECIH ECIJ ECIK ECIP ECIU ECIY ECLP ECLU ECNF ECNG ECNH ECNJ ECNK ECNP ECNU ECNY
ECOB
ECOC ECOD ECOE ECOG ECOI ECOP ECOQ ECOR ECOS ECOZ ECPO ECPQ ECPS ECPZ ECQF ECQG ECQH ECQJ ECQK ECQP ECQU ECQY ECRF ECRG ECRJ ECRP ECRU ECRY ECSG ECSH
ECSJ






ECZS ECZZ EDED EDEE EDEG EDEI EDEO EDEP EDEQ EDER EDES EDEZ EDFD EDFF EDFG
EDFO
EDFQ EDFR EDFS EDGB EDGE EDGG EDGI EDGO EDGP EDGR
EDGS
EDGU EDIJ EDIK EDIP EDIY EDOB EDOC EDOD EDOE EDOG EDOI EDOQ EDOR EDOS
EDOZ
EDQF EDQG EDQH EDQJ EDQK EDQP EDQY EDRF EDRG EDRH EDRK EDRP EDRU EDRY EDSF EDSG EDSH EDSJ EDSK EDSO EDSP EDSQ EDSS EDSU
EDSY
EDZC EDZD EDZZ EEAD EEaQ EEaR EEBB EEBC EEBD
EEBE
EEBI EEBO EEBQ EEBR EEBS EEBZ EECC EECD EECE EECG EECI EECO EECQ EECR EECS EECZ EEDE EEDF EEDG EEDI EEDO EEDQ EEDR EEDS EEEB EEEC EEED EEEE EEEF EEEG EEEI EEEO EEEP EEEQ EEER EEES EEEZ EEFC EEFD EEFE EEFF EEFI EEFO EEFR EEFS EEGB EEGD EEGE EEGF EEGG EEGI EEGO EEGQ EEGR EEGS EEGZ EEIF EEIG EEIH EEIJ EEIK EEIP EEIU EEIY EEOB EEOE EEOG EEOI EEOQ EEOR EEOS EEOU EEOZ EEPB EEPE EEPF EEPO EEPQ EEPS EEQF EEQG EEQH EEQJ EEQK EEQP EEQU EEQY EERF EERG EERH EERJ EERK EERP EERU EERY EESG EESH EESK EESO EESP EESU EESY EEVD EEVE EEVO EEVQ EEVR EEVS EEVZ EEWB EEWD EEWZ EEXK EEZC EEZD EEZE EEZF EEZG EEZI EEZO EEZP EEZQ EEZR EEZS EEZZ EFBB EFBQ EFCG EFDF EFDG EFDQ EFDR
EFDS
EFEB EFEC EFEE EFEF EFEG EFEI EFEO EFEQ EFER EFFC EFFE EFFF EFFG EFFI EFFO
EFFQ
EFFR EFFS EFGB EFGD EFGE EFGI EFGQ EFGS EFGZ EFIK EFIP EFOB EFOD EFOG EFOI EFOP EFOQ EFOR EFOZ EFQF EFQG EFQJ EFQK EFQP EFQU EFRF EFRG EFRH EFRJ EFRK EFRU EFRY EFSG EFSH EFSK EFSP EFSY EGBB
EGBC
EGBD EGBE EGBF EGBI EGBO EGBP EGBQ EGBR
EGBS
EGBZ EGDE EGDI EGDO EGDR EGDS EGDZ EGEB EGEC EGEE EGEG EGEI EGEO EGEP EGEQ EGER EGES
EGEZ
EGFE EGFF EGFG EGFO EGFQ EGFS EGGB EGGD EGGG EGGI EGGO EGGP EGGQ EGGR EGGU EGGZ EGIF EGIG EGIH EGIJ EGIK EGIP EGIY EGNG EGNK EGOB EGOE EGOG EGOI EGOP EGOQ EGOR EGOS EGOU EGOZ EGPB EGQF EGQG EGQH EGQJ EGQK
EGQP
EGQU EGQY EGRF EGRG EGRH EGRJ EGRK EGRP EGRU EGRY EGSF EGSG EGSH EGSK EGSO EGSP EGSU EGSY EGUE EGUQ EGUR EGUS EGVD EGVO EGVQ EGVS EGVZ EGWB
EGWD
EGWE EGWZ EGXH EGZC
EGZD
EGZE EGZI EGZO EGZP EGZQ EGZR
EGZS
EGZZ EIFB EIFE EIFF EIFG EIFI EIFO EIFQ EIFR EIFS EIFZ EIGB EIGF EIGG EIGI
EIGK








EIPR EIPS EIPZ EITF EITH EITJ EITK EITP EITU EITY
EIUB
EIUD EIUF EIUG EIUI EIUQ EIUR
EIUS




EIYO EIYP EIYQ EIYR
EIYU
EIYZ EOBB EOBC EOBD EOBE EOBQ EOBS EOBZ EOCC EOCE EOCI EOCP EOCQ EOCS EOCZ EODE EODF EODI
EODO
EODQ EODR EODS EODZ EOEB EOEC EOED EOEE EOEG EOEI EOEO EOEQ EOER EOES EOEZ EOGB EOGD EOGE EOGF EOGG EOGI EOGO EOGP EOGQ EOGR EOGS EOGU EOGZ EOIF EOIG EOIH EOIJ EOIK EOIP EOIY EOPB EOPC EOPI EOPQ EOPR EOPS EOQF EOQG EOQH EOQJ EOQK EOQP EOQU EOQY EORF EORG EORH EORJ EORK EORP EORQ EORY EOSG EOSH EOSP EOSQ EOSU EOSY EOUB EOUE EOUF EOUG EOUO EOUQ EOUS EOVD EOVE EOVQ EOVS EOVZ EOWB EOWR EOWZ EOXJ EOZC EOZD EOZE EOZF EOZI EOZO EOZQ EOZR EOZS EOZZ EPBB EPBE EPBQ EPBZ EPCG EPEB EPED EPEG EPEI EPEO EPEQ EPER EPEZ EPFE EPFF EPFR EPFS EPGB EPGE EPGI EPGQ EPIY EPOI EPOQ EPOS EPOU EPOZ EPQG EPQJ EPQP EPQY EPRF EPRH EPRK EPRP EPRY EPSG EPSK EPSP EPVQ EPVS EPZD EPZE EPZO EPZQ EQFD EQFE EQFF EQFI EQFO EQFQ EQFR EQFS EQFZ EQGB EQGD EQGE EQGF EQGG EQGI EQGP EQGQ EQGR EQGS EQGU EQGZ EQHB EQHD EQHE EQHF EQHG
EQHI
EQHO EQHP EQHQ EQHR EQHS EQHZ EQJF EQJG EQJH EQJJ EQJK EQJU EQJY EQKF EQKG EQKH EQKK EQKP EQKR EQKU EQKY EQLF EQLG EQLH EQLJ EQLK EQLP EQLS EQLU EQLY EQMF EQMG EQMH EQMJ EQMK EQMP EQMU EQMY EQNG EQNH EQNJ EQNK EQNP EQNU EQNY EQPB
EQPC EQPE
EQPF EQPG EQPI EQPO EQPP EQPQ EQPR EQPS EQPZ EQTG EQTH EQTJ EQTK EQTP
EQTU EQTY
EQUB EQUD EQUE EQUF EQUG EQUI EQUO
EQUQ
EQUR EQUS EQUZ EQXF EQXH EQXJ EQXK EQXP EQXU EQXY EQYB EQYC EQYE EQYF EQYG EQYH EQYI EQYJ EQYK EQYO EQYP EQYQ EQYR EQYU
EQYZ




ERGP ERGQ ERGR ERGS ERGZ ERHB ERHE ERHF ERHG ERHI ERHQ ERHR ERHZ ERJF ERJG ERJH
ERJJ
ERJK ERJP ERJU ERJY ERKF ERKG ERKH ERKK ERKP ERKU ERLF ERLG
ERLH
ERLK ERLP ERLU ERLY ERMH ERMJ ERMP ERNF ERNG ERNH ERNK ERNP
ERNU
ERNY ERPB ERPC ERPE ERPF ERPG
ERPI
ERPO ERPQ ERPR ERPS ERPZ ERSH ERTJ ERTP ERTY ERUB ERUC
ERUE
ERUF ERUG ERUI ERUO ERUQ ERUR ERUS ERUZ ERXF ERXH ERXJ ERXK ERXP ERXY
ERYB
ERYE ERYF ERYG ERYH ERYI ERYK ERYO ERYQ ERYR ERYU ERYZ ERZQ ERZS ESFC ESFF ESFG ESFI ESFO ESFQ ESFS ESGB
ESGD
ESGE ESGG ESGI ESGO ESGQ ESGR ESGS ESGU ESGZ
ESHB
ESHE ESHG ESHI ESHP ESHQ ESHR ESHS ESHZ ESJH ESJJ ESJP ESJU ESJY ESKH ESKK ESKP ESKQ
ESKU




ESOZ ESPB ESPC ESPE ESPF ESPG ESPI ESPO ESPP ESPQ ESPR ESPS ESPZ ESQF ESQG ESQH ESQK ESQP ESSP ESSU ESTJ ESTK ESTP ESTU ESTY ESUE ESUF ESUG ESUO ESUQ ESUR
ESUS
ESUZ ESXF ESXG ESXH ESXJ ESXK ESXP ESXU ESXY ESYB ESYG ESYH ESYJ ESYK ESYP ESYU ESYZ EVCC EVCQ EVCS EVDF EVDG EVDR EVDS EVEB EVEF EVEG EVEI EVEQ EVES EVEZ EVIP EVOB EVOG EVOR EVOZ EVQF EVQG EVQH EVQJ EVQK EVQP EVQU EVQY EVRJ EVRY EVSG EVSH EVSK EVSP EVSU EVWB EVWD EVWE EVWZ EVZC EVZD EVZE EVZI EVZO EVZP EVZQ EVZR EVZS EVZZ EWAB EWAD EWaF EWaZ EWAZ EWBB EWBC EWBD EWBE EWBF EWBI EWBO
EWBQ
EWBR EWBS EWBZ EWDE EWDF EWDO EWDQ EWDR EWDS EWEB EWEC EWEE EWEF EWEI EWEQ EWES EWEZ EWQK EWRU EWRY EWVC EWVD EWVE EWVI
EWVO
EWVQ EWVS EWVZ EWZC EWZE EWZF EWZG EWZI EWZO EWZQ EWZS EWZZ EXFS EXHB EXHI EXHZ EXJG EXJJ EXKG EXKH EXKU EXPC EXYC EXYP EXYQ EXYU EZaB EZaE EZaI EZaQ EZaR EZaZ EZCC EZCD EZCE EZCG EZCI EZCO EZCP EZCQ EZCR EZCS EZCU EZCZ EZDE EZDF EZDG EZDI
EZDO
EZDQ EZDR EZDS EZEB EZEC EZED EZEE EZEF EZEG EZEI EZEO EZEP EZEQ EZER EZES EZEZ EZFD
EZFF
EZFI EZFO EZFQ EZFR EZFS EZGB EZGE EZGF EZGG EZGI EZGQ EZGR EZGS EZGU EZGZ EZIF EZIG EZIH EZIJ EZIK EZIP EZIU EZIY EZNH EZNP EZNU EZNY EZOB EZOC EZOD EZOE
EZOG
EZOI EZOP EZOQ EZOR EZOS EZOU EZOZ EZPB EZPE EZPG EZPI
EZPO
EZPR EZPS EZPZ EZQF EZQG
EZQH
EZQJ EZQK EZQP EZQU EZQY EZRF EZRG EZRH EZRJ EZRK EZRP EZRU EZRY EZRZ EZSF EZSG EZSH EZSJ EZSK EZSP EZSQ EZSU EZSY EZVQ EZVZ EZWB EZWD EZWE EZWZ EZZC EZZD EZZE EZZF EZZG EZZI EZZO EZZP EZZQ EZZR EZZS EZZZ FaaB FaaD FaaQ FaaZ FaBO FaDF FaDR FaDS FaFF FaFS FaOP FaRJ FaRP FaZE FBaB FBBB FBBC FBBD
FBBE
FBBI FBBO FBBQ FBBR FBBS FBBZ FBCC FBCG FBCI FBCQ FBCR FBCZ FBDI FBDO FBDQ FBDR
FBDS
FBEB FBEC FBEE FBES FBFI FBFS FBIY FBOZ FBQF FBQG FBQH FBQJ FBQK FBQP FBQY FBRF FBRJ FBRK FBRU FBSG FBSH FBSK FBSP FBSU FBVC FBVD FBVE FBVO
FBVQ
FBVS FBVZ FBZC FBZD FBZE FBZF FBZG FBZI FBZO FBZQ FBZR FBZS FBZZ FCCC FCCD FCCE FCCG FCCI FCCO FCCP FCCQ FCCR FCCS FCCZ FCDE FCDF FCDG
FCDO
FCDQ FCDR FCDS FCDZ FCEB FCEG FCEI FCEO FCEQ FCER FCES FCEZ FCGB FCGE FCGG FCGI FCGO FCGP FCGQ FCGS FCGY FCGZ FCIF FCIH FCIJ FCIK FCIP FCIU FCIY
FCLH








FCQY FCRF FCRJ FCRU FCSH FCSP FCSU FCUS FCXF FCXJ FCXK
FCXP
FCXY FCZC FCZD FCZE FCZF
FCZG
FCZI FCZO FCZQ FCZS FCZZ FDDI FDEB FDEC FDED FDEE FDEF FDEI
FDEQ
FDES FDEZ FDFE FDFF FDFI FDFO FDFQ FDFR FDFS FDGB FDGE FDGF
FDGG
FDGI FDGO FDGQ FDGR FDGS FDGZ FDIF FDIH FDIJ
FDIK
FDIU FDIY FDOB FDOC FDOD FDOE FDOI FDOQ FDOR
FDOS












FDZR FDZS FEaB FEaR FEBB FEBC FEBD FEBE FEBI FEBO FEBP FEBQ FEBR FEBS FEBZ FECC FECD FECE FECG FECI FECO FECQ FECR FECS FECZ FEDE FEDG FEDI FEDO FEDQ FEDS FEEB FEEC FEED FEEE FEEF FEEG FEEI FEEO FEEQ FEER FEES FEEZ FEFB FEFE FEFF FEFQ FEFR FEFS FEGB FEGE FEGF FEGG FEGI FEGO FEGQ FEGR FEGS FEGZ FEIF FEIG FEIH FEIJ FEIK FEIP FEIU
FEIY
FEOB FEOE FEOG FEOI FEOQ FEOR FEOS FEPE FEPF FEPG FEPQ FEPR FEPS FEQF FEQG FEQH FEQJ FEQK FEQP FEQU FEQY FERF FERG FERJ FERK FERP FERU FERY FESF FESG FESH FESJ FESK FESO FESP FEVQ FEVS FEVZ FEWB FEWE FEWZ FEZC FEZD
FEZE
FEZG FEZI FEZO FEZP
FEZQ
FEZR FEZS FEZZ FFaB FFaD FFaF FFaR
FFBB
FFBC FFBE FFBI FFBQ FFBR FFBS FFBZ FFCC FFCD FFCE FFCG FFCI FFCO FFCP FFCQ FFCR FFCS FFCZ FFDE FFDF FFDG
FFDI
FFDO
FFDQ FFDR FFDS FFDZ
FFEB FFEC
FFED





















FFOR FFOS FFOU FFOZ FFQF FFQG FFQH
FFQJ
FFQK FFQP FFQS FFQU FFQY
FFRF
FFRG FFRH FFRJ FFRK FFRP
FFRU FFRY




FFZO FFZP FFZQ FFZR FFZS FFZZ FGBB FGBC FGBD FGBE FGBQ FGBS FGBZ FGDF FGDQ FGDS FGEB FGEC FGEE FGEF FGEI FGEO FGEQ FGES FGEZ FGFC FGFD FGFE
FGFF
FGFR FGGB FGGD FGGE FGGF FGGG
FGGI
FGGP FGGQ FGGR FGGS FGGZ FGIF FGIG FGIH
FGIJ
FGIK FGIP FGIU FGIY FGKH FGLG FGNG FGNK FGOB FGOE FGOI FGOQ FGOU FGOZ FGPB FGPG FGPI FGPQ FGPZ FGQG FGQH FGQJ FGQP FGQU FGRG FGRH FGRJ FGRK FGRP FGRU FGRY FGSG
FGSH
FGSJ FGSK FGSQ FGSU FGSY FGUS FGVD FGVE FGVQ FGVR FGWB FGWD FGWR FGWZ FGXF FGXP FGYI FGZC FGZD FGZE FGZI FGZO FGZP FGZQ FGZR FGZS FGZZ FIFC FIFD FIFE FIFF FIFI FIFO FIFQ FIFR FIFS FIGE
FIGG
FIGI FIGO FIHB FIHE FIHF FIHI FIHO FIHQ FIHR FIHS FIHZ FIJF FIJG FIJH FIJJ
FIJK
FIJP FIJU FIJY FIKF FIKG FIKH FIKK FIKP FIKQ FIKU FIKY FILG FILH FILJ FILK FILP FILU FILY FIMF FIMG FIMH FIMJ FIMK FIMP FIMU FIMY FIPB FIPE FIPF FIPG FIPI FIPO FIPP FIPQ FIPR FIPS FIPZ FITF FITG FITH FITJ
FITK




FIXY FIYC FIYE FIYG FIYH FIYI FIYJ FIYK FIYO FIYP FIYQ FIYR FIYU FIYZ FOaD
FOBB
FOBC FOBD FOBE FOBF FOBI FOBQ FOBS FOBZ FOCB FOCC FOCE FOCG FOCI FOCO FOCP FOCQ FOCR FOCS FOCZ FODE FODF FODG
FODO
FODQ FODR FODS FODZ FOEB FOEC FOED FOEE FOEF FOEG FOEI FOEO FOEP FOEQ FOER FOES
FOEZ
FOGB FOGD FOGE FOGF
FOGG
FOGI FOGQ FOGR FOGS FOGZ FOIF FOIG FOIH FOIJ FOIK FOIP FOIU FOIY FOPB FOPC FOPF
FOPG
FOPI FOPO FOPR FOPZ FOQF FOQG FOQH FOQJ FOQK
FOQP
FOQU FOQY FORF FORG FORH FORJ
FORK
FORP FORS FORU FORY FOSF FOSG FOSH FOSJ FOSK FOSO FOSP
FOSQ
FOSU FOSY FOUB FOUE FOUO FOUS FOVE FOVQ FOVS FOVZ FOWB FOWD FOWZ FOXK FOZC FOZD
FOZE
FOZF FOZG FOZI FOZO FOZP FOZQ FOZR FOZS FOZZ FQFC FQFD FQFE FQFF FQFG FQFI FQFO FQFQ FQFR FQFS FQFZ FQGB FQGD FQGE FQGF FQGG FQGI FQGK FQGO FQGP FQGQ FQGR FQGS FQGU FQGZ FQHB FQHD FQHE FQHG FQHI FQHO FQHQ FQHR FQHS FQHZ FQJF FQJG FQJH FQJJ FQJK FQJP FQJU FQJY FQKF
FQKG
FQKH
FQKK FQKP FQKQ FQKR FQKU FQKY FQKZ FQLF
FQLG
FQLH
FQLJ FQLK FQLP FQLU FQLY FQMF FQMG FQMH FQMJ FQMK FQMP FQMU FQMY FQNF FQNG
FQNH
FQNJ FQNK FQNP FQNU FQNY FQPB FQPC FQPE FQPF FQPG
FQPI FQPO
FQPP FQPQ FQPR FQPS FQPZ FQTF FQTG FQTH FQTJ FQTK FQTP
FQTU FQTY




FQUQ FQUR FQUS FQUZ FQXF FQXH FQXJ FQXK FQXP FQXY FQYB FQYC FQYE FQYF FQYG FQYH FQYI FQYJ FQYK FQYO
FQYP




FRFO FRFQ FRFR FRFS
FRFZ
FRGD FRGE FRGF FRGG FRGI FRGK FRGO FRGP FRGQ FRGR FRGS FRGU FRGZ FRHB FRHD FRHE FRHF
FRHG
FRHI FRHO FRHQ FRHR FRHS FRHZ FRJF FRJG FRJH FRJJ FRJK FRJP FRJU FRJY FRKF FRKG FRKH FRKK FRKP FRKQ FRKR FRKU FRKY FRLF FRLG FRLH FRLJ FRLK FRLP FRLU
FRLY




FRNJ FRNK FRNP FRNU FRNY FRPB FRPC FRPE FRPF FRPG
FRPI
FRPO FRPP FRPQ FRPR FRPS FRPZ FRTH FRTJ FRTK FRTP FRTU FRTY
FRUB




FRXF FRXH FRXJ FRXK FRXP FRXU
FRXY
FRYB FRYC FRYE FRYF FRYG
FRYH
FRYI FRYJ FRYK FRYO FRYP FRYQ FRYR FRYU
FRYZ
FRZC FRZE FRZO FRZQ FSFB
FSFF FSFG




FSGO FSGP FSGQ FSGR FSGS FSGZ FSHB FSHD FSHF FSHG FSHI FSHO FSHP FSHQ FSHR FSHS FSHZ FSJF FSJG FSJH FSJJ FSJK FSJP FSJU FSJY FSKF FSKG FSKH
FSKK
FSKP
FSKR FSKU FSKY FSLF
FSLG




















FUBB FUBC FUBE FUBO FUBR
FUDO
FUDQ FUDS FUEC FUED FUEG FUEI FUEO FUEQ FUER FUES FUEZ FUFO FUFQ
FUFR
FUGB FUIJ FUIK FUIP FUIY FUOD FUOE FUOG FUOI FUOR FUQG FUQJ FUQK FUQP FUQY FURG FURJ FURP FUSK FUSO FUSP FUSU FUZC FUZG FUZR FWBB FWBC FWBD FWBE FWBQ FWBZ FWEE FWVE FWVZ FWZF FWZQ FYBZ FYGI FYKH FYKU FYNG FYNK FYPQ FYPR FYUQ FYXK FYZI FYZQ FZCC FZCE FZCG FZCI FZCQ FZCR FZCZ FZDE FZDF FZDG FZDI FZDO FZDQ
FZDR
FZDS FZEC FZEE FZEF FZEG FZEI FZEP FZEQ FZER FZES FZEZ FZFC FZFE FZFF
FZGB
FZGE FZGI FZGO FZGQ FZGR FZGZ FZIF FZIG FZIH FZIJ FZIK FZIP
FZIU
FZIY FZNH FZNK FZNP FZNY
FZOB












GBCO GBCP GBCQ GBCR GBCS GBCU GBCZ GBDE GBDF GBDG GBDI GBDO GBDQ GBDR GBDS GBEB GBEC GBED GBEE GBEF GBEG GBEI GBEO GBEP GBEQ GBER GBES GBEZ GBFD GBFE GBFF GBFI GBFO GBFS GBIF GBIH GBIJ GBIK GBIP GBIU GBIY GBOB GBOD GBOE
GBOG




GBQS GBQU GBQY GBRF GBRH GBRJ GBRK GBRU GBRY
GBSG
GBSH GBSJ GBSK GBSP GBSU GBSY GBVC GBVD GBVE GBVI GBVO GBVP GBVQ GBVS GBVZ GBZC
GBZD















GDGI GDGP GDGQ GDGR GDGS GDGZ
GDIH
GDIJ GDIK GDIP GDIU GDIY GDOB GDOC
GDOD




GDQP GDQU GDQY GDRF GDRG GDRH GDRJ GDRK GDRP GDRU GDRY GDRZ GDSG
GDSH




GEaQ GEaR GEaS GEaZ
GEBB
GEBC GEBD GEBE GEBI GEBO
GEBQ
GEBR GEBS GEBZ GECB GECC GECD GECE GECF GECG GECI GECO GECP GECQ GECR GECS GECZ GEDE GEDF GEDG GEDI GEDO GEDQ GEDR GEDS GEDZ GEEB GEEC GEED GEEE GEEF GEEG GEEI GEEO GEEP
GEEQ






GEOE GEOG GEOI GEOP GEOQ GEOR GEOS GEOU GEOZ GEPB GEPE GEPG GEPO GEPQ GEPS GEQF GEQG GEQH GEQJ GEQK
GEQP
GEQU GEQY GERF GERG GERH GERJ GERK GERP GERU GERY GESF GESG GESH GESJ GESK GESO GESP GESQ GESU GESY GEVD GEVO GEVQ GEVR GEVS GEVZ GEWB GEWD GEWE GEWR GEWZ GEXH GEXJ GEXK GEZC GEZD GEZE GEZF GEZG GEZI GEZO GEZP GEZQ GEZR GEZS GEZZ GFBB GFBR GFCE GFCI GFCP GFCQ GFCR GFCZ GFDG
GFDO
GFDQ GFDR GFDS GFEB GFEC GFED GFEE GFEF GFEG GFEI GFEO GFEP GFEQ GFER GFEZ GFFB GFFC GFFD
GFFE
GFFF GFFG GFFI GFFO
GFFQ GFFR
GFFS GFFZ GFGB GFGE GFGF
GFGG
GFGK GFGO GFGP GFGQ GFGS
GFGZ






GFOS GFOU GFOZ GFQF GFQG GFQH GFQJ GFQK GFQP
GFQU GFQY




GFUS GFYZ GFZI GFZO GFZQ GFZR GGBB
GGBC
GGBD GGBE GGBF GGBI GGBO
GGBQ
GGBR GGBS GGBZ GGDE GGDF GGDG GGDO
GGDQ
GGDR GGDS GGDZ GGEB GGEC GGED GGEE GGEG GGEI GGEO GGEP GGEQ GGES GGEZ GGFC GGFE GGFF GGFG GGFI
GGFO
GGFQ GGFR GGFS GGFU GGGB GGGD GGGE GGGG GGGI GGGK GGGO GGGQ GGGR GGGS GGGU GGGZ GGIF GGIG GGIH GGIJ GGIK GGIP GGIU GGIY GGKU GGLG GGLU GGNF GGNJ GGNK GGNP GGNU GGOB GGOC GGOD GGOE GGOG GGOI GGOP GGOQ GGOR GGOS GGOZ GGPB GGPE GGPF GGPG GGPI
GGPO
GGPQ GGPS GGPZ GGQF GGQG GGQH GGQJ GGQK
GGQP
GGQU GGQY GGRF GGRG GGRH GGRJ GGRK GGRP
GGRU
GGRY GGSF GGSG GGSH GGSJ GGSK GGSO GGSP GGSU GGSY
GGUB
GGUD
GGUF GGUI GGUO GGUQ
GGUS
GGVD GGVE GGVQ GGVS GGWB
GGWD
GGWR GGWZ GGXF GGXH GGXK GGXU GGXY GGYB GGYC GGYU GGZC
GGZD
GGZE GGZF GGZG GGZI GGZO GGZP GGZQ GGZR GGZS GGZZ GIFB GIFC GIFD GIFE
GIFF











GIJK GIJP GIJU GIJY GIKF
GIKG










GIPB GIPC GIPE GIPF
GIPG











GIYE GIYF GIYG GIYH GIYI GIYK GIYO GIYP GIYQ GIYR GIYU
GIYZ
GKGG GKGI GKGQ GKHB GKHI GKLU GKNF GKNG GKNK GKNP GKNU GKPB GKPC GKPQ GKPZ GKQY GKUE GKUI GKUQ
GKUS
GKXH GKXJ GLGB GLGD GLGE GLGI GLGS GLHB GLHE GLHS GLHZ GLKG GLKK GLPB GLPI GLPQ GLPZ GLUI
GLUO
GLUQ GLUS GLYQ GLYU GNFF GNFO GNFQ GNFZ GNGB GNGG
GNGI
GNGO GNGQ GNGR GNGS GNGY GNHB GNHD GNHE
GNHG
GNHI GNHS GNHZ GNJG GNJH GNJJ GNJK GNJU GNKG GNKH GNKK GNKP GNKU GNKY GNPB GNPC GNPE GNPG
GNPI
GNPQ GNPR GNPS GNPZ GNUB GNUD GNUE GNUO GNUQ GNUS GNYC GNYH GNYP GNYR GNYU GNYZ GOaD
GOBB
GOBC GOBD GOBE GOBF GOBI GOBO GOBQ GOBR GOBS
GOBZ
GOCC GOCD GOCE GOCG
GOCI
GOCO GOCQ
GOCS GOCZ GODE GODF
GODG GODI GODO GODQ GODR GODS GODZ GOEB GOEC GOEE GOEG
GOEI
GOEO GOEQ GOER GOES GOEZ GOGB GOGD
GOGE






GOSF GOSG GOSH GOSJ GOSK GOSO GOSP GOSQ
GOSU
GOSY GOUB GOUD GOUE GOUI GOUO GOUQ GOUR
GOUS










GPGB GPGE GPGF GPGI GPGO GPGP GPGQ GPGR GPGS GPGZ GPIF GPIG GPIH GPIJ GPIK GPIP GPIY GPOB GPOC GPOD GPOE GPOG GPOI GPOQ GPOS GPOZ
GPPB








GQFQ GQFR GQFS GQFZ GQGB GQGD GQGE GQGF GQGG GQGI
GQGO






GQHR GQHS GQHZ GQJF GQJG GQJH GQJJ GQJK GQJP GQJU GQJY GQKF GQKG GQKH GQKK GQKP GQKQ GQKR GQKU GQKY GQLF GQLG GQLH
GQLJ
GQLK GQLP GQLS GQLU GQLY GQMF GQMG GQMH GQMJ GQMK GQMP GQMU GQMY GQNF
GQNG
GQNH GQNJ GQNK GQNP GQNU GQNY
GQPB
GQPC GQPE GQPF GQPG GQPI GQPO GQPP
GQPQ




GQXG GQXH GQXJ GQXK GQXP GQXU GQXY GQYB GQYC GQYE GQYF GQYG
GQYH




GRFO GRFQ GRFR GRFS GRFZ GRGB GRGD GRGE GRGG GRGI GRGO GRGP GRGQ GRGR GRGS GRGU GRGY GRGZ GRHB GRHD GRHE GRHI GRHP GRHQ GRHR GRHS GRHZ GRJF GRJG GRJH
GRJJ GRJK GRJP
GRJU GRJY GRKF GRKG GRKH GRKK GRKP GRKQ GRKR GRKU GRKY GRLG GRLH GRLJ GRLK GRLP GRLU GRLY GRMG GRMH GRMJ GRMK GRMP GRMY GRNF GRNG GRNH GRNJ GRNK GRNP GRNU GRNY GRPB GRPE GRPF
GRPI






















GSHG GSHI GSHO GSHQ GSHR
GSHS
GSHZ GSJF GSJH GSJJ GSJK GSJU GSJY GSKF GSKG GSKH GSKK GSKP GSKQ GSKR GSKU GSKY GSLF GSLG GSLH GSLJ GSLK GSLP GSLS GSLU GSLY GSMG GSMJ GSNF GSNG GSNH GSNJ
GSNK
GSNP GSNU GSNY GSOE GSOI GSOQ GSOR GSOS GSOZ GSPB GSPC GSPE GSPF GSPG GSPI GSPO
GSPQ
GSPR GSPS GSPZ GSQJ GSSK GSSP GSTG GSTH GSTJ GSTK GSTP GSTU GSTY GSUB
GSUD





GSUZ GSXH GSXK GSXP GSXU GSXY GSYB GSYC GSYE GSYF GSYG GSYH GSYK GSYP GSYQ
GSYU









GUDS GUEB GUED GUEE GUEF
GUEG GUEI
GUEO GUEQ GUER GUES GUEZ GUFE GUFF GUFI
GUFO
GUFQ GUFR GUFS GUFZ GUGB GUGE GUGS
GUGZ








GWDS GWEG GWES GWRG GWRJ GWRK GWVC GWVD GWVE GWVI GWVO GWVQ GWVR GWVS GWVZ GWZC GWZD GWZF GWZG GWZI GWZO GWZQ GWZR GWZS GWZZ GXFB GXFE GXFF GXFG GXFI GXFQ GXFS GXGQ GXGR
GXHB
GXHF GXHI GXHO GXHQ GXHR GXHZ GXJF GXJG GXJH GXJJ
GXJU
GXJY GXKF GXKG GXKH GXKK GXKP GXKQ GXKR GXKU GXKY GXPB GXPC GXPE GXPF GXPG GXPI GXPP GXPQ GXPR GXPS GXPZ GXUE GXUF GXUG GXUO GXUQ GXUR
GXUS
GXYB GXYC GXYE GXYG GXYJ GXYK GXYP GXYU GXYZ GYBQ
GYCD
GYCI GYCZ GYEO GYHB GYKP GYPE GYPI GYPZ GYQH GYUE GYUI GYUO
GYUQ
GYUS GYXG GYXH GYXP GZaD GZaF GZaZ GZCC
GZCD




GZDQ GZDR GZDS GZEB GZEC
GZED
GZEE GZEF GZEG GZEI GZEO GZEQ GZER GZES GZEZ GZFE
GZFF
GZFI GZFO GZFQ GZFR GZFS GZFZ GZGB GZGD GZGE
GZGF GZGG
GZGI GZGO GZGP GZGQ GZGR
GZGS




GZOQ GZOR GZOS GZOU GZOZ GZPB GZPE GZPF GZPG GZPI GZPO GZPQ GZPR GZPS GZPZ GZQF
GZQG GZQH
GZQJ GZQK GZQP GZQS GZQU GZQY GZRE GZRF GZRG GZRH
GZRJ
GZRK GZRP GZRS GZRU GZRY GZSF
GZSG
GZSH GZSJ GZSK GZSO GZSP GZSQ GZSU GZSY GZVZ GZWB GZWD GZWE GZWQ GZWZ GZZC
GZZD
GZZE GZZF GZZG GZZI GZZO GZZP GZZQ GZZR GZZS GZZZ HaaB HAAB HaaD HAAD HaaE
HaaF
HaaI HaaO HaaQ HaaR HaaS HaaZ HAAZ HaBB HABB HaBC HABC HABD HaBE HABE HABF HABI HaBQ HABQ HABS HaBZ HABZ HaDE HADE HADG HADI HaDO
HADO
HaDQ HADQ HaDR HADR
HaDS HADS















HBED HBEE HBEF HBEG HBEI HBEO HBEP HBEQ HBER HBES HBEZ
HBFF
HBFI HBFQ HBFR HBFS HBIF HBIG HBIH HBIJ HBIP
HBIU
HBIY HBOB HBOC HBOD HBOE HBOG HBOP HBOQ HBOR HBOS HBOU HBOZ HBPB HBPQ HBPR HBPS HBQF
HBQG
HBQH HBQJ HBQK HBQP HBQS HBQU HBQY HBRF HBRG HBRH HBRJ HBRK HBRP HBRU HBRY HBSG HBSH HBSJ HBSK HBSO HBSP
HBSU








HBZG HBZI HBZO HBZP HBZQ HBZR
HBZS
HBZZ HDaS HDDO HDEB HDED HDEE HDEF HDEI HDEQ HDER HDFD HDFF HDFO HDFQ HDFS HDGB HDGI HDGQ HDGR HDGS
HDGZ
HDIH HDIJ HDIK HDIU HDIY HDOB HDOC HDOD HDOE HDOG HDOI HDOQ
HDOR
HDOS HDOZ HDQH HDQJ HDQP HDQU HDQY HDRH HDRJ HDRU HDSG HDSH HDSJ HDSK HDSP HDSY HDZC HDZD HDZE HDZQ HDZZ HEaB HEaQ HEaZ HEBB
HEBC
HEBD HEBE HEBF HEBO HEBQ HEBS HEBZ HECC HECE HECF HECG HECO HECQ HECZ HEDO
HEDQ
HEDS HEEB HEEC HEED HEEE HEEG HEEI HEEO HEEP HEEQ HEER HEEZ HEFB HEFE HEFF HEFI HEFO HEFQ HEFR HEFS HEGB HEGE HEGF HEGI HEGO HEGQ HEGR HEGS HEGZ HEIH HEIJ HEIK HEIP HEIU HEIY HEOB HEOG HEOR HEOS HEPE HEPG HEPS HEPZ HEQF HEQG HEQH HEQJ HEQK HEQP HEQY HERF HERG HERH HERJ HERP HERU HERY HESG HESH HESK HESO HESP HESU HESY HEVI HEVO HEVQ HEVS HEVZ HEWB HEWE HEWZ HEZC HEZD HEZE HEZG HEZI
HEZO






HFOB HFOC HFOD HFOE HFOI HFOQ HFOR HFOS HFOU
HFOZ
HFQG HFQH HFQJ HFQK HFQP HFQY HFRF HFRH HFRJ HFRK HFRP HFRU HFSF HFSH HFSK HFSO HFSP HFSY HFUQ HFYB HFYZ HFZC HFZG HGBB HGBC HGBD HGBE HGBI HGBO HGBQ HGBS HGBZ HGDQ HGDR HGDS HGDZ HGEB HGEC HGEE HGEG HGEQ HGER HGES HGEZ HGFF HGFR HGGB HGGI HGIF HGIG HGIH HGIJ HGIK HGIP HGIY HGOB HGOC HGOD HGOI HGOP HGOQ HGOR HGOZ HGPI HGPQ HGPZ HGQG HGQJ HGQK HGQP HGQU HGQY HGRF HGRJ HGRK HGRP HGRU HGRY HGRZ HGSF HGSH HGSJ HGSK HGSP HGSU HGUD HGUS HGUZ HGVD HGWB HGWZ HGZC HGZD HGZE HGZG HGZI HGZO HGZQ HGZR HGZS HGZZ HIFB HIFC
HIFD






HIKP HIKQ HIKR HIKU HIKY
HILF
HILG HILH HILJ HILK HILP HILS HILU HILY HIMF HIMG HIMH HIMJ HIMK HIMP HIMU
HIMY
HIPB HIPC HIPE HIPF HIPG HIPI HIPO HIPP HIPQ HIPR HIPS HIPZ HITF HITG HITH HITJ HITK HITP HITU HITY HIUB HIUD HIUE HIUF HIUG
HIUO
HIUQ HIUR HIUS HIUZ HIXF HIXH HIXJ HIXK HIXP HIXU HIXY HIYB HIYC HIYE HIYF HIYG
HIYH
HIYI HIYK HIYO HIYP HIYQ HIYR
HIYU
HIYZ HOBB HOBC HOBD HOBE HOBI HOBO HOBQ HOBS HOBZ HOCE HOCF HOCG HOCI HOCQ HOCR HOCS HODF HODG HODO HODQ HODR HODS HODZ HOEB HOEC HOEF HOEG HOEI HOEO HOEQ HOER HOES HOEZ HOGB HOGE HOGG HOGI HOGQ HOGR HOGZ HOIH HOIJ HOIK HOIP HOIU HOIY HOPB HOPE HOPF HOPI HOPQ HOPZ HOQF HOQG HOQH HOQJ HOQK HOQP HOQY HORF HORG HORH HORJ HORP HORU HOSH HOSJ HOSK HOSO HOSP HOSU HOUF HOUR HOUS HOVQ HOWZ HOXK HOZC HOZD HOZE HOZG HOZI HOZO HOZQ HOZR HOZS HOZZ
HPBB
HPBC HPBF HPBI HPBQ HPBS HPBZ HPEB HPEI HPEQ HPFI HPFO HPGB HPGI HPIH HPIK HPIP HPOB HPQG HPQP HPRJ HPRK HPRU HPSH HPVC HPVQ HPVZ HPWB HPZC HPZQ HPZS HPZZ HQFE HQFF HQFO HQFR HQFS HQGB HQGE HQGG HQGI HQGO HQGQ HQGR HQGS HQHB HQHE HQHF HQHG HQHI HQHO HQHQ HQHR HQHS HQHZ HQJF HQJG HQJH HQJJ HQJK HQJP HQJU HQJY HQKF HQKG
HQKH
HQKK HQKP HQKQ HQKR HQKU HQKY HQLF HQLG HQLH HQLJ HQLK HQLP HQLU HQLY HQMF HQMG HQMH HQMJ HQMK HQMP HQMU HQMY HQNF HQNG HQNH HQNJ HQNK HQNP HQNU HQNY HQPB HQPC HQPE HQPF HQPG HQPI HQPO HQPQ HQPR HQPS HQPZ HQTG HQTH HQTJ HQTK HQTP HQTY HQUC HQUE HQUF HQUG HQUI HQUO
HQUQ




HQYB HQYC HQYF HQYG HQYH HQYI HQYJ HQYK HQYO HQYP HQYQ HQYR HQYU HQYZ HREB HREC HRFB HRFD HRFE HRFF HRFG HRFI HRFO
HRFQ
HRFR HRFS HRFU HRGB
HRGD
HRGE HRGF HRGI HRGO HRGP HRGQ HRGR HRGS HRGU HRGY HRGZ HRHB HRHD HRHE HRHF HRHG HRHI HRHQ HRHR HRHZ HRJF HRJG HRJH HRJJ HRJK HRJP HRJU HRJY HRKG HRKH HRKK HRKP HRKQ HRKU HRKY HRLF HRLG HRLH HRLJ HRLK HRLP HRLU HRLY HRMG HRMJ
HRMK
HRMP HRNG HRNH HRNJ HRNK HRNP HRNU HRNY HRPB HRPC HRPE HRPF HRPG HRPI HRPO HRPP HRPQ HRPR HRPS HRPZ HRQJ HRQP HRSG HRTF HRTG HRTH HRTJ HRTK HRTP HRTU HRTY HRUB HRUD HRUE HRUF HRUG HRUI HRUO HRUQ HRUR
HRUS
HRUZ HRXF HRXG HRXH HRXJ HRXK HRXP HRXU HRXY HRYB
HRYC




HSGR HSGS HSGU HSGZ
HSHB
HSHD HSHE HSHF HSHG HSHI HSHQ HSHR HSHS HSHZ HSJF HSJH HSJJ HSJK
HSJP
HSJU HSJY HSKF HSKG HSKH HSKK HSKP HSKQ HSKR HSKU HSKY HSLF HSLG HSLH HSLJ HSLK HSLP HSLU HSLY HSMG HSMH HSMJ HSNG HSNH HSNJ HSNK HSNP
HSNU
HSNY HSOB HSOE HSOP HSOZ HSPB HSPC
HSPE








HVDZ HVEB HVEC HVED HVEE HVEF
HVEG
HVEI HVEO HVEQ HVER
HVES HVEZ
HVGB HVGI HVIF HVIJ HVIP HVIU HVOB HVOC HVOE HVOG HVOI HVOP HVOQ HVOR HVOS HVOU HVOZ HVPB HVPS HVQF HVQG HVQH HVQJ HVQK HVQP HVQS HVQU HVQY HVRF HVRG HVRH HVRJ HVRK HVRP HVRU HVRY HVSF HVSG HVSH HVSJ
HVSK HVSP
HVSU HVSY HVWB HVWE HVWQ HVWR HVWZ HVZC HVZD HVZE HVZF HVZG HVZI HVZO HVZP HVZQ HVZR HVZS HVZZ HWAB HWAD HWaF HWAZ HWBB HWBC HWBD HWBE HWBF HWBI HWBO HWBQ HWBS HWBZ HWDG HWDI HWDO HWDQ HWDR HWDS HWEB HWEC HWED HWEQ HWEZ HWRF
HWRJ




HWZC HWZE HWZF HWZG HWZI HWZO HWZQ HWZS HWZZ HZaI HZCB HZCC HZCD HZCE HZCG HZCI HZCO HZCP HZCQ HZCR HZCS HZCU HZCZ HZDF HZDG HZDI
HZDO
HZDQ HZDR HZDS HZEB HZEC HZED HZEE HZEF
HZEG
HZEI HZEO HZEQ HZER HZES HZEZ HZFD HZFF HZFO HZFQ HZFR HZFS HZGB HZGE HZGF HZGG HZGI HZGO HZGP HZGQ HZGR HZGS HZGY HZGZ
HZIF
HZIG HZIH HZIJ HZIK
HZIP
HZIU HZIY HZNG HZNH HZNK HZNP HZNU HZNY HZOB HZOC HZOD HZOE HZOG HZOI HZOP HZOQ HZOR HZOS HZOU HZOZ
HZPB
HZPE HZPG HZPI HZPO HZPR HZPS HZPZ HZQF HZQG HZQH HZQJ HZQK HZQP
HZQS
HZQU HZQY HZRF HZRG HZRH HZRJ HZRK HZRP HZRU HZRY HZSF HZSG HZSH HZSJ HZSK HZSP HZSU HZSY HZWB HZWZ HZZC HZZE HZZF HZZG HZZI HZZO HZZP HZZQ HZZR HZZS HZZZ IFBB IFBC
IFBD




IFDI IFDO IFDQ IFDR IFDS IFEB IFED IFEE IFEF IFEG IFEI IFEO IFEQ IFES IFEZ IFFB IFFC IFFD IFFE IFFF IFFG IFFI IFFO IFFQ IFFR
IFFS
IFFU IFFZ IFGB IFGD IFGE IFGF IFGG IFGI IFGQ IFGR IFGS
IFGZ
IFIH IFIK IFIP IFIU IFIY IFOB IFOC IFOD IFOE IFOG IFOI IFOP IFOQ IFOR IFOS IFOZ IFQF IFQG IFQH IFQJ IFQK IFQP IFQU IFQY IFRF IFRG IFRH IFRJ IFRK IFRP
IFRU
IFRY IFRZ IFSF IFSG IFSH IFSJ IFSK IFSO IFSP IFSU IFSY IFUE IFUI IFUO IFUS IFWB IFZC IFZD IFZE IFZG IFZI IFZO IFZP IFZQ IFZS
IFZZ
IGaR IGBB IGBC IGBE IGBI IGBQ IGBS IGBZ IGDF IGDG IGDO IGDQ IGDS IGEB IGEC IGEE IGEI IGEQ IGER IGES IGEZ IGFF
IGFO
IGFQ IGFR IGFS IGGB IGGD IGGE IGGF IGGG IGGI IGGO IGGP IGGQ IGGR IGGS
IGGU
IGGZ IGIF IGIG IGIH IGIJ IGIK IGIP IGIU IGIY IGKP
IGKU
IGLG IGLU IGNF IGNG
IGNH
IGNK IGNP IGNU IGNY
IGOB
IGOC IGOG IGOI IGOQ IGOR IGOU
IGOZ
IGPB IGPE IGPF IGPG IGPO IGPQ IGPR
IGPZ
IGQG IGQH IGQJ IGQK IGQP
IGQU IGQY
IGRF IGRG IGRH IGRJ IGRP IGRU IGRY IGRZ IGSH IGSJ IGSK IGSP
IGSU
IGSY IGUD IGUF IGUS IGVO IGVQ IGVZ IGXF IGXH IGXJ IGXK IGXP IGXU IGXY IGYU IGZC IGZE IGZF IGZG IGZI IGZO IGZP IGZQ IGZS IGZZ IHaB IHaD IHAD IHAZ IHBB IHBC IHBD IHBE IHBF IHBI IHBO IHBP IHBQ IHBR IHBS IHBZ IHDE IHDF
IHDG
IHDO IHDQ IHDS IHEB IHEC IHED IHEE IHEF IHEG IHEI IHEO IHEQ IHER IHES IHEZ IHFF IHFI IHFO IHFQ IHFZ IHGB IHGE IHGG IHGI IHGO IHGP IHGQ IHGR IHGZ IHIF IHIG IHIH IHIJ IHIK IHIP IHIU IHIY IHOB IHOC IHOD IHOE IHOG IHOI IHOQ IHOR IHOS IHOU IHOZ IHPB IHPZ IHQF IHQG IHQH IHQJ IHQK IHQP IHQU IHQY IHRF IHRG
IHRH
IHRJ IHRK IHRP IHRU IHRY IHSG
IHSH
IHSJ IHSK IHSO IHSP IHSU IHSY IHVC IHVD IHVE IHVI IHVO IHVQ IHVR IHVS IHVZ IHWB IHWD IHWE IHZC IHZD IHZE IHZF IHZG IHZI IHZO IHZP
IHZQ
IHZR IHZS
IHZZ IJFB IJFC IJFD IJFE IJFF IJFI IJFO IJFQ
IJFR
IJFS IJFU IJFZ IJGB IJGE IJGG IJGI IJGO IJGP IJGQ IJGR IJGS IJGU IJGZ IJHB IJHD IJHE IJHF IJHG IJHI
IJHO




IJJU IJJY IJKF IJKG IJKH IJKK IJKP IJKQ IJKR IJKU IJKY IJKZ IJLF
IJLG
IJLH IJLJ IJLK IJLP IJLS
IJLU
IJLY IJMF IJMG IJMH IJMJ IJMK IJMP IJMU IJMY IJNF IJNG IJNH IJNJ IJNK IJNP IJNU IJNY IJPB IJPC IJPE IJPF
IJPGIJPI




IJXJ IJXK IJXP IJXU IJXY IJYB IJYC IJYE IJYF IJYG IJYH IJYI IJYJ IJYK IJYO IJYP
IJYQ
IJYR IJYU IJYZ IKFC IKFD IKFE
IKFF
IKFG IKFI IKFO IKFQ IKFR IKFS IKGB IKGD IKGE IKGF IKGG IKGI IKGK IKGO IKGP IKGQ IKGR IKGS IKGU IKGZ IKHB IKHD IKHE IKHF IKHG
IKHI
IKHO IKHQ IKHR IKHS IKHZ IKKF
IKKG
IKKH IKKK IKKP IKKQ IKKU IKKY IKLF IKLG IKLH IKLJ IKLK IKLP IKLU IKLY IKMG IKMK IKMP IKMU IKNF
IKNG
IKNH IKNJ IKNK IKNP
IKNU
IKNY IKPB IKPC IKPE IKPF IKPG IKPI IKPO IKPP IKPQ IKPR IKPS IKPZ IKQF IKQG IKQH IKQJ IKQK IKQP IKQU IKQY IKRH IKRJ IKRY IKTF IKTG IKTJ IKTK IKTP IKTU IKTY IKUE
IKUF
IKUG IKUI IKUO IKUQ IKUR IKUS IKUZ IKXF IKXG IKXH IKXJ IKXK IKXP IKXU IKXY IKYE IKYF IKYG IKYH IKYI IKYJ IKYK
IKYP
IKYR IKYU IKYZ IKZS ILFD ILFE
ILFF
ILFG ILFI ILFO ILFQ
ILFR
ILFS ILGB ILGD ILGE ILGF ILGG
ILGI
ILGK ILGO ILGP ILGQ ILGR ILGS ILGU ILGY ILGZ
ILHB
ILHD ILHE ILHF ILHG ILHI ILHO ILHP ILHQ ILHR ILHS ILHZ ILJF ILJG ILJH ILJJ ILJK ILJP ILJU
ILJY
ILKF ILKG ILKH ILKK ILKP ILKQ ILKR
ILKU
ILKY ILKZ ILPB ILPC ILPE ILPF
ILPG ILPI
ILPO ILPP ILPQ ILPR ILPS
ILPZ
ILSG ILSK ILSU ILUE ILUF
ILUG
ILUI ILUO ILUQ ILUR
ILUS
ILUZ ILYB ILYC ILYG ILYH ILYJ ILYK ILYO ILYP ILYQ ILYR ILYU ILYZ IMFC IMFD IMFE IMFF IMFG IMFI IMFO IMFQ IMFR IMFS IMFU IMFZ IMGB IMGD IMGE IMGF IMGG IMGI IMGK IMGO IMGP IMGQ IMGR IMGS
IMGU









IMUI IMUO IMUQ IMUR
IMUS
IMUZ IMYB IMYC IMYE IMYF IMYG IMYH IMYK IMYO IMYP IMYQ
IMYU
IMYZ IPaB IPaQ IPBB IPBC IPBD IPBE IPBF IPBI IPBO IPBQ IPBR
IPBS
IPBZ IPCC IPCD IPCE IPCG IPCI IPCO IPCP IPCQ IPCR IPCS IPEB IPEC IPED IPEE IPEG IPEI IPEO IPEQ IPER IPES IPEZ IPFB IPFE
IPFF




IPGO IPGP IPGQ IPGR IPGS IPGU IPGZ IPIF IPIG
IPIH
IPIJ IPIK IPIP IPIU IPIY IPNF IPNG IPNH IPNK IPNP IPNU IPOB IPOC IPOD IPOE IPOG IPOI IPOP IPOQ IPOR IPOS IPOU IPOZ IPPB IPPC IPPE IPPF IPPG IPPI
IPPO




IPRK IPRP IPRU IPRY IPSF IPSG
IPSH
IPSJ IPSK IPSO IPSP
IPSU
IPSY














ITGP ITGQ ITGR ITGS ITGU ITGY ITGZ ITHB ITHD ITHE ITHF ITHG ITHI ITHO ITHP ITHQ ITHR ITHS ITHZ ITJF ITJG ITJH ITJJ ITJK ITJP ITJU ITJY ITKF
ITKG
ITKH ITKK ITKP ITKU ITKY ITPB ITPC ITPE ITPF ITPG ITPI ITPO ITPP ITPQ ITPR ITPS ITPZ ITUB ITUE
ITUF
ITUG ITUO ITUQ ITUR ITUS ITYB ITYC ITYE ITYF ITYG
ITYH




IUBE IUBF IUBI IUBP IUBQ
IUBZ




IUEB IUEC IUEE IUEF IUEG IUEI IUEO IUEQ IUER IUES IUEZ IUFC IUFE IUFF IUFO IUFQ IUFR IUFS IUGB IUGE IUGG IUGI IUGQ IUGR IUGS IUGU IUGZ IUIF IUIK IUIP IUIY IUOB IUOC IUOD IUOE IUOG IUOQ IUOR IUOS IUOU IUOZ IUQF IUQG IUQH IUQJ IUQK IUQP IUQU IUQY
IURF
IURG IURH IURJ IURK IURP IURU IURY
IUSG








IXFE IXFF IXFG IXFI IXFQ IXFS IXGG IXGI IXGQ IXGR IXHB IXHD IXHI IXHQ IXHR IXHS IXHZ IXJF IXJG IXJH IXJJ IXJP IXJU IXJY IXKG IXKH IXKK IXKP IXKR IXKU IXKY IXPB IXPC IXPE IXPF IXPG IXPI IXPO IXPP IXPQ IXPR IXPS IXPZ
IXUF
IXUG IXUQ IXUR IXUS IXYB IXYC IXYE IXYG IXYI IXYJ IXYK IXYO IXYP IXYQ IXYU IXYZ IYBB IYBC IYBD IYBE
IYBP




IYED IYEE IYEF IYEI IYEO IYEQ IYER IYES IYEZ
IYFC
IYFE IYFF IYFG IYFI IYFO IYFQ IYFR IYFS IYGB IYGD IYGE IYGF IYGG
IYGI
IYGO IYGP IYGQ IYGR IYGS IYHB IYHE IYHF IYHG IYHI IYHO IYHQ IYHR IYHS IYHZ IYIF IYIH IYIJ IYIK IYIP IYIU IYIY IYJH IYJY
IYKF IYKG




IYLH IYLJ IYLK IYLP IYLU IYLY IYNG IYNH IYNJ
IYNK
IYNP IYNU IYNY IYOB IYOD IYOE IYOG IYOI IYOP IYOQ IYOR IYOS IYOU IYOZ
IYPB
IYPC IYPE IYPF IYPG IYPI IYPO IYPP IYPQ IYPR IYPS IYPZ IYQF IYQG
IYQH








JFCR JFDE JFDG JFDI JFDO JFDQ JFDS JFEB JFEC JFED JFEE JFEF JFEG JFEI JFEO JFEP JFEQ JFES JFEZ JFFB JFFC JFFD JFFE JFFF JFFG JFFI JFFO JFFQ JFFR JFFS JFFZ JFGB JFGE JFGF JFGI JFGO JFGQ JFGR JFGZ JFIG JFIH JFIJ JFIK JFIP JFIY JFOB JFOC JFOD JFOE JFOG JFOI JFOQ JFOR JFOS JFOZ JFQG JFQH JFQJ JFQK
JFQP
JFQU JFQY JFRF JFRG JFRH JFRJ JFRK JFRP JFRU JFRY JFSG JFSH JFSJ JFSK JFSP JFSU JFSY JFUE JFUI JFUO JFZC JFZD JFZE JFZF JFZI JFZO JFZP JFZQ JFZR JFZS JGBB JGBQ JGBZ JGDD JGDF JGDQ JGDR JGDS JGDZ JGEB JGEC JGED JGEE JGEP JGEQ JGES JGEZ JGFE JGFG JGFI JGFO JGFQ JGFS JGGB JGGE JGGI JGGQ JGGZ JGIF JGIG JGIH JGIJ JGIK JGIP JGIY JGNG JGNH JGNP JGNU JGOB JGOC JGOI JGOP JGOR JGOU JGOZ JGPB JGPE JGPR JGPS JGQF JGQG
JGQH
JGQK JGQP JGQU JGQY JGRF JGRG JGRH JGRJ JGRK JGRP
JGRU
JGRY JGSG JGSK JGSU JGSY JGUF JGUR JGUZ JGVS JGWZ JGXF
JGXJ
JGXY JGYU JGZE JGZF JGZG JGZI JGZO JGZQ JGZS JGZZ JHaB JHaD JHAD JHaF JHaQ
JHBB
JHBC JHBD JHBE JHBO JHBQ JHBR JHBS JHBZ JHDG JHDO JHDS JHDZ JHEB JHEC JHEE JHEF JHEG JHEI JHEP JHEQ
JHER
JHES JHFD JHFF JHFQ JHGB JHGE JHGI JHGR JHGS JHIF JHIH JHIJ JHIK JHIP JHIU JHIY JHOB JHOE JHOG JHOQ JHOR JHOU JHOZ JHPB JHPO JHPQ JHPR JHPZ JHQF JHQG JHQH JHQJ JHQK JHQP JHQU JHQY JHRH JHRJ JHRK JHRP JHRU JHRY JHSF JHSG JHSH JHSJ JHSK JHSP JHSU JHSY JHVC JHVD JHVE JHVI JHVQ JHVS JHVZ JHWB JHWE JHWZ JHZC JHZE JHZF JHZG JHZI JHZO
JHZP
JHZQ JHZR JHZS JHZZ JJFB
JJFC
JJFD JJFE JJFF JJFG JJFI JJFO JJFQ JJFR JJFS JJFZ JJGB JJGD JJGE JJGF JJGG
JJGI
JJGO JJGP JJGQ JJGR JJGS JJGY JJGZ JJHB JJHD JJHE JJHF JJHG JJHI JJHO JJHQ JJHR JJHS JJHZ JJJF JJJG JJJH JJJJ JJJK JJJP JJJU JJJY JJKF
JJKG
JJKH JJKK JJKP JJKQ JJKU JJKY JJLF JJLG
JJLH






JJNJ JJNK JJNP JJNY JJPB JJPC JJPE JJPF JJPG JJPI JJPO JJPP JJPQ JJPR
JJPS JJPZ
JJTF JJTG JJTH JJTJ JJTK JJTP JJTU JJTY JJUB JJUD JJUE JJUF JJUG
JJUI
JJUO JJUQ JJUR JJUS
JJUZ
JJXF JJXH JJXJ JJXK JJXP JJXU
JJXY





JKGO JKGP JKGQ JKGR
JKGS
JKGZ JKHB JKHD JKHE JKHF JKHG JKHI JKHQ JKHR JKHS JKHZ JKKF JKKG JKKH JKKK JKKP JKKQ JKKR JKKU JKKY JKLF JKLG JKLH JKLJ JKLK JKLP JKLU
JKLY
JKMG JKMP JKNF JKNG JKNH
JKNJ
JKNK JKNP JKNU JKNY JKPB JKPC JKPE JKPF JKPG JKPI JKPO JKPP JKPQ JKPR JKPS JKPZ JKQG JKQJ JKQK JKQY JKRJ JKRY JKTH JKTP JKUB JKUC JKUE JKUF JKUG JKUI JKUO JKUQ JKUR JKUS JKUZ JKXF JKXH JKXJ JKXK JKXP JKXU JKXY JKYB JKYC JKYF JKYG JKYH JKYJ
JKYK
JKYP JKYQ JKYU JKYZ JKZS JLFC JLFE JLFF JLFR JLFS JLGB JLGD JLGE JLGF JLGG
JLGI
JLGK JLGO JLGP JLGQ JLGR JLGS JLGU JLGZ JLHB JLHD JLHE JLHF JLHG JLHI JLHP JLHQ JLHR JLHS JLHZ JLJF JLJH JLJJ JLJK JLJP JLJU JLJY JLKF JLKG JLKH JLKK JLKP JLKQ JLKR JLKU JLKY JLPB JLPC JLPE JLPF JLPG JLPI JLPO JLPP JLPQ JLPR JLPS JLPZ JLSY JLUB JLUD JLUE JLUF JLUG JLUI JLUO JLUQ JLUR
JLUS
JLUZ JLYB JLYC JLYE JLYF JLYG JLYH JLYI JLYK JLYP JLYQ JLYR JLYU JLYZ JMFF JMFI JMFR JMFZ JMGB JMGD JMGE JMGF JMGG
JMGI




JMJY JMKF JMKG JMKH JMKK JMKP JMKU JMKY JMPB JMPC JMPE JMPF
JMPG




JNGK JNGP JNGQ JNGS JNGY JNGZ JNHB JNHD JNHE JNHF JNHG JNHI JNHQ JNHR JNHS JNHZ JNJF JNJH JNJJ JNJK
JNJU
JNKF JNKG JNKH JNKK JNKP JNKU JNKY JNPB JNPC JNPF JNPG JNPI JNPO JNPQ JNPR JNUB JNUF JNUG JNUQ JNYB JNYH JNYI JNYK JNYP JNYU JNYZ JPAB JPaE JPBB JPBC JPBD JPBE JPBI JPBO JPBQ JPBR JPBS JPBZ JPCC JPCG JPCI
JPCQ
JPCS JPCZ JPEB JPEC JPEE JPEG JPEI JPEO JPEP JPEQ JPER JPES JPEZ JPFE JPFF JPFO JPFQ JPFR JPFS JPGB JPGE JPGF JPGG
JPGI
JPGO JPGQ JPGR JPGS JPGZ JPIG JPIH JPIJ JPIK JPIP JPIU JPIY JPNP JPOB JPOC JPOD JPOE JPOG JPOI JPOP JPOQ JPOR JPOS JPOZ JPPB JPPG JPPR JPPZ JPQF JPQG JPQH JPQJ JPQK JPQP JPQU JPQY
JPRF
JPRG JPRH JPRJ JPRK JPRP JPRU JPRY JPSF JPSH JPSJ JPSK JPSO
JPSP




JTUO JTUQ JTUR JTUS JTYB JTYC JTYE JTYF JTYG JTYH
JTYI
JTYK JTYP JTYU JTYZ JUaO JUaR JUBB JUBC
JUBD
JUBE JUBF JUBI JUBO JUBQ JUBR
JUBS JUBZ
JUCC JUCE JUDE JUDG JUDI
JUDO JUDQ




JUEZ JUFE JUFF JUFG JUFI
JUFO
JUFQ JUFR JUFS JUGB JUGD JUGE
JUGG




JUOC JUOD JUOE JUOG JUOI JUOQ
JUOR
JUOS JUOU JUOZ JUQF JUQG JUQH JUQJ JUQK JUQP JUQS JUQU JUQY JURE JURF JURG JURH JURJ JURK JURP JURU JURY JUSF JUSG JUSH JUSJ JUSK JUSP JUSQ JUSU JUSY JUWZ JUZC JUZD JUZE JUZG JUZI JUZO JUZQ JUZR
JUZS
JXFC JXFF JXFG JXFI JXFO JXFQ JXFR JXGF JXGR JXGZ JXHB JXHG JXHI JXHO JXHQ JXHS JXHZ JXJF JXJG JXJH JXJJ JXJK JXJP
JXJU
JXJY JXKF JXKG JXKH JXKK JXKP JXKQ JXKR JXKU
JXKY
JXPB JXPC JXPE JXPF JXPG
JXPI
JXPP JXPQ JXPR JXPS JXPZ JXUB JXUF JXUG JXUI JXUQ JXUR JXUS JXYB JXYE JXYF JXYG JXYH JXYI JXYK
JXYP
JXYU JXYZ JYaE JYaR JYBB
JYBC
JYBE JYBI JYBO JYBQ JYBR JYBS JYBZ JYCC JYCD JYCE JYCG JYCI JYCO JYCQ JYCR JYCS JYCZ JYEB JYEC JYED JYEE JYEG JYEI JYEO JYEQ
JYER
JYES JYEZ JYFF JYFI JYFO JYFR JYFS JYFU JYFZ JYGB JYGD JYGE JYGF JYGG JYGI JYGO JYGP JYGQ JYGR JYGS JYGU JYHB JYHG JYHI JYHO JYHQ JYHR JYHS JYHZ JYIF JYIH JYIJ JYIK JYIP JYIU JYIY JYJJ JYJU JYJY JYKF JYKG JYKH JYKK JYKP JYKQ JYKR JYKU JYKY JYLF JYLG JYLH JYLJ JYLK JYLP JYLS JYLU JYNF JYNG JYNH JYNJ JYNK JYNP JYNU JYNY JYOC JYOD JYOG JYOI
JYOP
JYOQ JYOS JYPB JYPC JYPE JYPF JYPG JYPI JYPO JYPQ JYPR JYPS JYPZ JYQF JYQG JYQH JYQJ
JYQK
JYQP JYQU JYQY JYRF JYRH JYRJ JYRK JYRP JYRU JYRY JYUB JYUE JYUF JYUG JYUI JYUO JYUQ JYUR JYUS JYUZ JYWB JYWD JYXF JYXG JYXH JYXJ JYXK JYXP JYXU JYXY JYZC
JYZD





KFFS KFFZ KFGB KFGE KFGF KFGI KFGP KFGZ KFIH KFIJ KFIK KFIP KFIY KFOB KFOD KFOE KFOG KFOI KFOP KFOQ KFOR KFOZ KFQF KFQG KFQJ KFQK KFQP KFQU KFQY KFRF KFRK KFRP KFRU KFRY KFSH KFSJ KFSK KFSP KFSU KFUE
KFUF
KFUS KFYP KFZI KFZO KFZZ KGBB KGBC KGBD KGBE KGBQ KGBR KGBS KGBZ KGDE KGDF KGDG KGDI KGDO KGDQ
KGDS
KGDZ KGEB KGEC KGED KGEE KGEF KGEG
KGEI
KGEO KGEP KGEQ KGER KGES KGEZ KGFE KGFF KGFG KGFI KGFO KGFQ KGFR KGFU KGFZ KGGB KGGD KGGE KGGF KGGG KGGI KGGO KGGP KGGQ KGGR KGGS KGGU KGGZ KGIF KGIG
KGIH KGIJ
KGIK KGIP KGIU KGIY KGLH KGLK KGLP KGLU KGNF KGNG KGNH KGNJ KGNK KGNP KGOB KGOC KGOE KGOG KGOI KGOP KGOQ KGOR KGOS KGOU KGOZ KGPB KGPC KGPE KGPI KGPO KGPP
KGPQ




KGRZ KGSG KGSH KGSJ KGSK KGSO KGSP KGSU KGSY KGUD KGUE KGUF KGUG KGUI KGUQ KGUS KGVZ KGXF KGXH KGXJ KGXK KGXP KGXU KGYC KGYU KGZC KGZD KGZE KGZG KGZI KGZO KGZP KGZQ KGZR KGZS KGZZ KHAB KHaD KHAD KHaE KHaQ KHaR KHaZ KHAZ
KHBB
KHBC KHBD KHBE KHBF KHBI KHBO KHBQ KHBR KHBS
KHBZ
KHDE KHDF KHDG KHDI KHDO
KHDQ
KHDR KHDS KHEB KHEC KHEE KHEF KHEG KHEI KHEO KHEP KHEQ KHER KHES KHEZ KHFF KHFG KHFI KHFQ KHFR KHFS KHFZ KHGB KHGE KHGG KHGI KHGP KHGQ KHGR KHGS KHGZ KHIF KHIG
KHIH










KKGS KKGU KKGZ KKHB KKHD KKHE KKHF KKHG
KKHI
KKHO KKHP KKHQ KKHR KKHS KKHZ KKKF KKKG KKKH KKKK KKKP KKKQ KKKR KKKU KKKY KKLF KKLG
KKLH
KKLJ KKLK KKLP KKLS KKLU KKLY KKMG KKMH KKMJ KKMP KKNF
KKNG




KKPF KKPG KKPI KKPO KKPP KKPQ KKPR KKPS
KKPZ
KKQG KKQH KKQJ KKQK KKQP KKQU KKQY KKRF KKRH KKRJ KKRK KKRU KKRY KKTH KKTJ KKTK KKTP KKTY KKUB KKUC KKUE KKUF KKUG KKUI KKUO KKUQ
KKUR
KKUS
KKUZ KKXF KKXG KKXH KKXJ KKXK KKXP KKXU KKXY KKYB KKYC KKYE KKYF KKYG KKYH KKYI KKYJ KKYK KKYP KKYQ KKYR
KKYU
KKYZ KKZO KKZQ KKZS KLFE KLFF KLFI KLFO KLFQ KLFR KLFS KLGB KLGD KLGE KLGF KLGG
KLGI
KLGK KLGO KLGP KLGQ KLGR KLGS KLGU KLGY KLGZ KLHB KLHD KLHE KLHF KLHG KLHI KLHO KLHP KLHQ KLHR KLHS KLHZ KLJF KLJG KLJH KLJJ KLJK KLJP KLJU KLJY KLKF KLKG KLKH
KLKK




KNHE KNHG KNHI KNHO KNHP KNHQ KNHR KNHS
KNHZ
KNJF KNJG KNJH KNJJ KNJK KNJP
KNJU












KPBF KPBI KPBO KPBQ KPBR KPBS KPBZ KPCC KPCE KPCG KPCI KPCO KPCP KPCQ KPCS KPCZ KPEB KPEC KPED KPEE KPEF KPEG KPEI KPEO KPEP KPEQ KPER KPES KPEZ KPFC KPFE KPFF KPFG KPFI KPFO
KPFQ







KPOG KPOI KPOP KPOQ KPOR KPOS KPOU KPOZ KPPB KPPC KPPE KPPF KPPG KPPI KPPO KPPQ KPPR KPPS KPPZ KPQF KPQG KPQH KPQJ KPQK KPQP KPQU KPQY KPRF KPRG KPRH KPRJ KPRK KPRP KPRQ KPRS
KPRU
KPRY KPRZ KPSF KPSG KPSH KPSJ KPSK KPSO KPSP KPSQ KPSU KPSY KPVC KPVD KPVE KPVG KPVI KPVO KPVQ KPVR KPVS KPVZ KPWB KPWZ KPXH KPXJ KPXK
KPZC
KPZD KPZE KPZF KPZG KPZI KPZO KPZP KPZQ KPZR
KPZS
KPZZ KQFF KQFR KQFZ KQGB KQGI KQGO KQGQ KQHB KQHE KQHI KQHS KQHZ KQJG KQJJ KQJP KQJU KQJY KQKH KQKK KQKP KQLG KQLH KQLK KQLP
KQLU
KQMF KQMH KQMJ KQMP KQNG KQNH KQNU KQPB KQPC KQPI KQPQ KQPR KQPS KQPZ KQTJ KQTK KQTY KQUB KQUF KQUI KQUO KQUS KQXK KQXY KQYB KQYC KQYG KQYH KQYQ KQYR KQYU KRFG KRFI KRGI KRGP KRHB KRHE KRHQ KRHS KRJF KRJH KRJJ KRJK KRJP KRJU KRJY KRKG KRKH KRKK KRKU KRLG KRLH KRLJ KRLK KRLU KRLY KRMG KRMJ KRNH KRNK KRPI KRPP KRTH KRTK KRTP KRTY KRUD KRUF KRUG
KRUR
KRUS KRYB KRYG KRYK KRYP KRYU KRYZ KTFD KTFF KTGB KTGE KTGF KTGG KTGI KTGO KTGQ KTGZ KTHB KTHG KTHR KTHZ KTJF KTJG KTJJ
KTJP
KTJY KTKG KTKK KTKP KTKR KTKU KTKY KTPB KTPC KTPE KTPG KTPI KTPO KTPQ KTPR KTPS KTPZ
KTUF
KTUI KTUR KTYB KTYC KTYE KTYF KTYI KTYK KTYO KTYP KTYQ KTYU KUBB KUBD KUBE KUBO KUBQ KUBS KUBZ KUCD KUCE KUCQ KUCR KUDI KUDO KUDQ KUDR KUDS KUEB KUEC KUED KUEE KUEF KUEG
KUEI KUEO
KUEP KUEQ KUER KUES KUEZ KUFC KUFE KUFF KUFG KUFI KUFO KUFQ KUFR
KUFS
KUFZ KUGB KUGE KUGG KUGI KUGO KUGP KUGQ KUGR KUGU KUGZ KUIF KUIH KUIJ KUIK KUIP KUIU KUIY KUOB
KUOD
KUOE KUOG KUOI KUOP KUOQ KUOR KUOS KUOZ KUQF
KUQG KUQH







KUSP KUSQ KUSU KUSY KUWD KUZC KUZD KUZE KUZG KUZI KUZO KUZP KUZQ KUZR KUZS KUZZ KXFC KXFD KXFE KXFF KXFG
KXFI
KXFO KXFQ KXFR KXFS KXGE KXGF KXGG KXGI KXGO KXGP KXGQ KXGR KXGS KXGZ KXHB KXHD KXHE KXHF KXHG KXHI KXHO KXHQ KXHR
KXHS






KXKQ KXKR KXKU KXKY KXPB KXPC KXPE KXPF
KXPG
KXPI KXPO KXPP KXPQ
KXPR KXPS
KXPZ KXUE KXUF KXUG KXUI KXUO KXUQ KXUR KXUS KXYB KXYC KXYE KXYF KXYG KXYH KXYI KXYJ KXYK KXYP KXYQ KXYR KXYU KXYZ KYAD KYBB KYBC KYBD KYBE KYBQ KYBZ KYCD KYCE KYCF KYCI KYCO KYCQ KYCR KYCS KYCZ KYEC KYEE KYEO KYER KYEZ KYFC KYFF KYFS KYFU KYGB KYGD KYGE
KYGG




KYKP KYKR KYKU KYKY KYLG
KYLH
KYLK KYLP KYLS KYLU KYLY KYNF KYNG KYNH KYNJ KYNK KYNP KYNU KYNY KYOE KYOQ KYPB KYPC KYPE KYPF KYPG
KYPI KYPO







KYUZ KYWB KYWD KYXF KYXG KYXH KYXJ KYXK KYXP KYXU KYXY KYZC KYZD KYZE KYZI KYZO KYZQ KYZR KYZS KYZZ KZOB KZOG KZQH KZQP KZSF KZSK KZVS
KZWZ
KZZE KZZO KZZZ OaaD OAAD OaaQ OaaR OaaZ OaBQ OaDF OaDO OaDR OaDS OaRJ OaSG OAVQ OaZC OBaB OBAB OBaD OBAD OBaF OBaR OBaZ OBAZ OBBB OBBC OBBD
OBBE
OBBF OBBI OBBO OBBP
OBBQ
OBBR OBBS OBBZ OBCC OBCD OBCE OBCG OBCI OBCO OBCP OBCQ OBCS OBCU OBCZ OBDE OBDF OBDG OBDI
OBDO




OBRF OBRH OBRJ OBRU OBRY OBSG OBSH OBSK OBSP OBSU OBVC OBVD OBVE
OBVI




OBZO OBZQ OBZR OBZS OBZZ OCBB OCCI OCCP OCCQ OCCR OCCU OCDE OCDO OCDQ OCDS OCEB OCEC OCED OCEE OCEF OCEG OCEI OCEO OCEQ OCES OCEZ OCFF OCFQ
OCGB




OCNG OCNH OCNJ OCNK OCNP OCNU OCNY OCOB OCOC OCOD OCOG OCOI OCOQ OCOR OCOZ OCPE
OCPO
OCPZ OCQF OCQG OCQH OCQJ OCQK OCQP OCQU OCQY OCRF OCRH OCRJ OCRP OCRU OCRY OCSG OCSH OCSJ OCSK OCSP OCSU OCSY OCXF OCXH OCXJ OCXK
OCXP
OCXU OCZC OCZD OCZE OCZF OCZI OCZO
OCZQ
OCZS OCZZ ODaZ ODDE ODEB ODEC ODED ODEE ODEI ODEO ODEQ ODER ODES
ODEZ
ODFD ODFF ODFG ODFI
ODFO
ODFQ ODFR ODFS ODGB ODGD ODGE ODGI ODGP ODGQ ODGR ODGS ODGZ ODIH ODIJ ODIY ODOB
ODOC ODOD
ODOE ODOG ODOI ODOP ODOQ ODOR ODOS ODOZ ODQF ODQG ODQH ODQJ ODQK ODQP ODQU ODQY ODRF
ODRG
ODRH ODRJ ODRK ODRP ODRU ODSG ODSH ODSJ ODSK ODSP ODSU ODSY ODZC
ODZE
ODZG ODZI ODZO ODZQ ODZR ODZS ODZZ OEaD OEaE
OEBB
OEBC OEBD OEBE OEBI OEBO OEBQ OEBR OEBS OEBZ OECC OECD OECE OECG OECI OECO OECP OECQ OECR OECS OECZ OEDF OEDO OEDQ OEDS OEEB OEEC OEEE OEEF
OEEG
OEEI OEEO OEEQ OEER OEES OEEZ OEFE
OEFF
OEFO OEFQ OEFR OEGB OEGD OEGE OEGG OEGI OEGO OEGQ OEGR OEGS OEGU OEGZ OEIG OEIH
OEIJ
OEIK OEIP OEIU OEOB OEOC OEOD OEOE OEOG OEOI OEOP OEOQ OEOS OEOU OEOZ OEPE OEPS OEPZ OEQF OEQG OEQH OEQJ OEQK OEQP OEQU OEQY OERF
OERG




OGBZ OGDE OGDF OGDG OGDO OGDQ OGDS OGEB OGEC OGEE OGEF OGEG OGEI OGEO OGEP
OGEQ




OGIH OGIJ OGIK OGIP OGIU OGIY OGNP OGOB OGOD OGOE OGOI OGOP OGOR OGOS OGOZ OGPB OGPI OGPO OGPZ OGQF OGQG OGQH OGQJ OGQK OGQP OGQU OGQY
OGRF
OGRG OGRH OGRJ OGRK
OGRP




OGZZ OIFB OIFC OIFD OIFE OIFF OIFI OIFO OIFQ OIFR OIFS OIGE OIGG OIGI OIGO OIGP OIGQ OIGR OIGS OIHB OIHD OIHE OIHI OIHO OIHQ OIHR OIHS OIHZ
OIJF
OIJG OIJH OIJJ OIJK OIJP OIJU OIJY OIKF OIKG
OIKH
OIKK




OILU OILY OIMF OIMG OIMH OIMJ OIMK
OIMP
OIMY OIPB OIPC OIPE OIPF OIPG
OIPI




OITP OITU OITY OIUB OIUE OIUF OIUG OIUO OIUQ OIUR OIXF OIXH OIXJ OIXK OIXP OIXU OIXY OIYB OIYC OIYE OIYF OIYG OIYH OIYI OIYJ OIYK OIYO OIYP OIYQ OIYR OIYU OIYZ OPaD OPBB OPBC OPBD OPBE OPBF
OPBI
OPBQ OPBR OPBS OPBZ OPCC OPCG OPCQ OPCZ OPEB OPEC OPEG OPEI OPEO OPEP OPEQ OPER OPES OPEZ OPFC OPFE OPFF OPFO OPFQ OPFR
OPFS
OPGB OPGD OPGE OPGI
OPGQ
OPGS OPGZ OPIF OPIG OPIH OPIJ OPIK OPIP OPIY OPOB OPOC OPOI OPOP OPOQ OPOR OPOZ OPPR OPQG OPQK OPQP OPQU OPQY OPRF
OPRG
OPRJ OPRK OPRP OPRY OPSG OPSH OPSJ OPSK OPSP OPSY OPVD OPVQ OPVS OPVZ OPWB OPWD OPWZ OPZC
OPZD
OPZE OPZG OPZI OPZO OPZQ OPZR OPZS OPZZ OQFB OQFD OQFE OQFF OQFG OQFI OQFQ OQFR OQFS OQFZ OQGD OQGE OQGF OQGG
OQGI
OQGO OQGQ OQGR OQGS
OQGU
OQGZ OQHB OQHD OQHE OQHF OQHG OQHI OQHO
OQHP
OQHQ OQHR OQHS OQHZ OQJF OQJG OQJH OQJJ OQJK OQJP OQJU OQJY OQKF OQKG OQKH OQKK OQKP OQKQ OQKU OQKY OQKZ OQLF OQLG OQLH OQLJ OQLK OQLP OQLU OQLY OQMF OQMG
OQMH OQMJ










OQUZ OQXF OQXG OQXH OQXJ
OQXK
OQXP OQXU OQXY OQYB OQYC OQYE OQYG
OQYH
OQYI OQYK OQYP OQYQ OQYR OQYU OQYZ OREQ OREZ ORFB ORFC ORFD ORFE ORFF ORFG ORFI ORFO ORFQ ORFR ORFS ORFU ORFZ ORGB ORGE ORGG ORGI ORGO ORGQ ORGR ORGU ORGZ ORHB ORHE ORHF ORHG ORHI ORHQ ORHS ORHZ ORJF ORJG ORJH
ORJJ




OSFI OSFO OSFQ OSFR OSFS OSGB OSGD OSGE OSGF
OSGI
OSGO OSGP OSGQ OSGR OSGS OSGZ OSHB OSHG OSHI OSHQ OSHR OSHS OSHZ OSJF OSJH OSJJ OSJP OSJU OSKF OSKG OSKH OSKK OSKP OSKU OSKY OSLF OSLG OSLH OSLJ OSLK OSLP OSLS OSLU OSLY OSMG OSMH OSMK OSMP OSNG OSNH OSNJ OSNK OSNP OSNU OSNY OSOB OSOI OSOP OSOR OSOS OSPB OSPC OSPE OSPF OSPG OSPI OSPO OSPP OSPQ OSPR OSPS OSPZ OSQG
OSQH
OSQK OSQP OSQY OSSH OSTG OSTK OSTP OSTU OSTY OSUB OSUE OSUF OSUG OSUI OSUO
OSUQ
OSUR OSUS OSUZ OSXF OSXH OSXJ OSXK OSXP OSXU OSXY OSYB OSYC OSYG OSYH OSYK OSYP OSYQ OSYU OSZQ OUBB OUBE OUBI OUBQ OUDF OUDO OUED OUEF OUEI OUEO OUEP OUEQ OUES OUEZ OUFF OUFI OUFO OUFR OUFS OUGD OUGF OUGR OUGZ OUIK OUIP OUIY OUOB OUOD OUOE OUOG OUOI
OUOQ




OURK OURP OUSG OUSH OUSK OUSP OUSU OUSY OUZE OUZI OUZZ OVCG OVCI OVCU OVDO OVDQ OVDS OVEB OVEC OVED OVEE OVEG OVEI OVEO OVEQ OVER OVES OVEZ OVGE OVIF OVIH OVOB OVOE OVOG OVOQ OVOS OVOU OVOZ OVQF OVQG OVQH OVQJ OVQK OVQP OVQU OVQY OVRJ OVRU OVRY OVSG OVSH OVSJ OVSK OVSP OVSU OVWB OVWD OVWE OVWQ OVWZ OVZC OVZD OVZE OVZF OVZG OVZI OVZO OVZQ OVZR OVZS OVZZ OWAB OWAD OWAZ OWBB OWBC
OWBD
OWBE OWBI OWBO OWBP
OWBQ
OWBS OWBZ OWDE OWDG OWDQ OWDS OWEB OWEG OWEI OWEQ OWES OWEZ OWQK OWRJ OWRU OWRY OWVC OWVD OWVE OWVI OWVO OWVQ OWVS OWVZ OWZC OWZE OWZF OWZG OWZI OWZO OWZQ OWZR OWZS OWZZ OXFE OXFO OXHB OXHG OXHQ OXHZ OXKG OXKH OXKK OXKU OXKY OXPI OXPS OXYB OXYE OXYU OXYZ OZaQ OZCC OZCD OZCE OZCG OZCI OZCO OZCP OZCQ OZCR OZCS
OZCU
OZCZ OZDE OZDF OZDI
OZDO
OZDQ OZDR OZDS OZEB OZEC OZED OZEE OZEF OZEG OZEI OZEO OZEP OZEQ OZER
OZES
OZEZ OZFD OZFE OZFF OZFI OZFO OZFR OZFS
OZGB
OZGD OZGE OZGF OZGG OZGI OZGO OZGP OZGQ OZGR OZGS
OZGU




OZOS OZOU OZOZ OZPB OZPI
OZPO




OZRK OZRP OZRS OZRU OZRY OZSF OZSG OZSH OZSJ OZSK OZSP OZSQ OZSS OZSU
OZSY
















PBEI PBEO PBEP PBEQ PBER
PBES




PBQU PBQY PBRE PBRF PBRG PBRH PBRJ PBRK PBRP PBRU PBRY PBRZ PBSF
PBSG
PBSH PBSJ PBSK PBSP
PBSU
PBSY PBSZ PBVC PBVD PBVE PBVI PBVO
PBVQ
PBVR PBVS PBVZ PBZC PBZD PBZE PBZF PBZG PBZI PBZO PBZP PBZQ PBZR
PBZS
PBZZ PCCC PCCD PCCE PCCG PCCI PCCO PCCP PCCQ PCCR PCCS PCCU PCCZ PCDE PCDF PCDO
PCDQ
PCDR PCDS PCDZ PCEB PCED PCEE PCEF PCEG PCEI PCEO PCEQ
PCER
PCEZ PCFF PCFO PCFR PCGB PCGE PCGF PCGG PCGI PCGK PCGO PCGP PCGQ PCGR PCGS PCGU PCGZ PCIF PCIH PCIJ PCIK PCIP PCIU PCIY PCLG
PCLH




PCOD PCOE PCOG PCOI PCOP PCOQ PCOR PCOZ PCPB PCPG PCPQ PCPR PCPS PCPZ PCQF PCQG PCQH PCQJ PCQK PCQP PCQU PCQY PCRF PCRH PCRJ PCRK PCRP PCRQ PCRU PCRY PCSG PCSK PCSP PCSU PCSY PCTK
PCXF
PCXH PCXJ PCXK PCXP PCXU PCXY PCZC PCZD PCZE PCZF PCZG PCZI PCZO PCZP PCZQ PCZR PCZS PCZZ PEaQ PEaR PEBB PEBC PEBD PEBE PEBF PEBI PEBO PEBP PEBQ
PEBR
PEBS PEBZ PECB PECC PECD PECE PECG PECI
PECO
PECQ PECR PECS PECU PECZ PEDE PEDF PEDG PEDI
PEDO
PEDQ PEDR PEDS PEEB PEEC PEEE PEEF PEEG PEEI PEEO PEEP PEEQ PEER PEES PEEZ
PEFD
PEFE PEFF PEFG PEFO PEFQ PEFR PEFS PEGB PEGE PEGG PEGI PEGO PEGQ PEGR PEGS PEGZ PEIF PEIG PEIH PEIJ PEIK PEIP PEIU
PEIY
PEOB PEOD PEOE PEOG
PEOI
PEOP PEOQ PEOR PEOS PEOZ
PEPB








PERZ PESF PESG PESH PESK
PESO
PESP PESQ PESU PESY PEVD PEVQ PEVR PEVS PEVZ PEWB PEWD PEWR PEWZ PEXH PEXP PEZC PEZD PEZE PEZF PEZG PEZI PEZO PEZP PEZQ PEZR PEZS PEZZ PFBB PFBD PFBE PFBI PFBQ PFBZ PFCC PFCG PFCI PFCO PFCZ PFDF PFDG PFDI PFDO PFDQ PFDR PFDS PFEB PFEC PFED PFEE PFEF
PFEG
PFEI PFEO PFEQ PFER PFES
PFEZ
PFFB PFFC PFFD PFFE PFFF PFFG PFFI PFFO
PFFQ PFFR
PFFS PFFU PFFZ PFGB PFGD PFGE PFGG PFGI PFGO PFGQ PFGR PFGZ PFIF PFIG PFIH PFIJ PFIK PFIP PFIU PFIY PFOB PFOC PFOD PFOE PFOG PFOI PFOP PFOQ PFOR PFOS PFOZ PFQF PFQG PFQH PFQJ PFQK PFQP
PFQU




PFSG PFSH PFSJ PFSK PFSO PFSP PFSQ PFSU PFSY PFUD PFUE PFUI
PFUQ
PFUR PFWB PFYG PFZC PFZG PFZI PFZQ PGBB
PGBC
PGBD PGBE PGBF PGBI PGBO PGBP PGBQ PGBR PGBS PGBZ PGDE PGDF PGDG PGDI PGDO PGDQ PGDR PGDS PGDZ PGEB PGEC PGED PGEE PGEF PGEG PGEI
PGEO
PGEQ PGER PGES PGEZ PGFC PGFD PGFE PGFF PGFG PGFI PGFO
PGFQ
PGFR PGFS PGFU PGFZ PGGB
PGGD
PGGE PGGF PGGG PGGI PGGO PGGQ PGGR PGGS PGGU PGGZ PGIF PGIG PGIH PGIJ PGIK PGIP PGIU PGIY PGKU PGNH PGNU PGOB PGOC PGOD PGOE PGOG PGOI PGOP PGOQ PGOR PGOS PGOU
PGOZ
PGPB PGPF PGPG PGPI PGPO PGPQ PGPR PGPS PGPZ
PGQF
PGQG PGQH PGQJ PGQK PGQP PGQU PGQY PGRF PGRG PGRH PGRJ PGRK PGRP PGRQ PGRU PGRY PGSF PGSG PGSH PGSJ PGSK PGSP PGSS PGSU PGSY PGUE PGUQ PGUS PGVD PGVQ PGVR PGVS PGVZ PGWB PGWD PGWZ PGXJ PGXK PGXP PGXU PGXY PGZC PGZD PGZE PGZF
PGZG




PIFI PIFO PIFQ PIFR PIFS PIFU PIFZ PIGB PIGD PIGE PIGF PIGG PIGI PIGK PIGO PIGP PIGQ PIGR PIGS PIGZ PIHB
PIHD




PIHZ PIJF PIJG PIJH PIJJ PIJK
PIJP
PIJU PIJY PIKF PIKG PIKH PIKK PIKP PIKQ PIKR
PIKU
PIKY PILF PILG PILH PILJ PILK
PILP PILU
PILY PIMF PIMG PIMH PIMJ PIMK
PIMP





PITF PITG PITH PITJ PITK PITP PITU PITY PIUB
PIUD




PIYR PIYU PIYZ PNFG PNGE PNGI PNHB PNHQ PNHZ PNKG PNKH PNKK PNKP PNKY PNPB PNPG PNPI PNPQ PNPR PNPZ PNUF PNUG PNYG POaD POBB POBC POBD POBE POBQ
POBS
POBZ POCC POCD POCE
POCI
POCP POCQ POCR POCS POCZ PODE
PODO
PODQ PODR PODS PODZ POEB POEC POED POEE POEF POEG POEI POEO POEP POEQ POER POES POEZ POGB POGE POGG POGI POGO POGQ
POGR
POGS POGZ POIF POIG
POIH
POIJ POIK POIP POIU POIY POPB POPC POPE POPI POPO POPQ
POPR
POPS POPZ POQF POQG POQH POQJ POQK POQP POQU POQY PORF PORG PORH PORJ PORK PORP PORU PORY POSF POSG POSH POSJ POSK POSP POSQ POSU POSY POUB POUD POUE POUF POUG POUI
POUO
POUQ POUR POUS POUZ POVC POVE POVO POVQ
POVS




PPBD PPBE PPBI PPBO
PPBQ
PPBS PPBZ PPCC PPCG PPCI PPCQ PPCR PPCZ PPEB PPEC PPEE PPEQ PPES PPEZ PPFD PPFE PPFF PPFG PPFI PPFQ PPFS PPGB PPGE PPGF PPGG PPGI PPGQ PPGR PPGZ PPIF PPIG PPIH PPIJ PPIK PPIP PPIY PPOB PPOD PPOE PPOP PPOQ PPOR
PPOS
PPOZ PPPB PPPZ PPQF PPQG PPQH PPQJ PPQK PPQP PPQU PPQY PPRF
PPRG
PPRH PPRJ PPRK PPRP PPRS PPRU PPRY PPRZ PPSG PPSH PPSK PPSP PPSU PPSY PPSZ PPVC PPVE PPVO PPVQ PPVZ PPWB PPWZ
PPZC
PPZD PPZE PPZI PPZO PPZQ PPZR PPZS PPZZ PQFB PQFC PQFD PQFE PQFF PQFG PQFI PQFO PQFQ PQFR PQFS PQFZ PQGB PQGD PQGE PQGF PQGG PQGI
PQGO
PQGQ PQGR PQGS PQGU PQGZ PQHB PQHD PQHE PQHF PQHG
PQHI
PQHO PQHP PQHQ PQHR
PQHS
PQHZ PQJF PQJG PQJH PQJJ PQJK PQJP PQJU PQJY PQKF
PQKG
PQKH
PQKK PQKP PQKQ PQKR PQKU PQKY PQLF
PQLG




PQPO PQPP PQPQ PQPR PQPS
PQPZ
PQSJ PQTF PQTG PQTH PQTJ PQTK PQTP PQTU PQTY PQUB PQUD PQUE PQUF
PQUG
PQUI PQUO PQUQ PQUR
PQUS PQUZ
PQXF PQXH PQXJ PQXK PQXP PQXU PQXY PQYB PQYC PQYE PQYG
PQYH
PQYI PQYJ PQYK PQYO
PQYP
PQYQ PQYR PQYU












PRGR PRGS PRGU PRGY PRGZ
PRHB
PRHD PRHE PRHF PRHG PRHI PRHO PRHP PRHQ PRHR PRHS PRHZ PRJF PRJG PRJH PRJJ PRJK
PRJP
PRJU
PRJY PRKF PRKG PRKH PRKK
PRKP










PRUI PRUO PRUQ PRUR PRUS PRUZ PRXF PRXG PRXH PRXJ PRXK PRXP PRXU PRXY PRYB PRYC PRYE PRYF PRYG PRYH PRYI PRYJ PRYK PRYO PRYP PRYQ PRYR PRYU PRYZ PRZC PRZE PRZG PRZI PRZQ PRZS PRZZ PSFB PSFC PSFD PSFE
PSFF
PSFI PSFQ PSFR PSFS PSFU PSFZ PSGB PSGD PSGE PSGF PSGG PSGI PSGK PSGO PSGP PSGQ PSGR PSGS PSGU PSGZ PSHB PSHD PSHE PSHG
PSHI




PSJY PSKF PSKG PSKH PSKK PSKP PSKQ PSKR
PSKU
PSKY PSLF PSLG PSLH PSLJ PSLK PSLP PSLS PSLU PSLY PSMG PSMH PSMK PSMP PSMU PSMY PSNG PSNH PSNJ PSNK PSNP PSNU PSNY PSOB PSOD PSOE PSOG PSOI PSOP PSOQ PSOS PSOZ PSPB PSPC
PSPE
PSPF PSPG PSPI PSPO PSPP PSPQ PSPR PSPS
PSPZ
PSQH PSQJ PSQK PSQP PSQU PSQY PSSH PSSP PSSU PSTJ PSTK PSTP PSTU PSTY PSUB
PSUD
PSUE PSUF PSUG PSUI PSUO PSUQ PSUR
PSUS







PSYZ PSZQ PVCC PVCD PVCG PVCI PVCO PVCP PVCQ PVCR PVCS PVCU PVDE PVDF PVDG PVDI
PVDO
PVDQ PVDR PVDS PVDZ PVEB PVEC PVED PVEE
PVEG
PVEI PVEO PVEQ PVER PVES PVEZ PVGE PVGI PVGQ
PVIJ




PWAD PWaG PWaO PWAZ PWBB PWBC PWBD PWBE PWBF PWBI PWBO PWBQ PWBR PWBS PWBZ PWDG PWDQ PWDS PWEQ PWER PWRF PWRU PWRY PWVB PWVC
PWVD
PWVE PWVG PWVI PWVO PWVQ PWVS PWVZ PWZC PWZD PWZE PWZF PWZG PWZI PWZO PWZP PWZQ PWZR PWZS PWZZ PXFB PXFF PXFZ PXHB PXHG PXHI PXHQ PXHZ PXJJ
PXKG
PXKH PXKK PXKP PXKY PXPB
PXPG
PXPI PXPR PXPS PXUF PXYB PXYK PXYZ PZaB PZaD PZaF PZCB PZCC
PZCD










PZFF PZFI PZFO PZFQ PZFR PZFS PZGB PZGD PZGE PZGF PZGG PZGI PZGO PZGP PZGQ PZGR PZGS PZGU PZGZ PZIF PZIG PZIH
PZIJ
PZIK PZIP PZIU PZIY PZNG PZNH PZNK PZNP PZNU PZNY PZOB PZOC PZOD PZOE PZOG PZOI PZOP PZOQ PZOR PZOS PZOU PZOZ
PZPB
PZPC PZPE PZPG PZPI PZPO PZPQ PZPR PZPZ PZQF PZQG PZQH PZQJ PZQK
PZQP
PZQU PZQY PZRF PZRG PZRH
PZRJ
PZRK PZRP PZRU PZRY PZRZ PZSF
PZSG
PZSH PZSJ PZSK PZSO PZSP PZSQ PZSU PZSY PZWB PZWD PZWE PZWZ PZZC
PZZD








QFGI QFGP QFGR QFGZ QFIF QFIH QFIJ QFIK QFIP QFIY QFOB QFOD QFOE QFOG
QFOI
QFOP QFOQ QFOR QFOZ QFQF QFQG QFQH QFQJ QFQK QFQP QFQU QFQY QFRF QFRG QFRH QFRJ
QFRK
QFRP QFRU QFRY QFSF QFSG QFSH QFSK QFSP QFSQ QFSU QFSY QFUB QFUQ QFUZ QFWB QFZE QFZG QFZI QFZO QFZP QFZQ QFZR QFZS QFZZ QGBB QGBC QGBD QGBE QGBI QGBQ QGBS QGBZ QGDE QGDF
QGDG QGDO
QGDQ QGDR QGDS QGDZ QGEB QGEC QGED QGEE QGEF QGEG QGEI QGEO QGEP QGEQ QGER QGES QGEZ QGFC QGFE QGFF
QGFG












QGRY QGRZ QGSF QGSG QGSH QGSJ QGSK QGSP QGSU QGSY QGSZ QGTH
QGUD








QHBZ QHDE QHDF QHDG QHDI QHDO QHDQ QHDR QHDS QHEB QHEC QHED
QHEE
QHEF QHEG QHEI QHEO QHEP QHEQ QHER
QHEZ
QHFD QHFE QHFF QHFG QHFI
QHFO
QHFQ QHFR QHFS QHGB QHGE QHGG QHGI QHGO QHGQ QHGR QHGZ QHIF QHIG QHIH QHIJ
QHIK
QHIP QHIU QHIY QHOB QHOC QHOD QHOE QHOG QHOI QHOP QHOQ QHOR QHOS QHOU QHOZ QHPB QHPE QHPG QHPR QHPS QHPZ QHQF QHQG QHQH QHQJ QHQK QHQP QHQU QHQY QHRF QHRG QHRH QHRJ QHRK QHRP QHRS QHRU QHRY QHRZ QHSF
QHSG
QHSH QHSJ QHSK QHSO
QHSP
QHSQ QHSU QHSY QHVC QHVD QHVE QHVO QHVQ QHVR QHVS QHVZ QHWB QHWD QHWZ QHZC
QHZD




QJFS QJFZ QJGB QJGD QJGF QJGG QJGI QJGQ QJGR QJGS QJGU QJGZ QJHB QJHD QJHE QJHG QJHI QJHO QJHQ QJHR QJHS QJHZ QJJF QJJG QJJH QJJJ QJJK QJJP QJJU QJJY QJJZ QJKG QJKH QJKK QJKP QJKQ QJKR QJKU QJKY QJLF QJLG QJLH QJLJ QJLK QJLP QJLU QJLY QJMG
QJMH QJMJ
QJMP QJMU QJMY QJNF QJNH QJNJ QJNK QJNP QJNY QJPB
QJPC




QJUS QJUZ QJXF QJXH QJXJ QJXK QJXP QJXU QJXY QJYB QJYC QJYE QJYF QJYG QJYH QJYI QJYJ QJYK
QJYO




QKGO QKGP QKGQ QKGR QKGS QKGU QKGY QKGZ
QKHB QKHD






QKKY QKKZ QKLF QKLG
QKLH
QKLJ QKLK QKLP QKLU QKLY QKMG QKMK QKMP QKNF QKNG QKNH QKNJ QKNK
QKNP
QKNU QKNY QKPB QKPC QKPE QKPF QKPG QKPI
QKPO
QKPP QKPQ QKPR QKPS QKPZ QKQF QKQH QKQJ QKQK QKQP QKQU QKQY QKRG QKRH QKRJ QKRK QKRP QKRU QKRY QKTG QKTH QKTJ QKTK QKTP QKTU QKTY QKUB QKUC QKUD QKUE QKUF QKUG QKUI
QKUO
QKUQ
QKUR QKUS QKUZ QKXF QKXG QKXH QKXJ
QKXK QKXP
QKXU QKXY QKYB QKYC QKYE QKYF QKYG QKYH
QKYK
QKYP QKYQ QKYR QKYU QKYZ QKZZ QLFE QLFF QLFG QLFI QLFO QLFQ QLFR QLFS QLFZ QLGB QLGD QLGE QLGF QLGG
QLGI
QLGO QLGP QLGQ QLGR QLGS QLGU QLGZ
QLHB
QLHD QLHE QLHF QLHG
QLHI
QLHO QLHP QLHQ QLHR QLHS QLHZ
QLJF
QLJG QLJH QLJJ QLJK QLJP QLJU QLJY QLKF QLKG QLKH QLKK
QLKP
QLKQ QLKR QLKU QLKY QLKZ QLPB QLPC QLPE QLPF QLPG QLPI QLPO QLPP QLPQ QLPR QLPS QLPZ QLSF QLSG QLSH QLSP QLUB QLUC QLUD QLUE QLUF QLUG QLUI QLUO
QLUQ QLUR QLUS
QLUZ QLYB QLYC QLYE QLYF QLYG QLYH QLYI QLYK QLYO QLYP QLYQ QLYR
QLYU
QLYZ QMFE QMFF QMFG QMFO QMFQ QMFR QMFS QMFZ
QMGB
QMGD QMGE QMGF QMGG QMGI QMGO QMGP QMGQ QMGR QMGS QMGU QMGZ QMHB QMHD QMHF QMHG QMHI QMHQ QMHR QMHS QMHZ
QMJF
QMJG QMJH QMJJ QMJK QMJP QMJU QMJY QMKF QMKG QMKH QMKK QMKP QMKU QMKY QMPB QMPC QMPE QMPF QMPG QMPI QMPO QMPP QMPQ QMPR QMPS QMPZ QMUB
QMUD
QMUE QMUF QMUG QMUI QMUO QMUQ QMUR QMUS QMUZ QMYB QMYC QMYE QMYG QMYH QMYJ QMYP QMYQ QMYR
QMYU
QMYZ QNFC QNFD QNFF QNFG QNFI QNFQ QNFR QNFS QNGD QNGE QNGG
QNGI
QNGO QNGQ QNGR QNGS QNGU QNGZ
QNHB
QNHD QNHE QNHF QNHG QNHI QNHO QNHP QNHQ QNHR QNHS
QNHZ
QNJF QNJH QNJJ QNJK QNJP QNJU QNJY QNKF QNKG QNKH QNKK QNKP QNKQ QNKR
QNKU
QNKY QNKZ QNPB QNPC QNPE QNPG QNPI QNPO QNPQ QNPR QNPS QNPZ QNUE QNUF QNUG QNUI QNUO QNUQ QNUR QNUS
QNYB
QNYC QNYE QNYF QNYG QNYH QNYI QNYK QNYO QNYP QNYQ QNYR
QNYU
QNYZ QPaB QPaD QPAD QPaR QPaS QPBB QPBC
QPBD
QPBE QPBF QPBI QPBO QPBP
QPBQ
QPBR QPBS QPBZ QPCC QPCD QPCE QPCF QPCG QPCI QPCO QPCP QPCQ QPCR QPCS QPCZ QPEB QPEC
QPED
QPEE QPEF QPEG QPEI QPEO QPEP
QPEQ QPER
QPES QPEZ QPFB QPFE QPFF QPFG QPFI QPFO QPFQ QPFR QPFS QPFU QPFZ QPGB QPGD QPGE QPGF QPGG QPGI QPGO QPGP QPGQ QPGR QPGS QPGZ QPIF QPIG QPIH
QPIJ




QPQY QPRE QPRF QPRG QPRH
QPRJ






QPVC QPVD QPVE QPVG QPVI QPVO QPVQ QPVR
QPVS




QPZO QPZP QPZQ QPZR QPZS QPZZ QSFE QSGE QSGO QSGP QSGQ QSGZ QSHB QSHS QSJH QSJJ QSLP QSMG QSNH QSPF QSUE QSUQ QSUS QSUZ QTFB QTFC QTFD QTFE QTFF QTFG QTFI QTFO QTFQ QTFR QTFS QTFZ QTGB QTGD QTGE QTGF QTGG QTGI QTGO QTGP QTGQ QTGS QTGZ QTHB
QTHD
QTHE QTHG QTHI QTHO QTHP QTHQ QTHR QTHS QTHZ QTJF QTJG QTJH QTJJ QTJK QTJP
QTJU QTJY
QTJZ QTKF QTKG QTKH QTKK QTKP QTKQ QTKU
QTKY
QTPB QTPC QTPE QTPF QTPG QTPI QTPO QTPP QTPQ
QTPR






QTYC QTYE QTYG QTYH QTYI QTYK QTYO QTYP QTYQ QTYR
QTYU
QTYZ QUBB QUBC QUBD QUBE QUBF QUBI QUBQ QUBS
QUBZ

















QUOE QUOG QUOI QUOP QUOQ
QUOR
QUOS








QUSH QUSJ QUSK QUSP QUSQ QUSU QUSY
QUZC
QUZE QUZG QUZI QUZO QUZP QUZQ QUZR QUZS QUZZ QXFB QXFC QXFD QXFE QXFF QXFG QXFI QXFO QXFQ QXFR QXFS
QXFZ
QXGF QXGI QXGO QXGQ QXGS QXHB QXHE QXHF QXHG QXHI QXHO QXHQ QXHR QXHS QXHZ QXJF QXJG QXJH QXJJ QXJK QXJP QXJU QXJY QXJZ QXKF QXKG QXKH QXKK QXKP QXKR QXKU QXKY QXPB QXPC QXPE QXPF QXPG QXPI
QXPO




QXYC QXYE QXYF QXYG QXYH QXYI QXYK QXYP QXYQ QXYR QXYU
QXYZ
QYaI QYBB QYBC QYBE QYBF
QYBI
QYBO QYBP QYBQ QYBR QYBS QYBZ QYCD QYCE QYCG QYCI QYCP QYCQ QYCR QYCS QYCZ QYEB QYEE QYEG QYEI QYEO QYEQ QYES QYEZ QYFC QYFD QYFF QYFG QYFI QYFO QYFR QYFS QYGB QYGD QYGE QYGF QYGG QYGI
QYGO
QYGP QYGQ QYGR QYGS QYGY QYGZ QYHB QYHE QYHF QYHI QYHO QYHQ QYHR
QYHS




QYKP QYKQ QYKR QYKU QYKY QYLG QYLH QYLJ QYLK QYLP QYLS QYLU QYLY QYNF QYNG QYNH QYNJ QYNK QYNP QYNU QYNY QYOB QYOE QYOI QYOQ QYOR QYOS QYOU QYOZ QYPB QYPC QYPE QYPF QYPG QYPI QYPO QYPP QYPQ QYPR QYPS
QYPZ
QYQF QYQG QYQH QYQJ QYQK QYQP QYQU QYQY QYRF QYRG QYRH QYRJ QYRK QYRP QYRQ QYRU
QYRY
QYUB QYUD QYUE QYUF QYUG QYUI
QYUO
QYUQ QYUR QYUS QYUZ QYWB QYWD QYWZ QYXF QYXG QYXH QYXJ QYXK QYXP QYXY QYZC
QYZD




RFBR RFBS RFBZ RFCC RFCD RFCG RFCI RFCP RFCQ
RFCS
RFCZ RFDD RFDE RFDF RFDG
RFDI




RFFQ RFFR RFFS RFFU RFFY RFFZ RFGB RFGD RFGE RFGG
RFGI
RFGQ RFGR RFGS RFGZ
RFIG
RFIH RFIJ RFIK RFIP RFIY RFOB RFOC RFOD RFOE RFOG RFOI RFOP RFOQ
RFOR




RFQY RFRF RFRG RFRH RFRJ RFRK RFRP RFRU RFRY RFSF RFSG RFSH RFSJ RFSK RFSP RFSQ RFSU RFSY RFUD RFUE RFUO RFUQ RFUZ RFWB RFWE RFZC
RFZD
RFZE RFZG RFZI RFZO RFZQ RFZR RFZS RFZZ RGBB RGBC
RGBD
RGBE RGBI RGBQ RGBR RGBS RGBZ RGDE RGDF RGDG RGDI RGDO RGDQ RGDR
RGDS
RGDZ RGEB RGEC RGED RGEE RGEG
RGEI








RGIJ RGIK RGIP RGIU RGIY RGKG RGLG RGLH RGLK RGLU RGLY RGNG RGNH RGNJ RGNK RGNP RGNY RGOB RGOC RGOD RGOE RGOG RGOI RGOQ RGOR RGOZ RGPB RGPE RGPF RGPG RGPI RGPO RGPQ RGPR RGPS RGPZ RGQG RGQH RGQJ RGQK RGQP RGQU RGQY
RGRF




RGUE RGUF RGUG RGUI RGUQ RGUR RGUS RGUZ RGVQ RGWD RGXH RGXP RGXU RGXY RGYE RGYU RGZC RGZD RGZE RGZG RGZI RGZO RGZQ RGZR RGZS RGZZ RHaB RHAB RHaD RHAD RHaR RHAZ RHBB RHBC
RHBD
RHBE RHBI RHBO RHBQ RHBR RHBS RHBZ RHDE RHDF RHDG RHDO RHDQ RHDS RHDZ RHEB RHEC RHED RHEE RHEI RHEQ RHEZ RHFF RHFI RHFO RHFR RHFS RHGB RHGE RHGI RHGO RHGQ RHGR RHGS RHGU RHIG RHIH RHIJ RHIK RHIP RHIY RHOB RHOE RHOG RHOI RHOQ RHOR RHOU RHOZ RHPB RHPE RHQF RHQG RHQH RHQJ RHQK RHQP RHQU RHQY RHRF RHRG RHRJ RHRK RHRP RHRU RHRY RHRZ RHSF RHSG
RHSH
RHSJ RHSK RHSO RHSP RHSU RHSY RHVC RHVD RHVE RHVO RHVQ RHVR RHVS RHVZ RHWB RHWD RHZC RHZD RHZE RHZG RHZI RHZO RHZQ RHZR RHZS RHZZ RJFB RJFC RJFD RJFE RJFF RJFG RJFI RJFO RJFQ RJFR RJFS RJFU RJFZ RJGB RJGD RJGE RJGF RJGG
RJGI
RJGK RJGO RJGP RJGQ
RJGR




RJKH RJKK RJKP RJKQ RJKU RJKY RJLF
RJLG
RJLH RJLJ RJLK RJLP RJLU RJLY RJMF RJMG RJMJ RJMK RJMP RJMU RJMY RJNF
RJNG
RJNH RJNJ RJNK RJNP RJNU RJNY RJPB
RJPC














RJUZ RJXF RJXG RJXH RJXJ
RJXK
RJXP RJXU RJXY RJYB RJYC RJYE RJYF RJYG RJYH RJYI RJYK RJYO RJYP RJYQ RJYR RJYU RJYZ RJZZ RKFE RKFF RKFI RKFR
RKFU
RKFZ RKGB RKGE RKGF RKGG RKGI RKGO RKGP RKGQ RKGR RKGS RKGZ
RKHB
RKHD RKHE RKHF RKHG
RKHI
RKHO RKHQ RKHR RKHS RKHZ RKKF RKKG RKKH RKKK RKKP RKKU RKKY RKLF RKLG RKLH RKLK RKLP RKLS RKLU RKLY RKMG RKNG RKNH RKNJ
RKNK
RKNP RKNU RKNY RKPB RKPC RKPE RKPF RKPG RKPI RKPO RKPP RKPQ RKPR RKPS RKPZ RKQH RKQP RKQY RKRF RKRG RKRJ RKRK RKRU RKRY RKTH RKTK RKUB RKUD RKUE RKUF RKUG RKUI RKUO RKUQ RKUR RKUS RKUZ RKXG RKXH RKXJ RKXK RKXP RKXU RKXY RKYC RKYE RKYH RKYI RKYK RKYP RKYU RKYZ RKZO RLFB RLFE RLFF RLFQ RLFR RLFS RLGB
RLGD
RLGE RLGF RLGG RLGI RLGO RLGP RLGQ RLGR RLGS RLGU RLGZ
RLHB




RLUZ RLYB RLYC RLYE RLYG RLYH RLYI RLYK RLYP RLYR RLYU RLYZ RMFF RMFQ RMGB RMGE RMGF RMGG RMGI RMGO RMGP RMGQ RMGR RMGS RMGZ RMHB RMHE RMHF RMHI RMHO RMHR RMHS RMHZ RMJH RMJJ RMJK RMJP RMJU RMJY
RMKF
RMKG RMKH RMKK RMKP RMKU RMPB RMPC RMPE RMPF RMPG RMPI RMPO RMPQ RMPR RMPS RMPZ RMUE RMUF RMUI RMUO RMUQ RMUR RMUS RMYB RMYC RMYH RMYO RMYP RMYU RMYZ RNFB RNFC RNFF RNFI RNFR RNFS RNFZ RNGB RNGE RNGF RNGG RNGI RNGO RNGQ RNGR RNGS RNGU RNGZ
RNHB
RNHD RNHE RNHF RNHG RNHI RNHO RNHP RNHQ RNHR RNHS RNHZ RNJF RNJG RNJH RNJJ RNJK RNJP RNJU RNJY RNKG RNKH RNKK RNKP RNKQ RNKR RNKU RNKY RNPB RNPC RNPE RNPF RNPG RNPI RNPP RNPQ RNPR RNPS RNPZ RNUE RNUF RNUG RNUO RNUQ RNUR RNUS RNUZ RNYB RNYC RNYE RNYF RNYH RNYK RNYP RNYQ RNYR
RNYU
RNYZ RPaS RPBB RPBC RPBD RPBE RPBI RPBO RPBQ RPBS RPBZ RPCC RPCD RPCE RPCG RPCI RPCO RPCP RPCQ RPCR RPCZ RPEB RPEC RPED RPEE RPEG RPEI RPEO RPEQ RPER RPES RPEZ RPFB RPFD RPFE RPFF RPFI RPFO
RPFQ
RPFR RPFS RPGB RPGE RPGG RPGI RPGO RPGQ RPGR RPGS RPGZ RPIF RPIG RPIH RPIJ RPIK RPIP RPIU RPIY RPNK RPOB RPOC RPOD RPOE RPOG RPOI RPOP RPOQ RPOR RPOS RPOZ RPPB RPPG RPPO RPPQ RPPR
RPPS
RPPZ RPQF RPQG RPQH RPQJ RPQK
RPQP
RPQU RPQY RPRF RPRG RPRH RPRJ RPRK RPRP RPRQ RPRU RPRY RPSF RPSG RPSH RPSJ RPSK RPSP RPSQ RPSU RPSY RPVD RPVE RPVO RPVQ RPVS RPVZ RPWB RPXU RPXY RPZC RPZE RPZG RPZI RPZO RPZP RPZQ RPZR RPZS RPZZ RQFS RQHB RQHG RQJK RQJP RQJU RQKG RQKP RQMK RQPE RQPI RQPQ RQUB RQXH RQYG RSGB RSGQ RSHB RSHI RSJH RSJP RSJU RSKG RSKH RSKK RSKP RSKY RSLP RSPB RSPC RSPE RSPZ RSYP RTFF RTGB RTGD RTGG RTGI RTGO RTGP RTGQ RTGS RTHB RTHI RTHR RTHS RTHZ RTJF RTJH RTJJ RTJP RTJU RTJY RTKF RTKG RTKH RTKK RTKP RTKQ RTKR RTKU RTKY RTPB RTPC RTPE RTPG RTPI RTPP RTPQ RTPR RTPS RTPZ
RTUB








RUCD RUCO RUCS RUCU RUCZ RUDE RUDF
RUDG RUDO










RUGO RUGQ RUGR RUGS
RUGU










RURY RURZ RUSF RUSG RUSH RUSJ
RUSK






RUZS RUZZ RXFB RXFE RXFF RXFG RXFI RXFO RXFQ RXFR RXFS RXGG RXGI RXGQ RXGY RXHB RXHD RXHE RXHF RXHG RXHI RXHO RXHQ RXHR RXHS RXHZ RXJF RXJH RXJJ RXJK RXJU RXJY RXKF RXKG RXKH RXKK RXKP RXKU RXKY RXPB RXPC RXPE RXPF RXPG RXPI RXPQ RXPR RXPS RXPZ RXUF RXUG RXUO RXUQ RXUR RXUS
RXYB
RXYC RXYG RXYH RXYI RXYK RXYO RXYP RXYQ RXYR
RXYU








RYCI RYCO RYCP RYCQ RYCS RYCU RYEB RYEC RYEE RYEG RYEI RYEO RYEQ RYER
RYES
RYEZ RYFE RYFF RYFI RYFO RYFQ RYFR RYFS RYFU RYGB
RYGE
RYGF RYGG RYGI RYGO RYGQ RYGR RYGS RYGU RYGZ RYHB RYHE RYHG RYHI RYHQ RYHR RYHS RYHZ RYIF RYIG RYIH RYIJ RYIK RYIP RYIY RYJJ
RYKG










RYUZ RYWB RYWD RYWZ RYXF RYXH RYXJ RYXK RYXP RYXU RYXY RYZC
RYZD




RZaZ RZCD RZCG RZCI RZCP RZCR RZCZ RZEC RZEE RZEI RZEQ RZER RZEZ RZGS RZIP RZOR RZQG RZQP RZQU RZQY RZSK RZSU RZWB RZWD RZWZ RZZC RZZD RZZE RZZO RZZQ RZZS RZZZ SFBC SFBE SFBQ SFBR SFBZ SFCC SFCE SFCG SFCP SFCQ SFDE SFDF SFDO SFDR SFED SFEE SFEI SFEO SFEP SFEQ SFEZ SFFB SFFC
SFFD
SFFE SFFF SFFG SFFI SFFO SFFQ
SFFR
SFFS SFFY SFFZ SFGB SFGS SFGZ SFIF SFIH SFIJ SFIK SFIP SFIY SFOB SFOI SFOQ SFOZ SFQF SFQG SFQH SFQK SFQP SFQU SFQY SFRF SFRG SFRH SFRJ SFRP SFRU SFRY SFSF SFSH SFSK SFSP SFSU SFSY SFUB SFZO SFZQ SFZS SFZZ SGBB SGBC SGBD SGBE SGBF SGBI SGBO SGBQ SGBR SGBS SGBZ SGDE SGDG SGDI
SGDO
SGDQ SGDR SGDS SGDZ SGEB SGEC SGED SGEE SGEG
SGEI














SGOI SGOP SGOQ SGOR SGOS SGOU SGOZ SGPB SGPC SGPE SGPG SGPI SGPO SGPR SGPS SGPZ SGQF
SGQG
SGQH SGQJ SGQK SGQP SGQU SGQY SGRF SGRG SGRH SGRJ SGRK SGRU SGRY SGSF SGSG
SGSH






SGZR SGZS SGZZ SHAB SHAD SHaI SHaR SHaZ
SHBB
SHBC SHBD SHBE SHBF SHBI SHBO SHBQ SHBR SHBS SHBZ SHDE SHDF SHDG SHDO SHDR
SHDS
SHEB SHEC SHED SHEE SHEF SHEG SHEI SHEO SHEQ SHES SHEZ SHFB SHFE SHFF
SHFO
SHFQ SHFR SHFS SHGB SHGD SHGE SHGF SHGG SHGI SHGO SHGQ SHGR SHGS SHGZ SHIF SHIG SHIH
SHIJ
SHIK SHIP SHIU SHIY SHOB SHOD SHOE SHOG SHOI SHOP SHOQ SHOR SHOS
SHPB
SHPS SHPZ SHQF SHQG SHQH SHQJ SHQK
SHQP




SHSH SHSK SHSO SHSP SHSU SHSY SHVB SHVC SHVD SHVE SHVI SHVO SHVQ SHVR SHVS SHVZ SHWB SHWR SHWZ SHZC SHZD SHZE SHZF SHZG SHZI SHZO SHZP SHZQ SHZR SHZS SHZZ
SJFC
SJFD SJFE SJFF SJFG SJFI SJFQ SJFR SJFS SJFZ SJGE SJGG SJGI SJGZ SJHB SJHE SJHI SJHQ SJHR SJHS SJHZ SJJF SJJG SJJH SJJJ SJJK SJJP SJJU SJJY SJKF SJKG SJKH SJKK SJKP SJKU SJKY SJLF SJLH SJLJ SJLK SJLP SJLU SJLY SJMG SJMJ SJMP SJMU SJNH SJNJ SJNK SJNP SJNY SJPB SJPE SJPF SJPG SJPI SJPQ SJPR SJPS SJPZ SJTG SJTH SJTJ SJTK SJTP SJTY
SJUB
SJUD SJUE SJUF SJUG SJUI SJUO SJUQ SJUR SJUS SJUZ
SJXG SJXH
SJXJ SJXK SJXP SJXY SJYB
SJYC






SKHD SKHE SKHF SKHG SKHI
SKHO
SKHP SKHQ SKHR SKHS SKHZ SKKF SKKG SKKH SKKK SKKP SKKQ SKKR
SKKU
SKKY SKLF SKLG SKLH SKLJ SKLK SKLP SKLS SKLU SKLY SKMG SKMK SKMP SKMU SKNF SKNG SKNH SKNJ SKNK SKNP SKNU SKNY SKPB SKPC SKPE
SKPF
SKPG SKPI SKPO SKPP SKPQ SKPR SKPS
SKPZ
SKQF SKQG SKQH SKQJ SKQP SKQY SKRF SKRG SKRH SKRJ SKRP SKRY SKTF SKTG SKTJ SKTK SKTP SKTU SKTY SKUB SKUD SKUE SKUF SKUG SKUI SKUO SKUQ SKUR
SKUS
SKUZ SKXF SKXG SKXH SKXJ SKXK
SKXP
SKXU SKXY SKYB SKYC SKYE SKYF SKYG SKYH SKYI SKYJ SKYK
SKYP










SLHD SLHE SLHF SLHG SLHI SLHO SLHQ SLHR SLHS SLHZ SLJF SLJG SLJH SLJJ SLJK SLJP SLJU SLJY SLKF SLKG SLKH SLKK SLKP SLKQ SLKR SLKU SLKY SLKZ SLPB SLPC SLPE SLPF SLPG
SLPI SLPO
SLPP SLPQ SLPR SLPS SLPZ SLSG SLSH SLSJ SLSK SLSP SLSY SLUE SLUF SLUG SLUI SLUO
SLUQ
SLUR SLUS SLUZ SLYB SLYC SLYG SLYH SLYI SLYJ
SLYK
SLYO SLYP SLYQ SLYR SLYU SLYZ SMFB SMFF SMFI SMFO SMGB SMGD SMGE SMGF SMGG SMGI SMGO SMGQ SMGR SMGS SMGZ SMHB SMHG SMHQ SMHS SMHZ SMJF SMJJ SMJP SMKF SMKG SMKH SMKK SMKP SMKR SMKU SMKY SMPB SMPC SMPE
SMPG
SMPI SMPO SMPP SMPQ SMPR SMPS SMPZ SMUE SMUF SMUG SMUQ SMUR
SMUS
SMYP SMYU SMYZ SNFB SNFD SNFE SNFF SNFI SNFO SNFQ SNFR SNFS SNFU SNFZ SNGB SNGD SNGE SNGF SNGG SNGI SNGO SNGP SNGQ SNGR SNGS SNGY SNGZ SNHB SNHD SNHE SNHG SNHI SNHO SNHP SNHQ SNHR SNHS SNHZ SNJF SNJG SNJH
SNJJ
SNJK SNJP SNJU SNJY SNKF
SNKG




SNPC SNPE SNPF SNPG SNPI SNPO SNPP SNPQ
SNPR
SNPS SNPZ SNUE SNUF SNUG SNUO SNUQ SNUR
SNUS




SNYZ SOBB SOBC SOBE SOBP SOBQ SOBS SOBZ SOCD SOCG SODE SODO SODQ SODS SOEB SOEE SOEG SOEI SOEQ SOES SOEZ SOGB SOGF SOGI SOGU SOIG
SOIH




SOWZ SOZC SOZE SOZO SOZQ SOZR SOZS SOZZ SPaO SPaR SPaS SPBB
SPBC
SPBD SPBE SPBF SPBI SPBO SPBP SPBQ SPBR SPBS SPBZ SPCC SPCD SPCE SPCF
SPCG






SPEZ SPFE SPFF SPFG SPFI SPFO SPFQ SPFR SPFS SPFZ SPGB SPGE SPGG
SPGI
SPGO SPGP SPGQ SPGR SPGS SPGZ SPIF SPIG
SPIH
SPIJ SPIK SPIP SPIU SPIY SPNP SPOB SPOC SPOD SPOE SPOG SPOI
SPOP SPOQ




SPQS SPQU SPQY SPRF SPRG SPRH SPRJ SPRK SPRP SPRS SPRU SPRY SPRZ SPSF SPSG SPSH SPSJ SPSK SPSO SPSP SPSQ SPSU SPSY SPVC SPVD SPVE SPVG
SPVI
SPVO SPVQ SPVR SPVS SPVZ SPWB SPWZ SPXF SPXY SPZC SPZD SPZE SPZF SPZG SPZI SPZO SPZP
SPZQ
SPZR SPZS SPZZ SQFE SQFF SQGB SQGG SQHB SQHI SQHO SQHQ SQHZ SQJH SQJK SQKH SQKP SQKQ SQLH SQLJ SQLP SQMG SQNY SQPG SQPI SQPO SQPQ SQPS SQPZ SQTK SQUO SQUS SQUZ SQXH SQXK SQXY SQYK SQYR SQYU SSGZ SSHB SSHG SSHQ SSKK SSLH SSNF SSPB SSPG SSPO SSPQ SSUD SSUI SSUQ SSUS SSXK SSYG STFC STFI STFR STGE STGG STGI STGO STGQ STGR STHB STHG STHO STHZ STJF STJH STJJ STJP STJU STJY STKF STKG STKH STKK STKP STKU STKY STPB STPC STPE STPG STPI STPQ STPR STPS STPZ STUF STUI STUO STUQ STUR
STUS




SUBB SUBC SUBD SUBE SUBI SUBO SUBQ SUBR SUBS SUBZ SUDG
SUDO




SUEO SUEQ SUER SUES SUEZ SUFC SUFE SUFF SUFG SUFI SUFO SUFQ SUFR SUFS SUFU SUGB SUGD SUGE SUGG SUGI SUGO SUGP
SUGQ













SUSJ SUSK SUSO SUSP SUSQ SUSU SUSY SUZC
SUZE
SUZF SUZG SUZI SUZO SUZQ SUZR SUZS SUZZ SXFB SXFD SXFF SXFO SXFQ SXFS SXFZ SXGD SXGF SXGG
SXGI
SXGO SXGP SXGQ SXGY SXHB SXHE SXHG SXHI SXHO SXHP SXHQ SXHR SXHS SXHZ SXJF SXJG SXJH
SXJJ




SXYB SXYC SXYE SXYG SXYH SXYI SXYK SXYP SXYQ
SXYR
SXYU SXYZ SYBB SYBC SYBD SYBE SYBQ SYBR SYBS
SYBZ
SYCD SYCE SYCG SYCI SYCQ SYCR SYCS SYEB SYEE SYEI SYEO SYEQ SYER SYES SYEZ SYFC SYFF SYFI SYFQ SYFS SYFU SYFZ SYGB SYGD SYGE SYGG SYGI
SYGO
SYGQ SYGR SYGS SYGU SYHB SYHD SYHE SYHG SYHI SYHO SYHP
SYHQ
SYHR SYHS SYHZ SYIH SYIJ SYJF SYJH SYJJ SYJY SYKF SYKG SYKH SYKK SYKP SYKQ SYKR SYKU SYKY SYLF SYLG SYLH SYLJ SYLK
SYLP
SYLU SYLY SYNG SYNH SYNJ SYNK SYNP SYNU SYNY SYOC SYOQ SYOR SYOU SYPB SYPC SYPE SYPF SYPG SYPI SYPO SYPP SYPQ SYPR SYPS
SYPZ




SYUE SYUF SYUG SYUI SYUO
SYUQ
SYUR SYUS SYUZ SYWB SYWZ SYXF SYXH SYXJ SYXK SYXP SYXU SYXY SYZC SYZD SYZE SYZI SYZO SYZQ SYZR SYZS SYZZ SZGI SZIJ SZIP SZQH SZZP UaaQ UaBZ UaDS UaFS
UaGB
UaGZ UaOI UaRF UaSU UaVE UBaB UBAB UBAD UBaZ UBAZ
UBBB
UBBC UBBD UBBE UBBP UBBQ UBBS UBBZ UBCC UBCD UBCE UBCG UBCI UBCO UBCP UBCQ UBCS UBCU
UBCZ
UBDF
UBDI UBDO UBDQ UBDR UBDS UBEB
UBEC




UBFI UBFR UBFS UBIF UBIG UBIJ UBIK UBIP
UBIU
UBIY UBOB UBOC UBOG UBOP UBOU UBOZ UBPF UBPS UBQF UBQG UBQH UBQJ UBQK
UBQP
UBQS UBQU UBQY UBRF UBRG UBRJ UBRP UBRS
UBRU
UBRY UBSG UBSH UBSK UBSO UBSP UBSU
UBSY




UBZF UBZG UBZI UBZO UBZP UBZQ UBZR
UBZS UBZZ
UCCC UCCG UCCZ UCDO UCDS UCEZ UCGB UCGO UCGQ UCGU UCGZ
UCNH
UCOB UCPB UCQK UCQY UCRH UCRJ UCSK UCZZ UDEC UDEI UDEO
UDEQ






UDQF UDQH UDQJ UDQK UDQP UDQU UDQY UDRH UDRK UDRP UDRU UDRY
UDSG




UEBI UEBQ UEBR UEBZ UECC UECD
UECE







UEEF UEEG UEEI UEEO UEEP UEEQ UEER UEEZ UEFD UEFE UEFF UEFG UEFI UEFO UEFQ UEFR UEGB UEGE UEGG UEGI UEGO
UEGQ
UEGR UEGU UEGZ UEIF UEIG UEIH UEIJ UEIK
UEIP








UEWD UEWE UEWR UEWZ UEXH UEZC UEZD UEZE UEZF UEZG UEZI UEZO UEZP UEZQ
UEZR




UFCZ UFDI UFDO UFDQ UFDR UFDZ UFEB UFEC UFED UFEE UFEG UFEI UFEO UFEQ UFFD UFFE UFFF UFFG UFFI
UFFO
UFFQ UFFR UFFS UFFU UFFZ UFGB UFGE UFGG UFGI UFGP UFGQ UFGR UFGS UFGZ UFIH
UFIJ








UFQF UFQG UFQH UFQJ
UFQK
UFQP UFQU UFQY UFRF UFRG UFRH UFRJ UFRK UFRP UFRU UFRY UFSG UFSH UFSJ
UFSK
UFSP
UFSQ UFSU UFSY UFUE UFUG UFUQ UFUS UFZD UFZE UFZG UFZQ UFZS UGaQ
UGBB
UGBC UGBD UGBE UGBF UGBI UGBO
UGBQ
UGBR UGBS UGBZ UGDF UGDG UGDI UGDQ UGDR UGDS
UGEB
UGEC UGED UGEE UGEI UGEO UGEQ UGER UGES UGEZ UGFF UGFO UGFQ UGFS UGGB UGGE UGGF UGGI UGGO UGGQ UGGR UGGS
UGGU
UGGZ UGIF UGIG UGIH
UGIJ
UGIK UGIP UGIU UGIY UGLG UGLH UGNG UGNH UGNK UGNP UGOB UGOC UGOE UGOI UGOS UGOZ UGPB UGPI UGPQ UGPR UGPS UGPZ UGQF UGQG UGQH UGQJ UGQK UGQP UGQU UGRF UGRG UGRH UGRJ UGRK UGRP
UGRU




UGVE UGVQ UGVS UGVZ UGWB
UGWD
UGWR UGWZ UGXH UGXJ UGXK UGXP UGZC
UGZD
UGZE UGZF UGZG UGZI UGZO UGZP
UGZQ
UGZR UGZS UGZZ UIFE UIFF UIFG UIFO UIFQ UIFR UIFS UIGB UIGG UIGI UIGQ UIHB UIHD UIHE UIHG UIHI UIHQ UIHR UIHS
UIHZ
UIJG UIJH UIJJ UIJK UIJP UIJU UIJY UIKG
UIKH
UIKK UIKP UIKR UIKU UIKY UILF UILG
UILH
UILJ UILK UILP UILU UILY UIMF
UIMG
UIMH UIMJ UIMK UIMP UIMU UIMY UIPB UIPC UIPE UIPF
UIPG








UIYO UIYP UIYQ UIYU UIYZ
UOBB
UOBC UOBD UOBE UOBI UOBO
UOBQ
UOBR UOBS UOBZ UOCC UOCE UOCF
UOCG










UOEO UOEQ UOER UOES UOEZ UOGB UOGE UOGF UOGG UOGI UOGO UOGP UOGQ UOGR UOGS
UOGZ
UOIF UOIG UOIH UOIJ UOIK UOIP UOIU UOIY UOPB UOPE
UOPF
UOPG UOPO UOPP UOPQ UOPR UOPS UOPZ UOQF
UOQG
UOQH UOQJ UOQK UOQP
UOQU
UOQY UORF UORG UORH UORJ UORK UORP UORQ
UORU
UORY UOSF UOSG UOSH UOSJ UOSK UOSP UOSQ UOSS
UOSU
UOSY UOUI UOUO UOUQ UOUS UOVC UOVD UOVE UOVQ UOVR UOVS UOVZ
UOWB




UOZQ UOZR UOZS UOZZ UQFB UQFC UQFD UQFE UQFF UQFG UQFI UQFO UQFQ UQFR UQFS
UQFZ
UQGB UQGD UQGE UQGF UQGG UQGI UQGO UQGP UQGQ UQGR UQGS UQGU UQGY UQGZ
UQHB
UQHD UQHE UQHF UQHG UQHI UQHO UQHQ UQHR
UQHS
UQHZ UQJF UQJG UQJH UQJJ UQJK UQJP
UQJU
UQJY UQKF UQKG UQKH UQKK
UQKP
UQKQ UQKR UQKU UQKY UQLG UQLH UQLJ UQLK UQLP UQLS UQLU UQLY UQMF UQMG UQMH UQMJ
UQMK
UQMP UQMU UQMY UQNF UQNH UQNJ UQNK UQNP UQNU UQNY UQPB UQPC UQPE UQPF
UQPG UQPI UQPO









UQUR UQUS UQUZ UQXF UQXH UQXJ UQXK UQXP UQXU
UQXY
UQYB UQYC UQYF UQYG
UQYH




URGR URGS URGU URGZ
URHB
URHD URHE URHG URHI URHO URHQ URHR URHS URHZ URJF URJG URJH URJJ
URJK




URLY URMF URMG URMH URMJ URMP URMU URNF URNG
URNH
URNJ URNK URNP URNU URNY URPB URPC
URPE URPF
URPG URPI URPO URPP URPQ URPR URPS URPZ URTG URTH URTJ URTK URTP URTU URTY
URUB




URXJ URXK URXP URXU URXY URYB URYE URYF URYG URYH URYI URYJ URYK URYO URYP URYQ URYR URYU URYZ
URZQ
URZZ USFB USFC USFD USFE
USFF
USFG USFI USFO USFQ USFR USFS USGB USGD USGE USGF USGG
USGI
USGO USGP USGQ USGR USGS USGU
USGZ




USHZ USJF USJG USJH USJJ USJK USJP USJU USJY USKF
USKG USKH USKK





USLS USLU USLY USMF
USMG







USOB USOC USOE USOG
USOI




USPO USPP USPQ USPR USPS USPZ USQH USQK USQP USQU USQY USSP USSU USTG USTH USTJ USTK USTP
USTU
USTY USUB USUD USUE USUF
USUG
USUI USUO USUQ USUR USUS USUZ USXF USXG USXH USXJ USXK USXP USXU
USXY
USYB USYE USYG USYH USYI USYK USYO USYP USYQ USYR USYU USYZ USZZ UWAB UWAD UWAZ UWBB UWBD UWBQ UWBZ UWDI UWDQ UWDR UWDS UWED UWRY UWVC UWVD UWVE UWVQ UWVZ UWZC UWZO UWZR UWZZ UZCC UZCE UZCG
UZCI
UZCO UZCQ UZCZ UZDQ
UZDR
UZDS UZEB UZEC UZEE UZEG UZEI UZEQ UZEZ UZFF UZFG UZFI UZFO UZFQ UZGB UZGD UZGG UZGI UZGQ UZGR UZGS UZGU UZGY
UZGZ
UZIF UZIG UZIH UZIJ UZIK UZIP UZIU UZIY UZNJ UZNP UZNU UZOB UZOC UZOE UZOG UZOP UZOQ UZOR UZOS UZOU UZOZ UZPI UZPQ
UZPS
UZQF UZQG UZQH UZQJ UZQK UZQP UZQU UZQY UZRF UZRH UZRJ UZRK UZRU UZRY UZSF UZSG UZSH UZSJ UZSK UZSP UZSU
UZSY
UZWB UZWD UZWE UZZC UZZD UZZE UZZF UZZG
UZZI
UZZP UZZS UZZZ YaaB YaaD YAAD YaaQ YaaZ YAAZ YaBQ YADF YADG YADO YADQ YADR YaDS
YADS
YaED YaIF YaRJ YAVQ YBAB YBaD YBAD YBBB YBBC YBBD
YBBE
YBBI YBBO YBBQ YBBR YBBS YBBZ YBCC YBCD YBCE YBCG YBCI YBCO YBCQ YBCS
YBCZ




YBDZ YBEB YBEC YBED YBEE YBEG YBEI YBEO YBEQ YBER YBES YBEZ
YBFR
YBFS YBIF YBIG YBIJ YBIP
YBIU






YBQK YBQP YBQU YBQY YBRG YBRJ YBRU YBRY YBSG YBSH YBSK YBSP YBSU YBVB YBVC YBVD YBVE YBVI YBVO YBVQ YBVS YBVZ YBZC YBZD
YBZE
YBZF YBZG YBZI YBZO YBZP YBZQ YBZR YBZS YBZZ YCCG YCCQ YCDE YCDF YCDG YCDI YCDO
YCDQ




YEDG YEDI YEDO YEDQ YEDS YEEB YEEC YEEE YEEI YEEO YEEP YEEQ YEER YEES YEEZ YEFR YEFS YEGB YEGE YEGI YEGO YEGQ YEGS YEGZ YEIG YEIH YEIJ YEIK YEIP YEIY YEOB YEOD YEOE YEOQ YEOZ YEPE YEPQ YEPS YEQF YEQG
YEQH
YEQJ YEQK YEQP YEQU YEQY YERF YERG YERJ YERP YERU
YERY
YESK YESO YESP YESY YEWB YEZC YEZD YEZE YEZG YEZI YEZO YEZP YEZQ YEZS YEZZ YFBZ YFCC YFCD YFCI
YFCP








YGPI YGPO YGPQ YGPR YGPS YGPZ YGQF YGQG YGQH YGQJ YGQK YGQP
YGQU
YGQY YGRE YGRF YGRG YGRH YGRJ YGRK YGRU YGRY YGSG YGSH YGSK
YGSP YGSU
YGSY YGUB YGUE YGUF YGUI YGUQ YGVQ YGWB YGWR YGXH YGXJ YGXK YGXP YGYU YGZC YGZD YGZE YGZF YGZG YGZI YGZO YGZQ YGZR YGZS YGZZ YHAB YHAR YHaZ YHBB YHBC YHBD YHBE YHBF YHBI YHBO YHBQ YHBR YHBS
YHBZ
YHDQ YHDS YHDZ YHEB YHEC YHEF YHEQ YHES YHEZ YHFQ YHFR YHFS YHGB YHGE YHGI YHGZ YHIF YHIG YHIH YHIJ YHIK YHIP YHIU YHIY YHOB YHOD YHOE YHOI YHOQ YHOR YHOZ YHPE YHPI YHQF YHQG
YHQH
YHQJ YHQK YHQP YHQU YHQY YHRG YHRH YHRJ YHRK YHRP
YHRU
YHRY YHSF YHSG YHSH YHSJ YHSK YHSP YHSY YHVC
YHVE
YHVI YHVO YHVP YHVQ YHVR YHVS YHVZ YHWB YHWD
YHWR
YHWZ YHZC YHZD YHZE YHZG YHZI YHZO YHZP YHZQ YHZR YHZS YHZZ YIFE YIFF YIFG YIFI YIFQ YIFR YIFS YIGI YIHB
YIHE
YIHG YIHI YIHO YIHP YIHQ YIHR YIHS YIHZ YIJF YIJG YIJH YIJJ YIJK YIJP YIJU YIJY YIKG YIKH YIKK YIKP YIKR YIKU YILH YILJ YILP YILU YILY YIMF YIMG YIMJ YIMK YIMP YIPB YIPE YIPG YIPI YIPO YIPQ YIPR YIPZ YITF YITG YITH YITJ YITK YITP YITU YITY YIUO YIUQ YIUR YIUS YIUZ YIXH YIXK YIXY YIYB YIYC YIYE YIYG YIYK YIYO YIYQ YIYR YIYU
YIYZ
YJFD YJFG YJFO YJFS YJFZ YJHB YJHE YJHP YJHQ YJJF YJJG YJJH YJJJ YJJK YJJP YJJU YJJY YJLJ YJMH YJMK YJNK YJNY YJPB YJPI YJPR YJPZ YJTH YJUB
YJUD
YJUE YJUO YJUQ YJUR YJUS YJUZ YJXJ YJXP YJYG YJYK YJYQ YJYU YJYZ YKFC YKFE
YKFF YKFI















YKNY YKPB YKPC YKPE YKPF YKPG YKPI YKPO YKPP YKPQ YKPR YKPS YKPZ YKQP YKQY YKRH YKRJ YKRU YKRY YKTG YKTJ YKTK YKTP
YKTU
YKTY YKUB YKUE YKUF YKUG YKUI YKUO YKUQ YKUR
YKUS
YKUZ YKXF YKXG YKXH YKXJ YKXK YKXP YKXU YKXY YKYB YKYG YKYH YKYK YKYP YKYR YKYU YKYZ YKZQ YKZS YLFF YLFI YLFQ YLFZ YLGB YLGD YLGE YLGF YLGG
YLGI




YLPG YLPI YLPP YLPQ
YLPR
YLPS YLPZ YLSG YLSP YLUF YLUO YLUQ YLUS YLUZ YLYC YLYF YLYH YLYI YLYK YLYP YLYR YLYU YLYZ YNFF YNFI YNFQ YNFS YNGB YNGD YNGE YNGF YNGG YNGI YNGO YNGQ YNGR YNGS YNGU YNGZ YNHB YNHD YNHF YNHG YNHI YNHO YNHQ YNHR YNHS YNHZ YNJF YNJG YNJH YNJJ YNJK YNJP YNJU YNJY YNKF YNKG YNKH YNKK
YNKP
YNKU YNKY YNPB YNPC YNPE YNPF YNPG YNPI YNPO YNPQ YNPR YNPS YNPZ YNUB YNUE YNUF YNUG YNUI YNUO YNUQ YNUR YNUS YNYC YNYE YNYG
YNYH
YNYI YNYP YNYQ YNYR YNYU YNYZ YOBB YOBC YOBD YOBE YOBO YOBQ YOBZ YOCI YOCQ YOCS YODI YODO YODQ YODS YOEB YOEQ YOEZ YOGB YOGI YOGQ YOGS YOGZ YOIH YOIJ YOIK YOIP YOIY YOPB YOPE YOPG
YOPI
YOPR YOPZ YOQG YOQH YOQK YOQP YOQY YORE YORF YORK YORP YORU YOSK YOSP YOSU YOUE YOUF YOUO YOUQ YOUS YOVZ YOXH YOXP YOZE YOZO YOZQ YOZS YPAD YPaZ
YPBB
YPBC YPBD YPBE YPBF YPBI
YPBO YPBQ
YPBR YPBS YPBZ YPCC YPCE YPCG YPCI YPCO YPCP YPCQ YPCR YPCS YPCZ YPEB YPEC YPED YPEE YPEF YPEG YPEI YPEO YPEP YPEQ YPER YPES YPEZ YPFB YPFE YPFF YPFO YPFQ YPFR YPFS YPFU YPGB YPGD YPGE YPGF YPGG YPGI YPGO YPGP YPGQ YPGR YPGS YPGZ YPIF YPIG YPIH YPIJ YPIK YPIP YPIU YPIY YPNH YPOB YPOC YPOD YPOE YPOG YPOI YPOQ
YPOU
YPOZ YPPB YPPC YPPF YPPG YPPI YPPO YPPQ YPPR YPQF YPQG YPQH YPQJ YPQK YPQP YPQU YPQY YPRF YPRG YPRH YPRJ YPRK YPRP YPRQ
YPRU




YPZQ YPZR YPZS YPZZ YQFB YQFD YQFE YQFF YQFI YQFS YQFZ YQGB YQGE YQGI YQGO YQGQ YQGR YQGS
YQHB
YQHE YQHF YQHG YQHI YQHO YQHQ YQHS YQHZ YQJF YQJG YQJH YQJJ YQJK YQJP YQJU YQJY YQKF YQKG YQKH YQKK YQKP YQKU YQKY YQLF YQLG
YQLH
YQLJ YQLK YQLP YQLU YQLY YQMG YQMH YQMK YQMP YQMU YQNF YQNG YQNH YQNJ YQNK YQNP YQPB YQPC YQPE YQPF YQPG YQPI YQPO YQPQ YQPR YQPS YQPZ YQTF YQTH YQTJ YQTP YQTU YQUD YQUF
YQUG
YQUO YQUR YQUS YQXG YQXH YQXJ YQXK YQXP YQXY YQYB YQYE YQYF YQYH YQYI YQYK YQYP YQYQ YQYR YQYU YQYZ YRFC YRFE YRFF YRFI YRFO YRFR YRFS YRFU YRFZ YRGB YRGD YRGE YRGF YRGG YRGI
YRGP
YRGR YRGS YRGZ YRHB YRHD YRHE YRHG YRHI YRHO YRHZ YRJF YRJG YRJH YRJJ YRJK YRJU YRJY YRKG YRKH YRKK YRKP YRKU YRKY YRLG YRLH YRLK YRLP YRLS YRLU YRLY YRMG YRMH YRMJ YRMP YRMU YRMY YRNH YRNJ YRNK YRNP YRPB YRPC YRPF YRPG YRPI YRPO YRPP YRPQ YRPR YRPZ YRQP YRTG YRTH YRTJ YRTP YRTY YRUE YRUF YRUG YRUQ YRUS YRUZ YRXF YRXJ YRXP YRYE YRYF YRYG YRYH
YRYK
YRYP YRYQ YRYU YUaG YUBB YUBC YUBE YUBI YUBO YUBQ YUBR YUBZ YUDG YUDI YUDO
YUDQ






YUFZ YUGB YUGD YUGE YUGG YUGI YUGO YUGP YUGQ YUGR YUGS YUGZ YUIF YUIH YUIJ YUIK YUIP YUIY
YUOB YUOC YUOD YUOE




YUQK YUQP YUQU YUQY YURF YURG YURH YURJ YURK YURP YURQ YURU YURY YUSF YUSG YUSH YUSK YUSO YUSP YUSU YUSY YUZC YUZD YUZE YUZF YUZG YUZI YUZO YUZQ YUZR YUZS YUZZ YWAB YWAD YWAZ YWBB YWBC YWBD YWBE
YWBQ




YWVC YWVE YWVO YWVQ YWVS YWVZ YWZC YWZE YWZG YWZO YWZQ YWZR YWZZ YXFC YXFD YXFE YXFF YXFG YXFI YXFO YXFQ YXFS YXGD YXGG YXGI YXGO YXGQ YXGR YXGS YXGZ YXHB YXHE YXHG YXHI YXHQ YXHR YXHS YXHZ YXJF YXJG YXJH YXJJ YXJK YXJP YXJU YXJY YXKF YXKG YXKH YXKK YXKP YXKU YXKY YXPB YXPC YXPE YXPF YXPG YXPI YXPO YXPP YXPQ YXPR YXPS YXPZ YXUB YXUF YXUG YXUQ YXUR YXUS YXYB YXYC YXYE YXYG YXYH YXYI YXYJ YXYK YXYP YXYQ YXYR YXYU YXYZ YZaB YZaF YZaS YZaZ YZCC YZCD YZCE YZCF
YZCG









YZGI YZGO YZGQ YZGZ YZIF YZIG YZIH YZIJ YZIK YZIP YZIU YZIY YZNP YZOB YZOD YZOE YZOG YZOI
YZOP
YZOQ YZOR YZOS YZOZ YZPF YZPI YZPR YZPS YZPZ YZQF YZQG YZQH YZQJ YZQK YZQP YZQU
YZQY
YZRF YZRG YZRH YZRJ YZRK YZRP YZRU YZRY YZSG YZSH YZSJ YZSK YZSP YZSU YZSY YZWB YZWZ YZZC YZZE YZZF YZZG YZZI YZZO
YZZQ




ZCCP ZCCQ ZCCR ZCCS ZCCU ZCCZ
ZCDD
ZCDE ZCDF ZCDG ZCDI ZCDO ZCDQ ZCDR
ZCDS




ZCGF ZCGG ZCGI ZCGK ZCGO
ZCGP
ZCGQ ZCGR ZCGS ZCGU
ZCGZ






ZCLY ZCNF ZCNG ZCNH ZCNJ ZCNK ZCNP
ZCNU




ZCPG ZCPI ZCPO ZCPQ ZCPR ZCPS ZCPZ ZCQF
ZCQG
ZCQH ZCQJ ZCQK ZCQP ZCQU ZCQY ZCRF ZCRG ZCRH
ZCRJ
ZCRK ZCRP ZCRS ZCRU
ZCRY
ZCRZ ZCSF ZCSG ZCSH ZCSK ZCSP ZCSU ZCUB ZCUE ZCUF ZCUG ZCUI ZCUO ZCUS ZCUZ ZCXF ZCXH ZCXJ ZCXK
ZCXP
ZCXU ZCXY ZCZC ZCZD ZCZE ZCZF ZCZG ZCZI ZCZO ZCZP ZCZQ ZCZR ZCZS ZCZZ ZDDF ZDDR ZDED ZDEE ZDEI
ZDEO




ZDFQ ZDFR ZDFS ZDFU ZDGB ZDGD ZDGE ZDGF ZDGG ZDGI ZDGP ZDGQ ZDGR ZDGU ZDGZ
ZDIF











ZDQJ ZDQK ZDQP ZDQS ZDQU ZDQY ZDRF ZDRG ZDRH ZDRJ ZDRK ZDRP ZDRS ZDRU ZDRY ZDRZ ZDSF ZDSG ZDSH ZDSJ ZDSK ZDSO ZDSP ZDSQ ZDSU ZDSY ZDSZ ZDZG ZDZP ZDZQ ZEaB ZEAB ZEaR
ZEBB
ZEBC ZEBD ZEBE ZEBF ZEBI ZEBQ ZEBR ZEBS ZEBZ ZECB ZECC ZECD ZECE ZECF ZECG ZECI ZECO ZECQ ZECR ZECS ZECZ ZEDE ZEDF ZEDG ZEDI ZEDO ZEDQ ZEDR ZEDS ZEEB ZEEC ZEED ZEEE ZEEF ZEEG ZEEI ZEEO ZEEQ ZEER ZEES ZEEZ ZEFD ZEFE ZEFF ZEFG ZEFO ZEFQ ZEFR ZEFS ZEGB ZEGE ZEGF ZEGG ZEGI ZEGO ZEGP ZEGQ ZEGR ZEGS ZEGU ZEGZ ZEIF ZEIG ZEIH ZEIJ ZEIK ZEIP ZEIU ZEIY ZEOB ZEOC ZEOD ZEOE ZEOG ZEOI ZEOP ZEOQ ZEOR ZEOS ZEOU ZEOZ ZEPB ZEPE ZEPG ZEPQ ZEPR ZEPS ZEPZ ZEQF ZEQG ZEQH ZEQJ ZEQK ZEQP ZEQU ZEQY ZERF ZERG ZERH ZERJ ZERK ZERP
ZERU
ZERY ZERZ ZESF ZESG ZESH ZESJ ZESK ZESO ZESP ZESQ ZESS ZESU ZESY ZEVE ZEVI ZEVQ ZEVS ZEVZ ZEWB ZEWD ZEWE ZEWR ZEWZ ZEXH ZEZC
ZEZD
ZEZE ZEZF ZEZG ZEZI
ZEZO










ZFFQ ZFFR ZFFS ZFFZ ZFGG ZFGR ZFGZ ZFIG ZFIH ZFIJ ZFIP ZFIU ZFIY ZFOB ZFOC ZFOD ZFOE ZFOG ZFOI ZFOQ ZFOS ZFOZ ZFQH ZFQJ ZFQK ZFQP ZFQU ZFQY ZFRF ZFRH ZFRJ ZFRK ZFRP ZFRU ZFRY ZFSG ZFSH ZFSJ ZFSK ZFSO ZFSP ZFSY ZFZZ
ZGBB ZGBC




ZGDD ZGDF ZGDG ZGDQ ZGDR ZGDS ZGEB ZGED ZGEE ZGEF ZGEG ZGEI ZGEP ZGEQ ZGER ZGES ZGEZ ZGFE ZGFF ZGFG ZGFI ZGFO ZGFQ ZGFR ZGFS ZGGB ZGGD ZGGE ZGGF ZGGG ZGGI ZGGQ ZGGR ZGGS
ZGGU
ZGGZ ZGIF ZGIG ZGIH ZGIJ ZGIK ZGIP ZGIU ZGIY ZGKU ZGLH ZGNG ZGNH ZGNJ ZGNK ZGNP ZGNY ZGOB ZGOD ZGOE ZGOG ZGOI ZGOP ZGOQ ZGOR ZGOS ZGOU ZGOZ
ZGPB
ZGPC ZGPF ZGPG ZGPI ZGPQ ZGPR ZGPZ ZGQF ZGQG ZGQH ZGQJ ZGQK ZGQP ZGQU ZGQY ZGRF ZGRG ZGRH ZGRJ ZGRK ZGRP ZGRU ZGRY ZGSG
ZGSH




ZGUI ZGUO ZGUQ ZGUS ZGVC ZGVE ZGVO ZGVQ ZGVS ZGVZ ZGWB ZGWD ZGWZ
ZGXH
ZGXJ ZGXP ZGXU ZGXY ZGYQ ZGYU ZGZC ZGZD ZGZE ZGZG ZGZI ZGZO ZGZQ ZGZR ZGZS ZGZZ ZIFB
ZIFC




ZIGB ZIGD ZIGE ZIGF ZIGG ZIGI ZIGO ZIGP ZIGQ ZIGR ZIGS ZIGZ ZIHB ZIHD ZIHE ZIHF ZIHG ZIHI ZIHO ZIHP
ZIHQ
ZIHR ZIHS ZIHZ ZIJF ZIJG ZIJH
ZIJJ
ZIJK ZIJP ZIJU ZIJY
ZIKF
ZIKG ZIKH ZIKK ZIKP ZIKQ ZIKR ZIKU ZIKY ZILF ZILG ZILH ZILJ ZILK ZILP
ZILU
ZILY ZIMF ZIMG ZIMH ZIMJ ZIMK ZIMP
ZIMU
ZIMY ZIPB ZIPC ZIPE ZIPF ZIPG ZIPI ZIPO ZIPP ZIPQ ZIPR ZIPS ZIPZ ZITF ZITH ZITJ ZITK ZITP ZITU
ZITY
ZIUB ZIUC ZIUD ZIUE ZIUF ZIUG ZIUI ZIUO ZIUQ ZIUR ZIUS
ZIUZ
ZIXG ZIXK ZIXP ZIXU ZIXY ZIYB ZIYC ZIYE ZIYF ZIYG ZIYH ZIYI ZIYK ZIYO ZIYP ZIYQ ZIYR ZIYU ZIYZ ZNFE ZNFI ZNFQ ZNGB ZNGD ZNGE ZNGF ZNGI ZNGO ZNGQ ZNGS ZNHB ZNHE ZNHG ZNHI ZNHO ZNHP ZNHQ ZNHR ZNHS ZNHZ ZNJG ZNJJ ZNJK ZNJP ZNJU ZNJY ZNKG ZNKH ZNKK ZNKP ZNKU ZNKY ZNPB ZNPC ZNPE ZNPF ZNPG ZNPI ZNPP ZNPQ ZNPR ZNPS ZNUB ZNUE ZNUF ZNUG ZNUO ZNUQ ZNUS ZNUZ ZNYB ZNYC ZNYE ZNYH ZNYI ZNYK ZNYP
ZNYU
ZNYZ ZOaB ZOaZ ZOBB ZOBC ZOBD ZOBE ZOBF ZOBI ZOBO ZOBQ ZOBR ZOBS ZOBZ ZOCE ZOCF ZOCG ZOCI ZOCO ZOCQ
ZOCS
ZOCZ ZODE ZODF ZODG
ZODI
ZODO ZODQ ZODR ZODS ZODZ ZOEB ZOEC ZOED ZOEE ZOEF ZOEG ZOEI ZOEQ ZOER ZOEZ ZOGB ZOGD ZOGE ZOGF
ZOGI
ZOGO ZOGQ ZOGR ZOGS ZOGU
ZOGZ




ZOZZ ZPBB ZPBE ZPBI ZPBQ ZPBZ ZPCG ZPCI ZPEB ZPEE ZPEF ZPEI ZPEO ZPEP ZPEQ ZPER ZPEZ ZPFF ZPFQ ZPFS ZPGB ZPGG ZPGI ZPGQ ZPGZ ZPIH ZPIJ ZPIK ZPIP ZPIU ZPIY ZPNH ZPOC ZPOD ZPOE ZPOI ZPOR ZPOS ZPOZ ZPQF ZPQJ ZPQK ZPQP ZPQY ZPRG ZPRH ZPRK ZPRP ZPRU ZPRY ZPRZ ZPSG ZPSH ZPSK ZPSP ZPSQ ZPSY ZPVC ZPVD ZPVE ZPVQ ZPZC ZPZD ZPZE ZPZF ZPZI ZPZO ZPZP ZPZQ ZPZS ZPZZ ZQFB ZQFC ZQFD
ZQFE






ZQGS ZQGU ZQGZ ZQHB ZQHD ZQHE ZQHF ZQHG ZQHI ZQHO ZQHQ ZQHR ZQHS ZQHZ ZQJF ZQJG ZQJH ZQJJ ZQJK ZQJP ZQJU ZQJY ZQKF
ZQKG
ZQKH ZQKK ZQKP ZQKQ ZQKR ZQKU ZQKY ZQKZ ZQLF ZQLG
ZQLH





ZQNK ZQNP ZQNU ZQNY ZQPB ZQPC ZQPE ZQPF ZQPG ZQPI ZQPO ZQPP ZQPQ ZQPR ZQPS ZQPZ ZQSG ZQSJ
ZQSU
ZQTF ZQTG ZQTH ZQTJ ZQTK ZQTP ZQTU
ZQTY
ZQUB ZQUD ZQUE ZQUF ZQUG ZQUI ZQUO ZQUQ ZQUR ZQUS ZQUZ ZQXF ZQXH ZQXJ ZQXK ZQXP
ZQXU
ZQXY ZQYB ZQYC ZQYE ZQYF ZQYG ZQYH ZQYI ZQYJ
ZQYK





ZRJU ZRJY ZRKF ZRKG ZRKH ZRKK ZRKP ZRKQ ZRKU ZRKY ZRLG
ZRLH
ZRLJ ZRLP ZRLU ZRLY ZRMG ZRMH ZRMK ZRMP ZRMU ZRNF ZRNH ZRNJ ZRNK ZRNP ZRNY ZRPB ZRPC ZRPE ZRPF ZRPG ZRPI ZRPQ ZRPR ZRPS ZRPZ ZRQY ZRSK ZRSP ZRTH ZRTJ ZRTK ZRTP ZRTY ZRUB ZRUD ZRUE ZRUF ZRUG ZRUI ZRUO ZRUQ ZRUR ZRUS ZRUZ ZRXH ZRXJ ZRXK ZRXP ZRXU ZRXY ZRYB ZRYC ZRYE ZRYG ZRYH
ZRYI




ZSGO ZSGP ZSGQ ZSGR ZSGS
ZSGZ
ZSHB ZSHE ZSHF ZSHG ZSHI ZSHO ZSHP
ZSHQ
ZSHR ZSHS ZSHZ ZSJF ZSJJ ZSJP ZSJU ZSJY ZSKF ZSKG ZSKH ZSKK ZSKP ZSKQ ZSKR ZSKU ZSKY ZSLF
ZSLG ZSLH
ZSLJ ZSLK ZSLP ZSLU ZSLY ZSMG ZSMP ZSMY ZSNF ZSNG ZSNH ZSNJ ZSNK
ZSNP














ZSXU ZSXY ZSYB ZSYC ZSYE ZSYG ZSYH ZSYI ZSYK
ZSYP
ZSYQ ZSYR ZSYU ZSYZ ZTHI ZTPI ZTPR ZTUE ZVCQ ZVDO ZVEI ZVEZ ZVQP
ZVSH




ZWBD ZWBE ZWBF ZWBI ZWBO ZWBQ ZWBR ZWBS ZWBZ ZWDG ZWDI ZWDO ZWDQ ZWDR ZWDS ZWEB ZWEE ZWEG ZWEI ZWEQ ZWER ZWES ZWEZ ZWQJ ZWQK ZWQP ZWRH ZWVC ZWVD ZWVE ZWVI ZWVO ZWVQ ZWVR ZWVS
ZWVZ
ZWZC ZWZD ZWZE ZWZF ZWZG ZWZI ZWZO ZWZP ZWZQ ZWZR ZWZS ZWZZ ZZaB ZZaE ZZaO ZZCB
ZZCC
ZZCD ZZCE ZZCF ZZCG ZZCI ZZCO ZZCP ZZCQ ZZCR ZZCS ZZCU ZZCZ ZZDE ZZDF ZZDG ZZDI ZZDO ZZDQ ZZDR
ZZDS
ZZEB ZZEC ZZED ZZEE ZZEF ZZEG ZZEI ZZEO ZZEP ZZEQ ZZER ZZES ZZEZ ZZFC ZZFF ZZFG ZZFI ZZFO ZZFQ ZZFR ZZFS
ZZGB
ZZGE ZZGF ZZGI ZZGO ZZGP ZZGQ ZZGR ZZGS ZZGU ZZGZ ZZIF ZZIG ZZIH ZZIJ
ZZIK






Figure 5 Plot of statistical criteria Lpmax and nbsf* for the
structural words seen at least five times in a SCOP superfamily.
Black: words with Lpmax ≤= 5.97. Red: extreme superfamily-specific
words (Lpmax ≥50 and nbsf* > 5). Orange: extreme ubiquitous words
(Lpmax ≥10 and nbsf* ≥ 5). Pink: over-represented words with Lpmax
> 5.97 not discussed in this study.
Regad et al. BMC Bioinformatics 2011, 12:247
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/12/247
Page 10 of 23Figure 6 (lower panel) provides an example of a struc-
tural word, DRPI, containing a nest motif. We observe
that DRPI-fragments are very similar in terms of struc-
ture and present some weak amino-acid specificities in
positions 3: 5 and 7. This word is recurrent (seen 232
times in the initial data set and in 94 superfamilies) and
over-represented in 15 superfamilies with a Lpmax equal
to 14.9. The representation of two proteins containing
the DRPI word shows it is present in superfamilies with
different folds.
Like turn motifs, nest and niche motifs are detected
by applying geometrical thresholds. In this case also, the
fact that a very small proportion of our fragments fail
the assignment suggest that structural words could be
used to assign nest- and niche-like motifs.
Extreme ubiquitous words not associated to known
structural motifs
Two ubiquitous words, DGPI and SKGI, are extracted
from proteins not listed in the Motivated Protein data-
base. It is therefore not possible to compare them with
niche and nest motifs. Let us note, however, that DGPI
is structurally close to the structural word DRPI
(RMSD equal to 0.74 ± 0.24 Å), which contains nest
motifs. In the same way, SKGI is similar to SLGI
(RMSD equal to 0.76 ± 0.24 Å), a word containing the
end of a b-turn.
Link between ubiquitous words and functional
annotations
In the previous part, we have shown that extreme ubi-
quitous words contain some known motifs such as
turns, nest, niche. It has been shown that these small
motifs could be involved in protein functions such as
active sites or binding sites [49,61]. We thus surveyed
the association between extreme ubiquitous words and
Swiss-Prot annotation by computing the precision of the
extreme ubiquitous words toward biological annotations.
As reported in Additional file 1: Table S1, we obtained
low precisions, suggesting that ubiquitous words are not
strongly associated to functional features.
Table 4 Correspondence between extreme ubiquitous words and small structural motifs
Statistics in the initial data set Comparison with known motifs
Word Occurrence Lpmax nbsf*/nbsf
a Known motif Match
b Precision (%)
b-turn comparison
PZCD 903 34.82 25/211 b-turn 902 100
HBDS 1588 21.97 22/285 b-turn 1588 100
ZCDS 1112 27.55 22/246 b-turn 996 88
UFQK 449 27.77 15/134 b-turn 441 98
GYUQ 278 14.40 11/96 b-turn 278 100
YBDS 391 20.60 9/136 b-turn 391 100
FQLG 242 25.37 8/77 b-turn 236 98
YZDS 397 10.30 7/130 b-turn 394 99
GUDO 43 27.55 6/11 b-turn 43 100
FFFI 265 21.62 6/80 b-turn 206 78
FQKG 237 32.77 5/71 b-turn 223 94
Motivated Proteins comparison
c
SLGI 258 15.60 8/114 b-turn end 11 (13) 85
QLGI 185 15.16 7/89 b-turn end 4 (4) 100
DRPI 232 14.95 14/94 Nest 9 (10) 90
DSPI 541 27.15 9/158 Nest 14 (15) 93
DSGI 387 32.45 7/115 Nest 20 (20) 100
DSKG 346 23.16 9/145 Nest 9 (9) 100
DSKH 411 20.46 7/145 Nest 10 (10) 100
DOIP 219 63.30 7/82 Nest 10 (10) 100
OIPI 201 69.81 8/71 Nest 11 (11) 100
HBBQ 616 23.29 10/219 Niche 23 (23) 100
BQGI 337 21.06 9/130 Niche 18 (19) 95
SKGI 34 18.93 12/127 - NA
DGPI 56 15.77 5/32 - NA
a: nbsf denote the number of SCOP superfamilies in which a structural word occurs.
b: match denotes the number of fragments containing a known motif.
c:
comparison with Motivated Proteins motifs is restricted to the set of proteins common to our database and the Motivated Proteins database. In this case, the
number between brackets denotes the number of fragments involved in the comparison.
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Figure 6 Illustration of two ubiquitous structural words. Upper part: structural word PZCD. Lower part: structural word DRPI.A :g e o m e t r y
of several word fragments, optimally superimposed. B: amino-acid conservation of the word generated by WebLogo http://weblogo.berkeley.
edu/. C: word statistics. D: example of structures containing the structural word. The location of structural word is indicated by arrows.
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Page 12 of 23Link between extreme superfamily-specific words and
biological annotations
Unlike ubiquitous words, superfamily-specific words are
highly over-represented in few superfamilies, suggesting
a possible implication in function. In this section, we
focus our analysis on the extreme superfamily-specific
words, defined by Lpmax ≥=5 0a n dnbsf* < 5, and inves-
tigate their correspondence with biological annotations
provided by Swiss-Prot extracted from the annotation
data set. We complement the analysis based on Swiss-
Prot by the use of external softwares (Rep, SitePredict,
CSA and LigPlot) for functional site identification/
prediction.
As reported in Table 2, extreme superfamily-specific
words account for 0.2% of the structural words, 0.7% of
the seven-residue fragments, and are seen in 17% of the
proteins of the initial data set. Their average Lpmax score
is equal to 88.9 ± 46, ranging from 51.7 to 210, and their
mean nbsf* is equal to 1.4 ± 0.4. The results of the com-
parison between extreme superfamily-specific words and
Swiss-Prot annotations are reported in Table 5. We pre-
sent below these results grouped according to the Swiss-
Prot annotations identified during the comparison. For
each annotation, we computed the precision, i.e. fraction
of the fragments encoded by a structural word that actu-
ally correspond to the annotation. A structural word
associated to a precision greater than 40% with respect to
a functional annotation is said to be functional. For these
functional words, we also computed the sensitivity, i.e.
fraction of the annotation that is actually covered by the
structural word.
Disulfide annotation
Two overlapping extreme superfamily-specific words,
RNHB and URNH, are strongly over-represented in the
immunoglobulin superfamily (SCOP id = 48726). They
correspond to regions covalently linked by disulfide
Table 5 Correspondence between extreme superfamily-specific words and Swiss-Prot annotations in the initial data
set




c Annot Match/total (Precision (%))
d Sensitivity (%)
URNH 43 54.95 1/17 48726* Disulfide 7/14 (50) 4
RNHB 59 51.33 1/28 48726* Disulfide 9/20 (45) 6
UQHS 53 75.07 1/16 52058* Repeat 12/22 (55) 41
SUQH 70 63.42 1/25 52058* Repeat 11/26 (42) 38
QHSG 37 51.75 1/12 52058* Repeat 4/10 (40) 14
HSGI 63 76.26 1/18 52058* Repeat 5/12 (42) 17
QXUS 43 52.05 1/10 51735* Repeat 1/15 (7)
ZSGI 99 52.22 1/49 52058* Repeat 7/36 (19)
GSUS 169 140.49 3/59 141571*, 52047, 52058 Repeat 6/38 (16)
GZDO 115 84.72 3/49 47473*, 52833, 52935 Repeat 1/35 (3)
DODQ 73 157.01 1/17 47473* CA_BIND 15/23 (65) 75
ZDOD 48 91.27 1/13 47473* CA_BIND 11/16 (69) 58
YUOD 111 184.67 1/11 52540* NP_BIND 39/41(95) 35
UODO 142 210.14 4/14 52540*,53659, 54211, 55729 NP_BIND 49/60 (82) 38
OEIJ 33 53.84 1/4 51735* NP_BIND 6/7 (86) 14
EIJU 48 51.68 1/13 51735* NP_BIND 7/15 (47) 20
USLG 121 137.35 2/47 141571*, 51206 NP_BIND 2/22 (9)
UZCI 99 63.70 2/28 103025*, 56784 NP_BIND 1/13 (8)
RUDO 27 55.55 1/4 53335* Binding 5/10 (50) 18
UGRU 37 60.07 1/8 53335* Binding 4/12 (33)
EGZD 48 51.68 1/5 51735*
GRUD 33 70.55 1/6 53335*
SLGS 60 118.45 1/17 141571*
This comparison is made on a subset on the initial set: 1487 proteins that can be mapped to biological annotations using the PDB/UniProt Mapping database.
a:
word occurrence.
b: nbsf denotes the number of SCOP superfamilies in which the structural word is seen.
c: superfamilies in which the word is over-represented.
d:
match and total denote the number of fragments annotated and the total number of fragments, respectively. Bold font indicates a match/total ratio greater than
40%. Italic font indicates a match/total ratio lower than 40%. Abbreviations used: NP BIND = nucleotide phosphate-binding site, CA_BIND = calcium-binding site.
SCOP ids: 103025 = Folate-binding domain, 141571 = Pentapeptide repeat-like, 47473 = EF-hand, 48726 = Immunoglobulin, 51206 = cAMP-binding domain-like,
51735 = NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-fold domains, 52047 = RNI-like, 52058 = L domain-like, 52540 = P-loop-containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolases, 52833
= Thioredoxin-like, 52935 = PK C-terminal domain-like, 53335 = S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferases, 53659 = Isocitrate/isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase-like, 54211 = Ribosomal protein S5 domain 2-like, 55729 = Acyl-CoA N-acyltransferases (Nat), 56784 = HAD-like. “*” denotes the superfamily in
which the word is most over-represented.
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Page 13 of 23bridges and identified by the “Disulfide bond” Swiss-Prot
annotation with a precision of 50 and 45%. This annota-
tion provides no functional information per se,b u t
might indicate that these structural motifs result from
structural constraints induced by the disulfide bridge.
However, the very low sensitivity observed (4 and 6%)
shows that a only small fraction of the disulfide annota-
tions are encoded by these words.
Repeat annotation
Four overlapping extreme superfamily-specific words
SUQH, UQHS, QHSG, HSGI a r es t r o n g l yo v e r - r e p r e -
sented in the “L domain-like” superfamily (SCOP id =
52058). This superfamily groups proteins containing
repeat regions, which are regions of 20 to 30 amino acids
unusually rich in leucine [64]. Repeat regions have strong
implications for the biological role of protein, as they are
often involved in protein-protein interactions in plant and
mammalian immune responses [64]. A number of human
diseases have been shown to be associated with mutations
affecting leucine-rich repeat domains [64]. These repeat
regions may therefore be of functional relevance.
Structural words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG,HSGI often
occur in the same proteins, allowing the formation of
longer motifs, like illustrated in Figure 7: in protein
1ogq A, SUQH and UQHS overlap to form the five-struc-
tural letter words SUQHS.
Figure 8A illustrates the example of the word UQHS.I t
is a recurrent word (seen 52 times in the initial data
set), strongly over-represented in one superfamily
(SCOP id = 52058), with a high maximal score (Lpmax =
75.07). The superimposition UQHS-fragments shows that
they are very similar in terms of structures, with a turn
conformation. The amino-acid logo indicates that UQHS
presents amino-acid conservation at positions 1, 4 and
6, resulting in an amino-acid profile close to the consen-
sus sequence of LRR (LxxLxLxxNxL or LxxLxLxxCxxL
[65]).
The comparison with Swiss-Prot annotations reveals that
the four structural words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG and HSGI
correspond to the “repeat” annotation with precision
greater than 40% (see Table 5). According to our definition
of functional words, these four words are thus functional.
Some fragments encoded by these functional words,
however, do not correspond to repeat annotations. For
example, in the initial data set, 10 UQHS-fragments are
unannotated. To determine whether these 10 fragments
might still correspond to repeat regions unannotated in
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Figure 7 Illustration of the word UQHS corresponding to the repeat annotation. A: position of UQHS word in protein 1ogq A. B: structural-
letter sequence of the protein 1ogq_ A. C: representation of the 3D structure of this protein. Blue: UQHS-fragments. Orange: odd-numbered
repeat regions. Yellow: even-numbered repeat regions.
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Page 14 of 23software to predict repeat regions. Two repeat regions are
predicted: 1dce A:484-507 and 529-553. Region 1dce A:
484-507 actually contains the word UQHS, whereas the sec-
ond region: 529-553 does not (see Table S2).
The sensitivity measure for the repeat annotation for the
four structural words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG and HSGI
ranges from 17 to 41%, meaning that repeat regions corre-
spond to a variety of conformations, not only the ones
encoded by SUQH, UQHS, QHSG and HSGI.B yd e f i n i -
tion, repeat regions are formed by the repetition of a
motif.
Calcium-binding site annotation
Two overlapping extreme superfamily-specific words,
ZDOD and DODQ, are over-represented in only one super-
family: “EF-hand” (SCOP id = 47473). This superfamily
contains proteins with EF-hand units, which consist of
two helices connected by a calcium-binding loop. The
words ZDOD and DODQ are frequently overlapping: in
66% of cases, DODQ is preceded by the letter Z, forming
the word ZDODQ. Figure 8B presents the statistics, geo-
metry and amino-acid sequence conservation of the word
DODQ. The amino-acid logo shows that DODQ presents
amino-acid conservation at positions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7,
with a strong conservation of an aspartic acid or aspara-
gine residue at positions 2 and 4 and of a glycine residue
at position 5. This conserved sequence is in close agree-
ment with the consensus sequence of calcium-binding
motifs [DxDxDG] [66].
The two words ZDOD and DODQ correspond to the cal-
cium-binding site annotation (CA_BIND) with precision
greater than 65%, they thus are functional motifs. As
s h o w ni nF i g u r e9 A ,DODQ contains residues directly
involved in the binding of calcium ions. Five ZDOD-frag-
ments and nine DODQ-fragments are not annotated as
calcium-binding sites in Swiss-Prot. However, six of
these unannotated DODQ-fragments are identified as
putative calcium-binding sites by the SitePredict software
(see Table S3). The sensitivity of the calcium-binding site








































Figure 8 Illustration of four functional words. A: structural word UQHS. B: structural word DODQ. C: structural word YUOD. D: structural word
RUDO. For each word, we provide word statistics (frequency, Lpmax, nbsf*), the name of the superfamily in which the word has highest Lp score,
the superimposition of fragments associated with this word, and amino-acid conservation data.
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Figure 9 Illustration of the functional role of three words.A :DODQ corresponds to calcium-binding sites. B: YUOD contains residues
involved in nucleotide-binding sites. C: RUDO contains residues involved in SAH/SAM-binding sites. Structural words are highlighted in red and
ligands in blue.
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Page 16 of 23annotations with respect to ZDOD and DODQ ranges from
58 to 75%, meaning that the majority of calcium-binding
sites actually correspond to these structural words. These
two structural words could thus be used to predict cal-
cium-binding site candidates.
Nucleotide-binding site annotation
Five extreme superfamily-specific words are associated
with nucleotide-binding site annotations (NP_BIND)
with precision greater than 47%. Some correspond to
ATP/GTP-binding sites, others to NAD(P)-binding sites.
We discuss these two cases separately.
ATP/GTP-binding sites Structural words YUOD and
UODO are strongly over-represented in the superfamily
“P-loop-containing nucleotide triphosphate hydrolase”
(SCOP id = 52540), grouping proteins with a phosphate-
binding site. These two words are often found in the same
proteins: in 90% of cases, the structural word YUOD is fol-
lowed by the letter O, forming the word YUODO.
Figure 8C illustrates the statistics, geometry and
amino-acid sequence conservation of the YUOD word.
This word displays clear amino-acid conservation: glycine
in positions 1 and 6, lysine in position 7, and threonine
or serine in position 8, consistent with the consensus
sequence of P-loops: [AG]XXXXGK[TS] [10].
Structural words YUOD and UODO correspond to the
nucleotide-binding site annotation with precision greater
than 80%. YUOD and UODO are thus functional words
with residues directly involved in ATP/GTP-binding
sites, as shown in Figure 9B for YUOD word. In the initial
data set, two YUOD-fragments and eleven UODO-frag-
ments are unannotated. SitePredict indeed predicts ATP/
GTP-binding sites for four of the eleven unannotated
UODO-fragments (see Table S4). The sensitivity is equal
to 35 and 38%, meaning that roughly one third of the
ATP/GTP-binding sites adopt conformations described
by these structural words.
NAD(P)-binding sites Two structural words, OEIJ
and EIJU a r es t r o n g l yo v e r - r e p r e s e n t e di nt h e“NAD
(P)-binding Rossmann-fold domain” superfamily (SCOP
id = 51735) grouping proteins with NAD(P)-binding
sites. These words are often overlapping: in 95% of
cases, OEIJ is followed by the letter U.
Word OEIJ is associated with the NP_BIND annotation
with precision equal to 86% and 47% respectively, they
thus are functional words. One OEIJ-fragment and seven
EIJU-fragments are unannotated. Two of the seven unan-
notated EIJU-fragments are predicted as NAD(P)-binding
sites by SitePredict (see Table S5). The sensitivity is quite
low, ranging from 14 to 20%, meaning that NAD(P)-bind-
ing sites probably adopt various conformations, and not
only the ones encoded by OEIJ and EIJU.
S-adenosyl-L-methionine binding sites
The superfamily-specific word RUDO is strongly over-
represented in the “S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent
methyltransferase” superfamily (SCOP id = 53335), group-
ing proteins with SAH/SAM-binding sites. Figure 8D pre-
sents the geometry of the structural word RUDO and its
amino-acid signature, with glycine residues preferred at
positions 1, 3 and 5. Figure 9C presents an illustration of a
SAH/SAM-binding site for a RUDO-fragment, showing the
residues involved in the SAH/SAM-binding site. This
word corresponds to the “binding” annotation with a pre-
cision equal to 50%, therefore it is a functional word.
Three out of the five unannotated RUDO-fragments actu-
ally correspond to SAH/SAM-binding sites according to
our analysis using LigPlot. The sensitivity is equal to 18%,
suggesting that SAH/SAM-binding sites adopt other con-
formations than the one identified by the RUDO word.
Unannotated extreme superfamily-specific words
Ten superfamily-specific structural words QXUS, ZSGI,
GSUS, GZDO, USLG, UZCI, UGRU, EGZD, GRUD and
SLGS, indicated in italics in Table 5 could not be validated
as functional motifs because they have low precision
values toward Swiss-Prot annotations. This could be due
to (i) the limited number of proteins of the initial data set
that are annotated in Swiss-Prot and (ii) the incomplete
annotation of Swiss-Prot, since annotations for a given
protein simply reflect our current knowledge about it.
Double checking the link between functional words and
biological annotations using the validation data set
The previous analysis was based on the Swiss-Prot anno-
tations of the annotation data set. Since many proteins of
the initial data set are lost in the UniProt/PDB mapping
step, we complement our results using a data set specifi-
cally built to maximize the coverage by Swiss-Prot: the
validation data set composed of 2 636 proteins. In the
validation data set, 17% of seven-residue fragments in
loops are covered by a Swiss-Prot annotation versus only
2% in the initial data set.
For the functional words identified in the previous sec-
tion, we compute the precision and sensitivity measures
presented in Table 6. We do not consider the words asso-
ciated to disulfide and the repeat annotations since they
are non specific to annotations. The seven functional
words considered have precision greater than 40%, the
threshold used for their validation in the annotation data
set. These two criteria are stable on the annotation and
validation sets with sligth global increase for the validation
set: on average 70% to 76% for precision and 37% to 39%
for sensitivity. The precision values are high indicating
that most of the fragments encoded by these words are
annotated by the corresponding annotation.
Discussion
In this work, we used a structural alphabet-based simplifi-
cation of protein structures and applied an exact statistical
approach to identify structural motifs over-represented in
Regad et al. BMC Bioinformatics 2011, 12:247
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Page 17 of 23loops in SCOP superfamilies. Our underlying hypothesis
was that structural words with unexpectedly high fre-
quency are probably linked to structural or functional
implication. We discovered two distinct trends: some
words, termed ubiquitous words, are over-represented in
several superfamilies, whereas others, termed superfamily-
specific words, are over-represented in a small number of
superfamilies. We then investigated the link between these
structural motifs and known structural motifs and func-
tional sites annotated in Swiss-Prot, on a subset of struc-
tural words with extreme over-representation scores.
We focused on structural motifs formed by seven conse-
cutive residues, i.e. four structural letters, since it is the
optimal length to have a good description of the 3D con-
formations and enough data to allow statistical treatments
[39]. However, our findings revealed longer motifs formed
by overlapping four-structural letter words, such as
YUODO, ZDODQ, corresponding to eight-residue motifs or
shorter motifs consensus as LGI common to SLGI,
QLGI. These results suggest that this motif approach
could be extended to motifs of different lengths.
Interpretation of ubiquitous words
Since ubiquitous words are over-represented in several
SCOP superfamilies with various functions, it is likely
that they are the result of structural rather than func-
tional requirement. A comparison of ubiquitous words
with extreme scores and known small 3D motifs showed
that extreme ubiquitous words contain b-turn, nest or
niche motifs. Several studies have shown that turns, nest
and niche motifs may play a functional role in determin-
ing the conformation of enzyme active sites and binding
sites [13,49,61]. We were not able to confirm this point
using our extreme ubiquitous words. However, among
the functional words identified in the subset of extreme
superfamily-specific words, three words (ZDOD, UQHS,
UODO) actually contain turns, which is in agreement with
the fact that turn motifs could be involved in binding
sites [13]. Let us note that turns, niches and nests are
shorter (three or four residues) than our structural words
(seven residues). The fact that we capture them using
structural words suggests that structural motifs longer
than previously described are important for protein fold-
ing and stability. Long structural motifs are thus part of a
“basic structural repertoire”, similarly to regular second-
ary structures which are used in protein structures
regardless of the overall fold and function of the protein
concerned. In addition, structural words allow detecting
structural motifs without computing hydrogen bonds, or
dihedral angles, and without explicit pairwise comparison
of fragments. This could thus be very useful to detect
structural motifs with relaxed parameters like turn-like
motifs.
Interpretation of superfamily-specific words and their link
with function
Usage of superfamily-specific words for functional site
prediction
The analysis of the correspondence between extreme
superfamily-specific words and Swiss-Prot annotations
revealed that some of superfamily-specific words are
linked to functional sites. For example, we found super-
family-specific words associated to repeat annotations and
binding sites to ATP/GTP, SAM/SAH, NAD(P), calcium
and iron. Thus functional words allow a reliable prediction
of some binding sites.
Limitations introduced by the Swiss-Prot mapping
Some annotations, such as metal-binding sites (cadmium,
lithium, mercury, potassium, vanadium) are very rare and
not represented in our data set. This explains why these
functional sites are not detected at all by superfamily-spe-
cific words. Moreover, only a fraction of the annotation
data set is covered by Swiss-Prot annotations (2% of
seven-residue fragments) and the step of mapping annota-
tions to PDB structures using the PDB/UniProt Mapping
database further reduces significantly the data available for
comparison. The link between structural words and func-
tional sites is thus established on a limited amount of data
and is probably under-estimated by our analysis. For
example the structural word UGRU, over-represented in
the “S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransfer-
ase” superfamily (SCOP id = 53335), is not characterized
as “functional word” in the annotation or validation data
sets (precision = 33% and 36%). The manual analysis of
the functional annotations of UGRU-fragments show that
69% of them are actually involved in SAH/SAM-binding
sites, see Table S6. This illustrates the case of a functional
motif missed by our analysis due to a defect of biological
annotations.
In this paper, the link between superfamily-specific
words and functional sites is established only for the 23
extreme superfamily-specific words. These 23 words cover
1% of residues in loops and they are seen in 17% of pro-
teins. If we consider superfamily-specific words with mod-
erate scores (565 words with Lpmax ≥ = 10, see Table 2),
Table 6 Precision and sensitivity for functional words







DODQ CA_BIND - 82 95
ZDOD CA_BIND - 92 64
YUOD NP_BIND ATP/GTP 91 29
UODO NP_BIND ATP/GTP 80 40
OEIJ NP_BIND NAD(P) 94 7
EIJU NP_BIND NAD(P) 54 10
RUDO Binding SAH/SAM 44 30
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Page 18 of 23the coverage can be increased to 10% of residues and 90%
of proteins. From these moderately superfamily-specific
words, 13 words are clearly associated with a functional
Swiss-Prot annotation ("binding site” or “active site” anno-
tations), 17 correspond to a repeat annotation and 16 to a
disulfide annotation (data not shown). For example, word
ZCLH is over-represented in the superfamily SCOP id =
53474 with a Lpmax equal to 12. This word has a precision
for the detection of “active site” annotation of 67% (see
Table S7). This suggests that over-represented words with
moderate Lpmax score may be functional too.
Intrinsic limitation of the structural word approach
However, some functional sites were not detected by
structural words. To be identified by our structural
word approach, a functional site must meet two condi-
tions: (i) at least one part of the functional site must be
located in protein loops and (ii) it must correspond to
recurrent structures across different proteins. Indeed,
structural words can only identify a functional motif if
structural conformation spanning at least seven or more
consecutive residues. Thus, superfamily-specific words
cannot detect DNA-binding sites or zinc finger motifs
because these functional sites are preferentially seen in
a-helices. In the same way, some metal binding sites
(cobalt, copper, magnesium, canganese, colybdenum,
nickel, sodium) are not detected because they display a
high flexibility [67] or a structural conservation
restricted to few residues.
To quantify the correspondence between extreme
superfamily-specific words and Swiss-Prot annotations,
we computed the precision and sensitivity of annotation
detection by these words. We observed that sensitivity
values depend on the functional sites and structural
words. For example, two overlapping words DODQ,
ZDOD present a high sensitivity for calcium-binding
sites, meaning that most of these binding sites can be
detected by these two structural words. Other structural
words have lower sensitivity, e. g. YUOD detects only
one third of ATP/GTP-binding sites. However, we
checked, on randomized data sets, that these sensitivity
measures are significantly greater than expected by
chance (see Table S8). Indeed, random sensitivities are
very low and the sensitivity of structural words reported
in this study are higher in any case. Thus, even if the
sensivity measures reported in this sudy may seem mod-
est, they are still significant, meaning that all the super-
family-specific structural words presented here are
significantly enriched in functional sites. These low sen-
sitivity values indicate that some functional sites actually
correspond to several conformations encoded by differ-
ent structural words. These different conformations of a
functional site could be explained by (i) its flexibility or
(ii) the fact that it can span several segments in a pro-
tein. Figure 10 presents an illustration of flexibility of
binding-site through the four calcium-binding sites of
protein Calcium-dependent protein kinase 3 (pdb code
3k21). This flexibility results in the encoding of these
functional sites into two close words: ZDOD and WDOD,
with a RMSD of 0.419 Å. A way to take into account the
flexibility of binding-site could be to consider “degener-
ated words” (for example [W/Z]DOD) instead of “exact”
word. This would certainly increase the ability to detect
functional sites.
In Figure 10, we also present an example of protein
Translation initiation factor if2/eif5b (pdb code 1g7s) data,
illustrating a binding site involving different 3D regions.
This protein contains a GTP-binding site involving three
regions, which two are annotated by one NP_BIND anno-
tation, resulting in two NP_BIND annotations for this
protein. Each annotated region is detected by a superfam-
ily-specific word: YUOD and UGBB. This indicates each
word can detect one part of the GTP-binding site, thus
each word is expected to detect to 50% of the NP_BIND
annotations at most. Thus, the weak sensitivity value of
some functional words shows that these words can detect
one part of the functional site. To identify the entire func-
tional sites, we could couple the different functional words
associated to the same annotation.
Comparison with existing approaches
Several approaches address the link between local struc-
tures and protein function. These methods can be clus-
tered into three groups.
The first group corresponds to the characterization of
structural motifs specific to functional sites [22-28].
Such methods consist in learning the structural motifs
of known functional sites and are therefore dedicated to
the prediction of those sites.
The second group corresponds to the discovery of con-
served structural motifs in proteins with the same func-
tion. These methods start from protein superfamilies and
search for structural motifs specific to superfamilies
[20,21,68]. They can identify conserved motifs in different
proteins with the same function. In these approaches, the
extraction of structural motifs is based on the comparison
of structural fragments using RMSD. These methods are
able to discover new functional sites within superfamilies.
However, they cannot identify functional motifs common
to several superfamilies.
The third group corresponds to structural classifica-
tion of local conformations, followed by an analysis of
the association between clusters and functional sites
[14,17,18,69]. These methods do not focus on the
description of a particular functional site, or restrict the
analysis to a particular superfamily. Instead, they analyze
a posteriori the association between fragment clusters
and protein superfamilies or GO annotations. Our
approach is based on the same philosophy as these
methods.
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Figure 10 llustration of the binding sites, which correspond to different words. A: Illustration of the flexibility of calcium-binding sites in
the Calcium-dependent protein kinase 3 (pdb code 3k21), which is cristallized with 3 calcium atoms (colored in blue). Among these 3 calcium-
binding sites two are detected by overlapping words ZDOD and DODQ, colored in red. The third binding site is detected by overlapping words
WDOD and DODQ, colored in magenta. B: Illustration of a GTP-binding site involving different 3D regions in the Translation initiation factor if2/
eif5b (pdb code 1g7s). The GTP is represented in blue. The binding site is composed of three 3D regions (15-20, 130-133; 198-199). In red are
colored the two regions, which are detected by superfamily-specific words: YUOD and UGBB over-represented in the superfamily “P-loop
containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolases” (52540). In magenta is colored the third region, which is not detected by superfamily-specific
word. In Swiss-Prot this protein is annotated by two NP_bind annotations (12-19, 76-80, 130-133).
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[17], and Manikandan et al. [18], our method is original
in three ways: (i) the extraction of structural motifs is
based on a structural alphabet, which allows defining
structural motifs without using geometrical thresholds
or extensive pairwise structural comparison, (ii) the
functional role of a motif in a particular superfamily is
assessed by its statistical over-representation within the
superfamily, and (iii) it can deal with all loops, irrespec-
tive of their length or secondary structure types. This
last point is particularly important: in a previous study,
we have shown that 64% of structural words display no
specificity for loop length [39]. It is also the case of the
functional motifs identified in the present study: for
example, 60% fragments of the word DODQ, involved
in calcium-binding sites are extracted from short loops,
and 40% from long loops. The fact that we made a sys-
tematic decomposition of loops into structural words,
instead of clustering full-length loops as done by Espa-
daler et al. [14] makes the comparison with their study
difficult.
Two studies by Tendulkar et al. [17] and Manikandan
et al. [18] aimed at the extraction of structural motifs
specific to a protein function. Contrary to our approach,
they considered all structural motifs including a-helices
and b-strands. In these two studies, structural motifs
were extracted by a systematic classification of eight-
residue fragments based on geometric invariants [17] or
dihedral angles [18]. They then analyzed the association
between structural clusters and protein functions pro-
vided by SCOP superfamilies [17] or GO terms [18].
Tendulkar et al. [17] defined a cluster as functional if at
least 70% of its fragments are found in a same SCOP
superfamily. Manikandan et al. [18] identified functional
clusters on the basis of the over-representation of GO
terms in clusters. These two definitions restrict the defi-
nition of functional motifs to motifs specific of one
superfamily or GO term. By contrast, the statistical
treatment presented here allows the extraction of motifs
shared by several families, even if the superfamily con-
tains few members.
Recently, Wu et al. [69] have proposed an approach to
extract functional structural motifs from DNA-binding
proteins using a structural alphabet. As in our approach,
the structural alphabet is used to simplify 3D structures
into uni-dimensional sequences. The structural alphabet
used in [69] is composed of 16 structural letters, named
protein blocks. Wu et al. focused on DNA-binding sites
by searching structural words present in DNA-binding
proteins binding and absent in others, and considered
long and degenerated structural words (26 residues)
without secondary structure restriction. In the present
study, we discarded helices and strands. In addition, our
statistical treatment is radically different from theirs, and
allows retrieving structural words shared by several
superfamilies, even in superfamilies with few proteins.
Even if based on a similar method of protein structure
simplification, both these works thus pursue quite differ-
ent objectives and consider different structural motifs.
Conclusion
In this study, we present a systematic extraction of 3D
motifs from loops likely to be important for protein
structure or function. This method is based on the struc-
tural alphabet HMM-SA and an advanced method for
pattern statistics. We identified ubiquitous structural
motifs over-represented in several superfamilies, and
superfamily-specific structural motifs over-represented in
few superfamilies. Some ubiquitous words correlate with
known 3D motifs such as b-turns, niches and nests. The
link between the word over-representation and function-
ality was proved for some superfamily-specific words.
Thus, some of these structural words allows the detection
of calcium-binding sites, some part of nucleotide, SAH-
binding sites, or active site. As in DNA sequence analysis,
statistical over-representation can be related to functional
features.
These results could be used for the prediction of func-
tional sites in protein structures: the identification of
these structural motifs in uncharacterized proteins could
provide useful clues to protein function in complement
to usual methods based on homologous proteins.
As some functional annotations are supported by reg-
ular secondary structures, current perspectives include
the consideration of regular secondary structures. Also,
some functional words present sequence specificity,
which opens the perspective to the prediction of these
functional motifs from their amino-acid sequence.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Supplementary information. This file is a pdf file. It
contains different information about the comparison between some
over-represented words and biological annotations: ￿ Table S1: Precision
of annotation dectection by extreme ubiquitous words. ￿ Table S2:
Analysis of UQHS fragments. ￿ Table S3: Analysis of DODQ fragments. ￿
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Analysis of ZCLH fragments. Table S8 present the results of the
computation of a random sensitivity for each functional word.
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